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ÀBSTRÀCT

Patient fall-s contribute to patient norbidity and

¡nortality, extend the length of hospital ization, increase

health care costs, and inpact negatíveJ-y on the quality of

care provided by acute care faciLities. The purposê of this
descriptive study $ras to deterrnine nurses' knowledge of the

risk factors associated with patient falls and to ascertain

nurses, ability to identify patients at risk to falI. The

study aLso utilized a fal1 scale instrument to identify
patÍents at risk to faJ-J., and examined patient fall-s, the

outcome of interest in the study. The conceptual framevrork

was based on the structure - process - outcone paradigrm

proposed by Donabedían for evaJ.uat.ing the qua}ity of heal-th

care, and the Roy Àdaptation Nursing Process, Non-

probability sarnpling was used to seLect a sarnple of 20

surgical and 20 rnedical patients, adnitted to an acute care

hospÍta1 setting. Data $¡ere collected usinq patient

records, nursing care pLans, and the Morse FaIl Scale. Data

were analyzed using qualitative and quantitative analysis,

including content analysis and descriptive statistics.
The findings indicated that nurses assessed and

docunented risk factors associated r.¡ith patient faLls on an

ongoing basis throughout patients' hospital ization, but

rarely used thís assesslîent data to identify patients at

risk to fal-1. Nursês had particular difficulty in assessj.ng



and docunenting behaviors related to rnobility and gait, and

¡nental status.

Patíents were considered at risk to fal-l on rnore than

7oZ of the days spent in hospital lrhen the Morse Fall scale

and a score of 16 were used to establish fall- rísk. Three

patients fel-L on a total of six occasj.ons during the study.

The Morse Fa]I scale vJould have predicted 83.38 of these

faLls if the score used to establish falÌ risk had been

increased to 45 or more. The Morse Falf scale therêfore

appeared to offer hope as a ¡neans of identifying patients at

risk to faII in an acute care hospital setting.

v1
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

Patient falLs comprise the largest single category of
adverse occurrences in acute care hospital settings,
accounting tor 32 to 84? of all reported inpatient incidents
(Fife, SoLonon, & Stanton, L984ì Innes & Turnan, 1983;

Morgan, Mathison, Rice, & Clenner, 1985r. Sv¡artzbeck, 1983).

Lynn (1980) reported that 28 of all patients adnitted to
hospital would faII at least once during their ad¡nission.

Morse, Morse, and Tylko (1986) reported a rnean fall, rate of
2.5 fa1J.s per 1,000 patíent bed days arnong aJ.1 patients

admitted to a large urban hospital over a 10 year period.

Patients adnitted to that facility therefore had a 1:40

chance of falling during an average 10 day hospital. stay.

Falls occur despite the existence of environmental safety
standards, poJ.icies and procedures to guide practice, and

ongoing quality assurance nonitoring prograns, Despite the

nagnitude of the problern, there has been little systenatic
research into the probLen of patient falls.

fLLness factors ¡nake all hospitalized patients
vulnerable to the risk of falling, and of suffering an

injury as a result of the fal-I. EJ-derly patients are at
particularly high risk to fa11 because of their greater

propensj.ty to develop drug toxicities and drug interactions



and because of the physiofogical and psychol-ogicaL factors

which accompany agÍng (TideÍksaar & Kay, L986). rn 1981,

persons over the age of 65 nade up just under 10å of the

population in canada but used  aZ of the patient days in

short term health care faciLíties. Manítoba $¡as one of

three provinces with the greatest number of persons aged 65

and over as a percentage of the total population.

Denographíc trends indicate that by the year 2030, persons

aged 65 and over will conprise 14 to I7Z of the population

(canadian Medical Associationt L987). Fal-ls will continue

to be a rnajor problen anong these elderJ.y persons srhen they

are adrnitted to hospital unless v¡ays of preventing, or at

Least reducing, patient falls can be found.

Falls in acute care hospital settings invofve high

costs to the patient and fanily, the facility, and society.

Falls cause pain and suffering, and are often the indirect
cause of death due to complications which develop following
prolonged periods of in¡nobil-i zatÍon after a fa11 (Tideiksaar

& Kay, 1986). I'forse, Prowse, Morrow, and Federspeil (1985)

reported that 26.54 of patients !¡ho fe11 suffered ¡ninor

injuries including lacerations, abrasions, and contusions,

while a further 3.63 of patients suffered rnajor injuries
including concussj,on, fractures, and lround dehiscence. The

rate of injury j-s even higher in elderJ.y patients. clark
(1985) reported that 53å of patients over the â9e of 65 who
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felÌ in hospítal sustained injuries, and 88 of these

injuries were considered consequential.

Hip fractures are one of the ¡nost connon and serious

injuries resulting fro¡n a fall. The incidence of hip
fracture increases narkedly after the age of 7O, and

fenales, because of osteoporosis, are particularl_y

vul-nerable to this type of injury (Danish MedicaL BuìIetin,
L987), The injury is painful , and the treatnentr usually
surgical interventÍon, extensive. Each hip fracture
increases the J.ength of stay in an acute care facilíty by an

average of 21 days, longer than for any other diagnosis

(Baker & Harvey, 1985). Hip fractures are also a leading

cause of disability anong the elderLy. Many elderly persons

never regaÍn their pre-fal-l functional status following a

híp fracture (Danish Medical BuLtetin, 1987).

Even faLls which do not cause physical injury can have

devastating psychological effects. The f ee).ings of
insecurity which follow a fa1I, and the fear of falling
again, can Lead to a Loss of independence and decreased

nobílity, and in some cases necessitate adrnission to a long

term care facility (Danish MedicaL Bulletin, 1997; Rhynes &

ltaeger, 1988). Hospítal staff may resort to the use of
physical or chernicaL restraints in patients vJho have faLlen

as a neans of preventing further faLl_s. I4lhether or not

restraints prevent fatls is a highly debated topic. Àt the

very least, restraints cause physical and rnental



deterioration, decreased nobiJ.ity, and violate the

individual's freedo¡n and sense of dignity (BlakesLee, 1988;

McHutchion & Morse, 1989; Rhynes & Jaeger, 1988).

The physical and e¡notionaL trauna which occur as a

result of a fal] in hospital- can extend the acute care

ad¡nission or necessitate adrnission to a long ter¡n care

facility. Both substantially increase heaÌth care costs and

pl-ace heavy demands on health care resources (Danish Medical

Bul1etin, 1987). The costs to the individuaL patient and

fanily in terms of decreased rnobiJ.ity, reduced independence,

and rnajor Li.festyle changes cannot be neasured (Baker &

Harvey, 1985).

Hea1th care facilitíes incur direct and indirect costs

as a result of patient faIIs. Patients enter health care

faciLities v¡ith the expectation that they wil-l- receive safe

and adequate care. Patient falls nay cause the patient and

fanÍIy to seriously question the quality of care provided by

the ínstitution. Where injury or death occur as a resul-t of

a fall, the patient or farnily may decide to take lega1

action against the hospital. The facility nay then face
j.ncreased f.iability clains and premiums as a result of such

action (Clark, 1985,' Fife et aL., !984, Hendrichf 1988;

Tack, Ulrich, & Kehr, 1987) .

Numerous investigators have examined patient fal-l-s in
their rêspectíve facilities. The focus has been on

reporting instÍtutional falÌ rates, the characteristics of
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patients v¡ho feI1, the conditions under which falls
occurred, and the consequences or outco¡nes of the fa]Is.
The results, aLthough largeÌy inconclusive and nonconparable

across the various settings, agreed on one point.
Identification of patients at risk to fatt was the key in
any progra¡n to reduce or prevent patient faIIs. Several

investigators used the findings fro¡n their studies to
deveLop faÌÌs risk factor checklists and fall scale

instru¡nents to assist staff in identifying patients at risk
to faLl.

Nurses ¡nust assurne a key role in any attenpts to reduce

or prevent patient falls since they are the onty group of
health care professionals who are in constant contact v¡ith
patíent.s throughout their hospital i zation. patient safety
is one component of nursing care. patient fal_Is adversel-y

affect the quality of that care. Reducing, or preventing

patient falls, is therefore a logical outgrowth of nursings'
co¡nmitnent to patient safety and quality nursíng care

(Maciorowski et a]., 1988i SpelJ-bring, Gannon, Kleckner, &

conway, 1988 ) .

Most acute care facil-ities have not adopted faII scale

instru¡nents for nurses to use in identifying patients at
risk to fa1l. ft is assurned that nurses are famiLiar v¡ith

the risk factors associated r,¡ith faLls and are able to
identify the falJ.-prone patient (Janken, Reyno1ds, & Swiech,

1986). This rnay not be the case. Rainvilte (1984) reported
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that rrefforts to recognize patients at risk for falling .,
took a variety of for¡ns and $rere inconsistentfy appfiea fy
nursing units and even by individuat nurses on the sa¡ne

unittt (p. 287). Walshe and Rosen (1979) questioned nurses,
ability to accurately assess patients in regard to
anbulatory and mental status, and Ctark (1985) concluded
that irnproved accuracy in assessing anbulatory and nental-

status, especíally in elderly patients, would prevent, or at
least bring about a significant reduction, in the nunber of
patient falLs.

To date there have been no studies to deter¡nine what

nurses know about the risk factors associated v¡ith falls or
to deternine how they apply this knovrledge ín the cl-inical
setting. Because patient falls continue to occur v,rith

alarning regularity, it nay be that nurses lack the
knowJ-edge and skill-s needed to accuratety identify patients
at risk to fall. The pufpose of this study was therefore
to: (a) assess nurses, knovrledge of the risk factors
associated with patient fallsi (b) assess nurses, ability
to identify patients at risk to fall; (c) util_ize the Morse

FalL Scale (Morse, I'torse, & Ty1ko, 1986) to identify fall-
prone patients; and (d) examine the potential of each

nethod for identifying patients at risk to falL. Lastly,
the study was designed to examine patient outcones, in ter¡ns

of fa1ls, among study subjects. À study which explores
nurses, ability to identify patients at risk to falL is an



lmportant first step in reducing or preventing patient

faLLs. The reduction or prevention of patient fal1s through

irnproved identification of high risk patíents would

ultinately result in an increased quality of care v¡ithin the

institution and an inproved quality of life for the faII-
prone patient.

Summary

Patient falLs contribute to patient rnorbidity and

rnortality, extend the length of hospita 1i zation, increase

health care costs, and irnpact negatívely on the qua]-Íty of

care provided by the institution. This study explores

nurses' abiJ.ity to identify patients at risk to fal], a

criticaL first step in reducíng or preventing faLÌs in
heâlth care faciLities.



CHÀPTER II3 REVIEW OF THE LTTER.ATI,RE

Introduct ion

Falls are a connon occurrence among elderly persons.

TideÍksaar (1989) reported that 30 to SOå of older persons,

when guestioned, reported a recent faII or a Liability to
faÌl. The literature is therefore replete with articles
docunenting the reasons older people fall and the incidence

of falls arnong the elderly living in the conmunity. Because

falls continue to occur when the elderly are adnitted to
acute or long term care faciJ.ities, there has been a

proliferation of literature related to falls in
institutional ized popuJ.ations over the past three decades.

This interest in patient falls is no doubt the result of
increased emphasis on quaLity assurance, and concerns about

fall-related injuries and the costs of treating thern (Raz &

Baretich, 1987 ) .

The enphasÍs of the institution-based fall_ studies has

been on the identification of faLl rates, injury rates, and

the patient and situational variabLes surrounding fa11s.

The recurrent theme throughout the Ìiterature was on the
early identification of patients at risk to faLL so that
interventions to reduce, or prevent, patient faIls could be

irnplemented. The accuracy with which patients are

identified as being at risk to fatl- received Little



attention in the literature and thus gave rise to the

present study. This review r.ti1I address the follo$ting: (a)

the reasons older people falLi (b) studies of fa1ls in

institutional-ized persons with an emphasis on the studies

carrÍed out in acute care facilities; (c) weaknesses

inherent in these studies; and (d) the developrnent of

instruments to identífy patients at risk to fall.

The Reasons older PeoPIe FaII

Falls in the eLderly result fron a combination of age

related physioì-ogical and psychological changes, drug

toxícities, pathological disease states, and environnental-

hazards. Tideiksaar (1989) stated that it was criticaL to

understand the reasons older peopfe fel1 because any

attenpts to reduce or prevent fa1ls was highly dependent

upon knowing and correcting the factors responsible for

falIs in these Índividuals. Gait, posture, and balance are

the ¡nechanis¡ns by which individuals ¡naintaín an upright

posture and ¡nove about efficientLy. The maintenance of

these functions depends upon the visual, vestibular, and

proprioceptive systems. Input fron these prirnary systerns is
processed through the central nervous system and the

effector nechanisms, which includes the peripheral nerves

and the muscul-oskeletal systen. oisruptions in any of these

systens, caused by dj.sease or the aging process, can



interfere with balance, thereby causing postural instability
and the potentiaJ. for faLls (Danish Medical Bulletin, 1987;

Rhl¡nes & Jaeger, L988; wolfson, whipple, Amernan, Kaplan, &

Kleinberg, 1985).

The normal aging process produces physiological changes

within the eye that result in decreased near vision and

vÍsuaI acuíty, decreased peripheral and night vision,

altered depth perception, decreased abiJ.íty to discrirninate

colors of si¡nilar densities, and increased susceptibility to
glare (Tideiksaar, 1989; Tideíksaar & Kay, 1986). As a

result of these changes, elderly individuals are Ìess able

to detect environrnental hazards.

cait patterns change wíth age. Men develop a wide-

based shuffLing gait and wonên, a narrow-based waddling

gait. Both resuLt in decreased steppage height and

decreased stride length. Tncreased body sv,'ay after the

sixth decade produces postural instability. Decreased

muscl-e strength and tone, inpaíred muscLe control, slowed

reaction tirnes, and a Loss of rightíng ref l-exes further

increase the probability that older individuals will suffer

a fa11 íf anything disturbs their balance (Rubenstein &

Robbins, 1984; Tideiksaar & Kay, 1986).

The ability to concentrate becornes ¡nore difficult with

advancing years and may be further irnpaired by depression,

anxiety, or grief. These, in co¡nbination with hearing loss,

rnay rnake etderly individuals less av¿are of environ¡nental
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hazards. Inpaired judgernent and nenory J-oss may cause the

el.derly to lose sight of their lirnitations, or sirnply to
forget or deny that they are unable to do everything they

once did (Rodstein, !964i schulman & Acquaviva, f987 i
Tideiksaar & Kay, 1986).

Àging can also interfere with the body's abitity to
absorb and excrete drugs. Às a result, side effects and

toxic l-evels can develop. These can alter level of
consciousness, disrupt balance and coordination, and thus

contribute to falls in the elderly (Rubenstein & Robbins,

L984; Spellbring et aL, 1988).

Dj.seases of the cardiovascular, nuscuJ.oskeleta 1,

neurologic, sensory, rnetabolic, gastrointestinal and

genitourinary systems frequêntly acconpany aging and place

elderLy persons at increased risk of faIling. It is
estinated that between 20 and 30å of the elderly population

have orthostatic hypotension. Persons vrith diabetes or

Parkinson's disease nay have orthostatic hypot,ension

secondary to autonornic nervous systen dysfunction.

Orthostatic hypotension can also be caused by large venous

varicosities, hypovoLemia, 10!¡ cardiac output, dehydration,

electrolyte irnbalance, and drug therapy. orthostatic
hypotension is believed to .be the reason behind nany fal1s
in the e1derly. cough, defecati.on, and micturition syncope

can also contribute to fal1s by producing a sudden, severe

drop in blood pressure. Other fa1ls in the elderly have



been attributed to acute changes in cardiac rhythn and

decreased cerebral circuLation. CerebrovascuLar disease,

seizure disorders, denentia, and Parkinson,s disease are

alnong the najor causes of falls due to neurological
dysfunction in the elderly (Chipman, 1981; Rubenstein &

Robbins, 1984; Tideiksaar & Kay, 1986),

Cataracts and glaucoma, conmon eye disorders in the

elderly, resuLt in decreases in visual function beyond that
attributed to norrnal aging, EJ.ectroJ.yte imbalance, anetniar

hypoglycernia, hypothyroidisn, rnuscle weakness, arthritis,
and foot problens are other disease processes r,¡hich can

increase the risk of faLls in elderly persons (Rubenstein &

Robbins, 1984; Tideiksaar & Kay, 1986).

Environmental hazards contribute to fatls in nany

elderly persons. Irregular ground surfaces, irnproper

footwear, and loose or slippery ground surfacês do not

pernit good foot-ground contact. Cluttered rooms, unstable

furniture, and poorly naintained equipment fail to provide

the room and the support that the elderly require to
manoeuvre safely. Inadequate iLLurnination potentiates the

visual deficits already present in nany elderly persons and

causes then to nisjudge dÍstances or faiL to recognize

unsafe situations. The absence of safety rail.s,
particularly on stairways and in bathrooms, ¡nakes it
difficult for the elderLy to ¡naintain their balance when

negotiating different leve1s or changing positions (Danish
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Medical Bul1etin, Lg87i Gray-víckrey, 1984ì Tideiksaar &

Kay, l-986).

In sunmary, fafls are not part of the normaL aging

process. Hov¡ever, a varíety of age-reJ-ated physiological

and psychological changes, drug toxicities, pathological

disease states, and environrnental hazards interact to place

older persons at high risk to fal-L' Any situation which

comprornises the balance functíons of the visual, vestibular,

and proprioceptive systerns interferes with the end organ

functioning of the nusculoskeletal systen and may cause

falls (Danish Medical Bulletinr 1987) '

Most data on falls has been acquired through the study

of institutionatized individuals, particularly the elderly'

Investigators have exarnined falls in diverse populations in

a variety of settíngs. For the nost part these studies are

e:npirical irnpressions of the patient characteristics and

envíron¡nental factors which contributed to falls' Most

reLied on the retrospective anal.ysis of hospital incident

reportsandpatientrecordstoestablishthisinfor¡nation.
The underlying belief in each of the studies was that

patient falLs coutd be reduced or prevented if a profile of

the individuals ¡nost at risk to faLl could be estabLished'



The studies are revie$red under four broad headinqss

patient characteristics i b) incidence of fa1ls

institutionaLized populationsi c) injuries sustained as a

result of faÌl-s; and d) situational variables surrounding

patient faIls.

Patient characteristics

Agê, gender, rnedical diagnosis, a history of prevíous

faI1s, physical status incJ-uding the use of anbulatory

assistive devices, mental status, and ¡nedicatíon usage were

frequent risk factors exarnined in studíes of patient falls

in acute and tong term care facitities. The findings from

those studies are presented in this section' The enphasis

is on studies carried out in acute care facilities'

However, some references are rnade to studies conducted in

geriatric and Long tern care facitities, since the age of

the population in those facilities closely resembled the

population of interest in the present study'

A<¡e and qender. Most investigators agreed that the

tendency to falt increased with age. what was less clear

fron the líterature was the specific age at which patients

became high risk to fall' Morris and Isaacs (1980) reported

the greatest nunber of fa1ls in patients 75 to 84 years of

age in a geriatric hospital in England' Patients of the

same age had the highest ratio of faLLs per patient day in a

a)

in
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Veterans Adninistration Medical centre in the United States

(Berrlman, caskin, Jones, Tolley, & MacMullen, 1989).

In general hospitat settings, Fife et al' ( 1984)

reported that patients between 71 and 80 years of age were

rnost 1ikely to fall. walshe and Rosen (1979) found that 83?

of the patients s¡ho felI fron bed were 65 years of age and

over while this group represented onl-y 22e" of the entire

patient population. Morse' Pro$rse, et aI. (1985) reported a

greater nu¡nber of falls Ín patients between 65 and 79 years

of age and indicated that 'rthis proportion was significantly

higher than the proportion of older patients adrnitted to the

hospital during the yearrr (p. 117).

The studies failed to establish a clear reJ.ationship

between patient gender and the tendêncy to faIl. Mafe

patíents vrere at higher risk to faLL in geriatrÍc hospitals

in Denmark and waLes (Sehested & severin-Nielsen, 1977 ¡

Tinker, 1979). Ho\,¡ever, fenales r.tere at increased risk to

fall in a geriatric hospital in England (Morris & Isaacs,

1980).

Itanjam and MacKinnon (1973), Clark (1985) ' and Morgan

et aI. (1985) reported that ¡naLes fe]I more often than

femaLes ín their respective acute care facilitíes in Canada,

Australiaf and the United States. weil and Parrish (1958)

reported that Írales had an accident rate nore than double

that of fenales in another large acute care hospitaL.

However, Morse, Prolrse, et al. (1985) and Lund and Sheafor
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(1985) reported no statistically significant differences in
mafe and fe¡nale faLl rates $rhen the sex distribution within
the facility r{ras taken into consideration.

, Falls in all health care facilities
were nore connon among patients !¡ith cardiovascular,
neurological or cerebrovascul.ar disorders, dementia, and

cancer .

Jarvinen and Jarvinen (1968) and walshe and Rosen

(1979) found cardiovascular disease to be the most com¡non

diagnosis in patients r.¿ho feI1 out of bed in acute care

facilities. Morse, Prolrse, et al. (1985) reported that 42?

of patients lrho feII had a primary diagnosis of traurna or

disease of the nervous systen and that cardiovascuLar

disease was the rnost frequently cited secondary diagnosis.

Barbieri (1983) also found that a large nunber of patients

who felL (48?) had a primary or secondary diagnosis of
cardíovascular disease.

Swartzbeck and Milligan (1982) reported that
approxinateLy 508 of all accidents in hospital involved
patients hrith a diagnosis of cerebrovascular disease. Other

investigators reported that approxirnately 408 of patients

v¡ho fell in rehabilitation settings had an adnitting
diagnosis of cerebrovascular accident (Mayo, Korner-

Bitensky, Becker, & ceorges, 1989; Mion, Gregor, Buettner,

Chwirchak, Lee, & Paras, 1989).



Lynn (1980) and Barbieri (1983) reported cancer,

especiaJ-Iy in its advanced stages, to be prevalent anong the

patients rrho fefL in their respective faciìities. De¡nentia

lras conmon among patÍents who feLl in a geropsychiatric unit
and a long tern care facility (Hernandez & Miller, 7986i

Johnson, 1985). catchen (1983) reported that organic mentaL

syndrome or stroke was the prinary diagnosis ln 4oZ of the

elderly patients who suffered repeated accidents in an acute

care f aciJ-ity.

Lund and sheafor (1985) concluded that there was no

significant difference between patients who fe11 and a

control group vrho did not, based on the number of disease

conditions or the prinary díagnosis at discharge. Tinetti,
l{i11ia:ns, and Mayewski (1986), however, reported that falÌs
occurred when rnultiple disabiLities, involving rnultiple

functions, began to interfere with the person's ability to

conpensate .

History of fatts. A history of falling was strongly

associated r¿ith increased falI risk throughout the

literature. Sehested and Severin-Nielsen (]-977) reported

that 40? of patients who fell in a geriatric hospital in
Dennark had experienced a previous faIl, and that this group

accounted for 708 of alL fa1ls in this facility. Berry,

Fisher, and Lang (198L) found that 50.98 of patients fell
rnore than once, and accounted for alnost 80U of all falLs in
a geriatric hospÍta1 in Toronto.
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Bet$reen 8 and 268 of patients vrho fell- in acute care

hospital settings did so on ¡nore than one occasion (Lynn,

1980; Lund & Sheafor, 1985,. Morgan et aÌ., 1985i Morse,

Prov¡se, et al.. 1985). Hart and Sliefert (1983) suggested

that nultipÌe falls r,¡ere the result of the patients' desire

to naintain their independence. Regardless of the reason, a

history of falling was a strong predictor of future falls
throughout the literature.

Mental- status. À number of investígators examined the

reLationship betvreen mental status and falIs. The results
were inconclusive. Clark (1985) and Morse, Prowse, et aI.
(1985) reported that approxinately 608 of patients who felI
in acute care hospital settings were consid.ered to have a

normal mental status. Lund and Sheafor (1985), on the other

hand, found that cognitíve irnpairment, including senility,
confusion and episodic confusion, was signif icantJ-y related
to faII risk in a study that included a control group.

Confusion was also found to be a significant faI1 risk
variable in a study carrÍed out by Janken et al. (1986).

Berrl¡man et aL. (1989) concLuded that patients who had

periodic intervals of confusion and orÍentation r4¡ere ¡nore

fiable to fall than patients lrho were consistently confused.

WaLshe and Rosen (1-979) reported an alrnost equal

distribution of nor¡nal and disoriented behaviors in patients

r,rho fell out of bed. This led them to suggest that nursing

assessnents of the paÈients, mental status were inaccurate,
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because, if Ín fact 50? of the patients had a nornaL nental

status, they should have had rrthe presence of mind to wait,
or ask for assÍstancerr in getting out of bed (p, 33). clark
(1985) aLso questioned the accuracy of nêntal status
assessments and suggested that irnprovernents in these

assessments, particularly in elderly patients, could
prevent, or at least signifícantly reduce, patient faIls.

Physical status. Investigators reported a nurnber of

functionaL deficíts, including visual and auditory
inpairments, generaL \reakness and debility, incontinence,

orthostatic hypotension, and elevated temperature, in
patients who feII in acute and long tern care faciÌitíes
(Barbieri, 1983; Hernandez & MiL1er, 1986,. Janken et aL.,

f986i Sehested & Severin-Nie1sen, f977 i Tinetti et â1.,

1986), Hov/ever, the most connon deficits among patients who

feLl were those which interfered with their gait, balance,

and posture.

Motor deficits, decreased nobility of the lower

extrerníties, and difficulty with locomotion r,¡ere factors
s¡hich contríbuted to patient falls in studies carried out by

Barbieri (1983), Coyle (L979), Janken et al-. (1986), and

lynn (1980). Hernandez and Mi1ler (1986) concluded that an

unsteady gait and poor baLance contributed to faLls in a

geropsychiatric setting, and that the risk of falling was

increased in patients who denied the need for assistance.

Morse, TyJ-ko, and Dixon (1987) reported that 60? of patients
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r,¡ho fel1 had a v¡eak or impaired gait conpared to onLy 362 of
patients in the control group who did not faLl. Walshe and

Rosen (1979) and C1ark (1985) questioned nursês' ability to
accurately assess nobility and activity status, since

approxinately 508 of the patients in their respective
studies were assessed as being nonambulatory or in need of
assistance to arnbulate, yet failed to seek thís assistance
prior to arnbulation, and consequently fell. Final.ly,
Tinetti et al. (1986) reported that balance and gait testing
v¡ere useful in differentiating elderly residents who fe1]
repeatedly from those who fell only once or not at a1l.

The Ìiterature was Less clear regarding the role that
anbuLatory assistive devices played in contríbuting to, or

preventing, patient fal1s. Lynn (1990) and Lund and Sheafor

(1985) reported that the use of wheelchairs, $¿alkers, and

canes increased the risk of fa1ls. Kalchthaler, Bascon, and

Quintos (1978) found that dÍfferences in fal1 rates depended

on the type of assistive device used by nursing hone

residents. Those who were dependent on wheelchairs had the
greatest number of falls while those v¡ho used canes or
l¡alkers had the lowest number.

Medication usage. Patients srho fell in the studies

reported in the literature v¡ere receiving a nu¡nber and

variety of ¡nedications. Barbíeri (1983) reported that
patients were receiving diuretics, hypnotics, tranquilizers,
analgesics, and barbiturates at the tirne of the fal1.
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Wal-she and Rosen (1979) found that patients r.rho feIÌ froÍl
bed hrere taking diuretics, cardiac ¡nedications, sedatives,

and narcotic analgesics. Clark (1985) reported that 19¿ of
patients $rho fell had received diuretics wíthin the previous

12 hours, and 35.18 had received narcotics or sedatives in
the previous 12 hours. Lund and Sheafor (1985) found that
patients taking vitamins and iron, antihypertensive agents,

diuretics, and seizure nedications were at increased risk to
fal-l. Morse, Prowse, et al. (1985) reported that 65.6U of
patients received so¡ne ¡nedication r,¡ithin one hour before

their fall. Ànalgesics, psychotherapeutic agents,

gastrointestinal and cardiovascuJ.ar drugs \,¡ere the ones nost

often ad¡nÍnístered in this study. Berry et al. (1981)

reported that 2.22 of. falLs r,¡ere associated r+ith alcohol use

in a geriatríc hospitaJ..

While investigators generally agreed that nedications

increased the risk of falling in ol-der patients, the extent

to which, and the mechanism by which they contributed to
falls were less clearly defined. Weil and Parrish (1958)

reported that sedatives, narcotics, stinulants, and other

drugs contributed to 5å, and anaesthetics to 38 of al-l the

accidents in a large acute care facility. Sehested &

SeverÍn-NieLsen (]-977) reported that aLthough 4OZ of
patients who fel-L received hypnotics or tranquilizers, these

¡nedications were judged to have contributed to only 5? of
all the fal-ls. Davie, BlumenthaL, and Robinson-Hawkins
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(1981) indicated that rrhile any drug increased the risk of

fa1fs, the administration of three or nore drugs carried a

signifícantly hígher risk. Kal-chthaLer et al. (1978) also

concluded that falls were directly related to the

ad¡ninistratíon of three or more drugs in nursíng horne

residents. Macdonald (1985) reported that co¡nbinations of

drugs increased fall frequency nore than individual- drugs,

and that the adninistration of so¡ne drugs in specific
disêase entities appeared to be particularly dangerous, He

also reported that alcohol coutd be a rnajor contributor to
fa11s in elderly patients with Ínpaired proprioception, poor

eyesight, or cardiac disease.

Tideiksaar (1989) reported that the nechanisrn by which

rnedications contributed to fa1ls included hypovolenia and

loss of postural- control (diuretics) , orthostatic
hypotension (antíhypertensivês), impaired cognition
(hypnotics, sedatives, tranquílizers, and psychotropics),

and cardiac arrhythrnias (cardiotonic agents, diuretic-
induced hypokalernia) .

Incidence of Falls in InstitutionaL ized Populations

FaIl rates in acute care facilities have not been

consistently reported in the literature. WeiL and Parrish

(1958) reported a rate of 28.5 accidents per 1,OOO patients

adrnitted to a large teaching hospitaL ín New York, r,rhere

falIs corTrprised 83.5å of all adverse occurrences. The rate
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of accidents lras consistently higher in patients 60 years of
age and over. Twenty-five years 1ater, Catchen (1983)

reported that thê accident rat.e for all patíents admitted to
a large nunicipal hospital in New york City was 33 per

10,000 patient days. This figure rose to 53 accidents per

10,000 patient days in patients aged 65 and over. Fa]ls
conprised 792 of all accidents in this facility.

Manjarn and l{acKinnon (L973) studÍed only fall_s and

reported a rate of 10 per 1,000 patients at risk anong all
patients adrnitted to a general. hospital. in New Brunswick.

More recently, Morse, Black, Oberle, and Donahue (1989)

reported rates of 2.5 and 3.2 falls per 1,OOO patient bed

days in a 1,100 bed general hospital and a 24O bed

rehabilitation hospital in Alberta.

other investigators reported falls in terms of
percentages. Lynn (1980) and Morgan et aÌ. (1985) indicated
that patients had about a 28 chance of falling at l-east once

during adnission to an acute care facility in the United

states. Cl,ark (1985) reported that, overa]I, patients had a

1.78 chance of falling during admission to a large teaching
facílity in ÀustraLia. This figure rose to 3.sZ for
patients aged 65 and older.

Nunerous other investigators reported the nunber of
patient faLls lrhich occurred in a specific tine period, but
fail-ed to indÍcate the number of patients at risk or the
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nu¡nber of patient days, thus precJ-uding the cal-culation of
fa11 rates in these facilities.

Iniuries Sustained as a Rêsult of Ì.âtls
There hras general agreement in the literature about the

outcone of falls in terms of the injuries sustained. Most

studies Ín acut,e care facilities reported that 60 to 7Og of
all faLls resulted in no ínjuries; 2O to 35å resulted in
minor injuries, including abrasions, bruises and

lacerations; and 5? resulted in serious injuries, including
fractures and head injuries (Morse, Tylko, & Dixon, 19g7).

A snall percentage of falls, usually less than O.5e",

resulted in the death of the patient. There were very few

attenpts to deternine how age and gender v/ere correlated
v¡ith fa11-related injuries in acute care faciLities.

Morris and Isaacs (1980) reported that 23.3å of faLls
resulted in soft tissue injuries, and r.69Z resulÈed in
fractures in a geriatric hospital in England. Berry et aJ-

(1981) and Sehested & Severin-NieLsen (J_977) reported
fracture rates of 3.23 and 4.172 ín patients in geriatric
hospitaLs in Canada and Denmark. FaIIs proved to be fatal
in 0.18 of patients v¡ho feII in the study carried out by

Berry et aI. (1981).

Morse, Prowse, et a1. (1995) reported that 69.9å of
faLls produced no injury; 26.52 resulted in bruises,
Lacerations, and abrasions, and 3.6å resulted in serious
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injuries, incì.uding fractures, concussion and wound

dehiscence. Innes and Turnan (1983) reported sinilar injury
rates. Sixty-seven percent of fa]ls in their study produced

no injury, 31& resulted in ¡ninor injuries, and 2g resulted
in fractures. ,farvinen and Jarvinen (1"968) report,ed a much

higher incídence of ínjury and subsequent death in patients
who fel1 out of bed. They reported that 27.62 of patients
suffered wounds or concussion and 6.392 sustained a fracture
as a resuLt of fatling out of bed. Four patients (8.5å)

died within three days of the fall. cl-ark (1985) also
reported overall high injury rates, and especialLy high
rates in elderly patients v¡ho feLL. She reported that 49g

of all patients who feLl suffered ninor or insignificant
Ínjuries while 1.2? of these patients suffered fractures of
long bones, and 4.88 sustained other najor injuries,
including concussion and lacerations $¡hich required
suturing. Fifty-three percent of all patients over the age

of 65 who feIl suffered injuries and Bg of these ínjuries
v¡ere considered conseguential.

Situational Variables Surroundinq patient ¡'a t l s

Investigators have attenpted to identify the
situational, or environmentaL, factors surrounding falLs in
institutiona I ized popuLations. These external factors have

been emphasized in several studj,es, no doubt because they
are nore readiJ.y identified and nore easily ¡nodif ied than
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patient characteristics. Älnong the situational variables
most frequently exanined were length of stay, ti¡ne of falls,
locatj.on of falLs and patient activity, and the use of
restraint devices.

Lenqth of stay. Most investigators reported that faLl
incidents were hlghest during the first week and after the
third week of admission to acute and long term care
facilitÍes (HilI, Johnson, & carrett, 19gg,. Kulikowski,
1979; Manjan & lrfacKinnon, 1973i Swartzbeck, 1983; Swartzbeck

& Mi11igan, 1992). Barbieri (1983) reported that 2BA of
falls occurred within six days of ad¡níssion to a Veterans
Àdministration Medical centre. In another study, al¡nost
one-third of patients who fel1 out of bed did so within four
days of ad¡nission to hospital (I,ta1she & Rosen, tg7g).
Morse, Prowse, et aÌ. (1985) reported that 38.3å of all
fal1s occurred during the first week of hospitaJ- i zation, and

that 8.5? occurred on the first day of admission. Manjan

and MacKinnon (L973) reported that [some patients fell as

soon as they entered the r+ard" (p. 24).

The high íncidence of falls within the first r.reek of
hospitaLization has been attributed to the patientrs
unfamilÍarity with the environnent, the anxiety and tension
associated r.¡ith the patient role, acute illness and a

weakened physical condition, and the staffrs unfarniliarity
with the patíent (Catchen. 1993,. Coyle, fgTgì Sr,rartzbeck,

1983). Investigators have posited that fal_ls after the
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third r,¡eek of hospitalization are related to older a9e,

nul-tip1e and chronic illnesses, and atternpts on the part of
the staff to encourage patíent mobility and independence

(Swartzbeck & Mi1ligan, 1982 ) .

Ti:ne of falls. Investigators have attênpted to
identify the day of the lreek, nonth of the year, and tine of
the day when patient fal1s occurred. They betieved that if
patterns could be identified, staffing could be adjusted and

patient falls reduced or eLirninated.

Lund and Sheafor (1985) reported that 4rZ of aLl fal1s
occurred on Tuesdays and Thursdays and that patients
hospitalized during Septenber, October, and November r¡ere at
highest risk to falL. Morse, prowse, et aL. (1985) found a

noticeable increase in falls on Fridays, and reported that
fa1ls v¡ere rnost prevalent in Novenber and December. Lynn

(1980) reported that sunmer was a high risk period for aLl
types of incidents. others reported no variation in falj_s
by day of the week or season of the year (fnnes & Turman,

1983i Sv¡artzbeck & Mit]igan, t9B2),

There s¡as even less agreenent in the Literature as to
the ti¡ne of day when faLl-s srere most J.ikely to occur.
Patients in acute care facilities were reported to have

fallen ¡nost often between OgOO and 12OO hours (Morse,

Prowse, et al ., 1985); between 22OO and 0600 hours (Manjam &

MacKinnon, 1973) i and betv¡een 15OO and 19OO hours and O3OO

and 0700 hours (Lund & Sheafor, 1985). fnnes and Tur¡nan
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(1983) reported that the number of falLs r{ras al_most equaL

during the day and evening shifts ând Morgan et at. (1995)

found that falls were evenly distributed throughout the 24

hour period.

Most investigators agreed that fall_s during the waking

hours occurred during periods of increased patÍent and ward

activity, incJ-uding norning and bedti¡ne care, meaÌtirnes, and

change of shift act,ivities. These falls frequently occurred
!¿hen patients were ambulatory or were transferring to or
fron chairs, toilets, and wheeLchairs. Falls out of bed

occurred nost often during the evening and night hours
(Catchen, 1983,. CoyLe, IgTgì Jarvinen & Jarvinen, lg68ì
Wa]she & Rosên, 1979). Most faLls were not witnessed by

staff Ìnenbers (Morris & Isaacs, 1990,. Morse, prov¿se, et aI.,
1e85).

Location of fall-s and Þatient activitv. The naj ority
of falls occurred within the patientrs roon in close
proxirnity to the bed or bathroo¡n. clark (198s) reported
that over 522 of aLl- fa1]s occurred in the irnmediate bed

area. over half of these (52¿) were from the bed, and 17.9A

r¡¡ere from chaÍrs, wheelchairs, or co¡n¡nodes, Lund and

Sheafor (1985) reported that 55å of falls took place at the
bedside, and another 348 occurred lrithin the patient's room,

Patients were either getting in or out of bed, a chair or
wheelchair, rr¡alking within the room, or atternpÈing to change
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their position or transfer independently at the ti¡ne of the
faL1,

A sl-ightly snaller number of patient falls occurred
within the bathroom. Morgan et al. (1985) reported that 29å

of falls occurred in the bathroom. Many nore falls were

bathroon related: patients were either on their way to or
fron the bathroom when fa]Is occurred.. Nunerous other
investigators in a variety of acute and long tern care
settings have also suggested an association betsTeen

eli¡nination needs and patient falls (Àsh1ey, cryfe, & ànies,
1977i Barbieri, 1983i carcia, Ctuz, Reed, Taylor, Sloan, &

Beran, 1988,. Innes & Turnan, 1993; Sehested & Severin_
NieLsen, 1977,. Walshe & Rosen, :-gTg).

The use of restraint devices, Fagin and Vita (1965)

reported that 130 of 25O fatLs out of bed (5ZZ) occurred
despite the use of siderails, Siderails have been reported
to be in place in anywhere fron 10 to LoOU of fal-Is out of
bed in ¡nore recent studies (catchen, L9B3; c1ark, 1985;

Innes & Turman, 1993i Morse, prolrse, et al., 19g5; Walshe &

Rosen, 7979). Walshe and Rosen (1929) reported that 13,2å
of patients r,¡ho fell out of bed had a jacket restraint in
p1ace, in addition to the siderails, at the tine of the
fall-. Innes and Turman (1993) found that 672 of patients
who feI1 out of bed r,Jhen siderails were rai.sed also had

other restraints in place. They also reported that patients
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were physicalLy restrained in 372 of the falls fro¡n chairs
and 608 of the faLls fron wheelchairs.

Studies have indicated that nurses use restraints to
protect patients fro¡n falÌs and injuries, to ¡naintain

treatment regimes, and to controL behavior in patients who

wander, or who are confused, agitated, or aggressive
(Fletcher, 1990,. McHutchion & Morse, 1989i Strunpf & Evans,

1988i Yar¡nesch & Sheafor, 1984). The high íncidence of
falls in the presence of síderails and other restraint
devices has led nany investigators to questÍon the
effectiveness of physicaJ. restraints in preventing faJ.1s.

others have suggested that physicaJ. restraints not, only fail
to prevent patient falls, but nay contrÍbute to faLls or to
increased injuries, as patients attenpt to cIi¡nb over

síderails or struggle to escape their restraints (Lynn,

1980i MaciorowskÍ et al., 1988; spellbring et al., 1988).

fn sunnary. patient falls were a recurrent problen in
aLl- health care facilities. Investigators generally found

that the tendency to fall increased with age, and that a

history of falls lras a strong predictor of future falLs.
Patients $¡ho feI1 were often alert and oriented, but were

taking a variety of nedications, and were rnore likety to
have a diagnosis of cardiovascular, cerebrovascular or
neurological disorders, cancer or dernentia. patients with
an unsteady gait, poor baJ.ance, and decreased rnobility had a

higher incÍdence of falls. ApproxirnateLy 60 to 70? of falÌs
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resulted in no injuríes, 20 to 35å resulted in soft tissue
injuries, and approxirnately 58 resuLted in serious injuries
and even death.

Falls occurred during al-l hours of the day, days of the
s¡eek, and ¡nonths of the year. Hov¡ever, a higher incidence
of fa1ls occurred during the first r,reek and after the third
week of hospital ization. Most fatls occurred in the
patient's roon in close proxinity to the bed, ín the
bathroorn, or while the patient was going to, or returning
fron, the bathroom. The roLe of anbulatory devices in
contributing to or preventing patient faLl-s rrras uncl-ear, but
falls occurred despite the use of síderail_s and other
restraint devices.

Critique of Institution Based FaLl Studies

It was difficult to draw conclusions about patient
falls in acute care hospital settings despíte the nunber of
studies carried out and the amount and variety of data
generated. Studies for the nost part reLíed on the
retrospective analysis of incident reports to deÈermine the
incidence, patient characteristics, and situational
variables surrounding fal.l-s. Wan and ShukLa (1992)

indicated that incidents, such as patient fa1J.s, represented

standard ¡neasures of patient outcomes and that infornation
could be generated from hospítaL incÍdent reports, The
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possibility does exist, however, that not all fall-s lrere

reported by staff, Furthernore, this nethod of data

collectj-on relies on the accuracy and compl,eteness of
documentation. It is possible that incident reports,
conpleted in the past for different purposes, vrere níssing
inportant ínforrnation $rhich could not be retrieved because

considerabÌe periods of tine had passed (Morse, prov¡se, et
al., 1985).

An even rnore basic problem was that related to the

definition of fatLs. À1I studies embraced the general

concept that a faLL involved an unintentional change in the
position of the body (Danish MedicaÌ Bul1etin, 1987). A few

investigators provided a cornprehensive definition of fa1ls
(Morris & Isaacs, 1980; Morse, Tylko, & Dixon, 1987).

Hov/ever, many investigators failed to clarify !¡hat events

were included in their definition of a faÌL (Berrynan et
â1., 1989; C1ark, 1985; Lund & Sheafor, 1985; S\,¡artzbeck,

1983). Others, like Johnson (1985), provided a definition
of fal-]s, but excl-uded events that v¡ere consídered falls Ín

other studies. The lack of definition and the nultiplicity
of different events included in the term rtfaf lr confounded

the assessnent of the problen and rnade cornparisons between

studies extrenely difficult (Hadley, Radebaugh, & Suzman,

1985).

Several investigators reported on alL patient
accidents, not just fa).Is (Catchen, 1983i Jones & Srnith,
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1989; Lynn, 1980i Tínker, !979 i l¡¡eil & Parrish, 1958). This

¡nade it dífficult to deternine fall rates, and patient and

situational variables surrounding falls, as opposed to all
types of patient accidents, FalL rates were dífficult to
compare because investigators used different denorninators in
reporting falIs or failed to define the population at risk,
thereby precluding the calcuLation of fa11 rates (ltorse,

TyJ.ko, & Dixon, 1985a).

Studies on patient faLls were carríed out ín a wide

variety of facilities. Inadequate descriptions of these

facilities and the population under study rnade comparisons

betv¡een the facilities difficult, and in rnany cases,

inappropriate. The characteristics of patients r{'ho feLl and

the circu¡nstances surrounding falls were largely deternined

by sirnple observation of tabulated data. Only a few studies

tested the statistical significance of potential fal1 risk
factors for their patient population (Raz & Baretich, 1997).

Most studies deveLoped their profile of the patient who

feLJ. by looking so1ely at patients r.rho had falLen. only a

few studies (Janken et aI. , 1986; Lund & Sheafor, 1985;

Morse, Morse, & Tylko, 1986; Morse, TyLko, & Dixon, 1985a;

1985bi 1987) used a control group to conpare patients who

fell- s¡ith those r¡ho did not. The Lack of cornparison groups

in the other studies rnade it irnpossible to distinguish
betv¿een characteristics of the hospital. popuJ-ation at J-arge

and those specific to patients who feIl, and Èo deternine
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occur (Janken et al,, 1986).

fn summary, patient faÌI studies, although extensive in
nunber, have been fraught with v¡eaknesses which have rnade it
difficult to draw cornparisons between institutions and

arríve at generaì. conclusions about patient falLs.
NevertheLess, these studies have provided insights into the

magnitude of the problem and sone understanding of the

patient and situational variables surrounding fa11s.

Further¡nore, they have emphasized the need to identify
patients at risk to falI j.f attempts to prevent, or reduce,

patient faLls are to be successful.

Identification of Patients at Risk to Fall_

The ultimate goal of aIÌ heaLth care facilities is to
reduce or prevent patient fa1Is. Nunerous investigators
have therefore attempted to develop a profile of patients

vrho falL so that this night be used prospectiveJ-y to
identify patients at risk. strategies or interventions to
prevent falls coul-d then be directed to$rard thesê hígh risk
individuals.

Nunerous studies reported the deveJ-op¡nent of faLls risk
factor checklists for use in identifying patients at risk to
fall. These checkl-ists relied on risk factors reported in
the literature or coÌnpiLed following a study of patient
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falls within the institution. Risk factors for each patient

were checked off and added up to deternine that indívidual's
fall- risk. The number of risk factors required to identify
the patient as high risk varied with the institution (Fife

et af., !984 i Hill et 41., 1988; SpellbrÍng et al., 1988).

A few investigators ¡noved beyond sinple falls risk
factor checkLists to the developnent of scales for use in

identifying patients at risk to fall (Berryrnan et aI. , L989i

Innes & Turman, 1983; Morse, Morse, & Tylko, L9A6ì

Rainville, 1984). Innes & Turman (1983) identified 13 risk
factors in theír standard care pJ.an designed to identify
patients at high risk to fall. Tero of these rÍsk factors,
rrconfused and disoríented, t' and I'patient has fallen
previously" autonatically scored 15 points each if present,

The re¡naining items were scored on a scale of 0 to 5 points.

The patient was considered to be at high risk to fa1l if the

final score added up to 15 or nore points. This scale

lacked discriminatory polrer. Almost a1l- patients !¡ere

identified as being at high risk to fall because of the

large number of risk factors included in the scaLe.

Further¡nore, the risk factors were not defined and the

scoring system was not adequately described. Lastly, the

scale hras cornpJ.ex and required the use of the assessnent

sheet and pencil to deter¡nine the score (Morse, Morse, &

Ty1ko, 1986).
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Raj.nville (1984) also developed a standard care plan to
identify patients at risk to falL. She reduced the nunber

of risk factors to five and sinptified the scoring systen,

but reported that the scal-e had li¡nited ability to identífy
patients at risk to faIl. Rainvitle (1984) concluded that
the criteria to identify patients at risk to faLl would need

to be expanded.

Berr)rman et al. (1989) developed a 10 iten scale to
identify patients at risk to fall- and assigned point values

to each ite¡n based on the role each played in contributing
to faIls. They attenpted to define each of the fatl risk
factors and paid special attention to the category concerned

wÍth balance and gaít. A score of 10 or greater was used to
identify patients at risk to fa]I.

The risk factors included in each of these scales were

derived fron studies on fal-Is v¡hich fail_ed to utilize
control groups Èo deter¡nine how patients who fel-I differed
from those who did not. In each case, there was a limited
description of the viork that went into the developnent of
the instrurnent, and no information about the selection of
the high rj.sk score, or the valÍdity and reliabílíty t.esting
of the instrunent.

fn contrast, the work by Morse and her colleagues

stands out in the field of patient falls research (Morse,

1986i Morse, B1ack, et. â1,, 1999,. Morse, Morse, & Ty1ko,

1986r. I'Iorse, Prowse, êt aI. I Lgg5; Morse, Tylko, & Dixon,
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they overcane the rnethodological weaknesses inherent in the
other studies. They developed the Morse FaII Scale over a

nunber of years, provided a cornprehensive description of the
r,¡ork that v¡ent into its development,, used controL groups and

nultiple research methods, defined the risk factors and

scoring system, and reported reLiability and validity data.
Ìfost irnportantly, the Morse Fall ScaÌe proved to be easy and

quick to use and score in the clinícal area, and had a

greater than 808 accuracy in its ability to predict patient
falLs.

In su¡nrnary, research efforts in recent years have

focused on the devetopment of ínstru¡nents to identify
patients at risk to fal1. Unfortunately, these instrurnents

have lacked discrininatory polrer, s¡ere rr¡eak

nethodologically, and had tinited application beyond the
facility in whích they were developed, The Morse FatL

Sca1e, on the other hand, underv¡ent considerable developnent

and testing and appears to offêr hope in iilentífying
patients at risk to faLl in a variety of acute care

facilities.

Summary

A broad body of knowledge exists regarding faIIs
generally, and patient fa1ls in particular. The central
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the¡ne throughout the falls-related Literature was on the
early identification of patients at risk to fal_I so that
¡neasures to prevent fa1Is could be implernented. Hohrever, a

basic question, narnely how wel] patients at risk to fall are

being identifÍed in the clinical area, re¡nains unansh'ered.

This question needs to be addressed so that we night have a

better understanding of how to proceed in our efforts to
reduce, or prevent, patient falls.
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CHÀPTER IIf: CONCEPTUÀL FRÀMEWORK

The conceptual franework which

based on the quality assessnent

Donabedian (1966) and components of
described by Roy (1984).

guided Èhis study was

paradig,rn descr j.bed by

the nursing process as

Donabedian (1966) identified structure, process, and
outco¡ne criteria as approaches to the assessment of heal-th
care. fhis paradign is probably the nearest thing to a

fra¡nework that presently exists in the quality assurance
literature (Dovrns, 19go). structure criteria refer to the
relatively stable characteristics and conponents of the
heal-th care system which are assumed to infruence the
quality of care provided (Denlo, 1983). Nursing quatity
assurance studies have exanined the infÌuence of such
structural variables as patient classification systerns,
nurse characteristics, standards of practice, inservice
educatJ-on, and organization of nursing care at the ward
Ievel, on the quality of nursing care (Lang & Clinton,
1983). Investigators have devoted considerable attention to
trying to i'dentify the extent to which these sarne variabÌes
have contributed to patient falls.
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Process críteria refer to the rractivities,
interventions, and sequences of events that constitute care
givingrr (Lang & CIinton, 1983, p. 2:-6). In nursing this
includes the coll-ection of data, the definition of the
problen, and the planning, implernentation and evaluation
steps which ¡nake up the nursing process. The nursing
process embodies all that nurses do in providing care to
patients and Ís universally accepted as the ¡nodeL for
nursing practice. The nursing process provides a 1oqical
and rationaJ.e way for nurses to organize infornation so that
the care they provide is appropriate, efficient, and
effective (Leddy & pepper, 1985).

Outcome criteria refer to the resuLts
be related to the structure and process

clinton, 1983). outcone assessÍìents examine the effects of
care on patient outcomes (Dernlo, 1983). Donabedian (l_966)

operationalized outco¡nes to incr.ude recovery, restorati.on of
function, and survival, He later identified 11 categories
of health outco¡nes and two categories of satisfacÈion
(Donabedian. 1968). Other researchers expanded the
definition of outcones to include intermediate states
(Shapiro, 3-967) , and dÍagnostic, therapeutic, and

educational outcoÌnes (Willíamson, Ig7 t) .

rrThe rnost imporÈant ¡neasure of nursingrs lrorth is in
patient outcones for which nurses have primary
responsibi lityt' (Majesky, Brester, & Nishio, :-g: B, p. 366).

of

of

care that can

care (Lang &
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Outcome studies ín nursing have tended to focus on physicaJ.

and mental heal-th status, sociaL and physical functioning,
heal-th attitudes, knowtedge and behavior, utiLization of
health resources, and the patients, perceptions of the
quality of nursing care (Lang & C1Ínton, 1993). The use of
physiological cornplications, or negative outcomes, as

indices of quality have been used al-rnost exclusively by

rnedicine, although Majesky et al. (1928) considered

infection, i¡ünobility, and fluid balance to be sensitive
indicators of the quality of nursing care. patient fal1s
represent a negative outcome of care in this study.

The Rov Àdaptatíon Model

Roy (1984) utilized a systens modeÌ construct as the
underpinning of the Roy ÀdaptatÍon Model for Nursing. Roy

views the person as an adaptive systen in constant
interaction with his/her changing environnent. Stinuli fron
the environ¡nent outside the person, and those originating
fro¡n within the indivídua1, irnpact upon the person. The

person, as an adaptive syste¡n, attenpts to respond in a

nanner which witt maintain his/her integrity. The person

does this through internaÌ processes or adaptive rnechanisrns.

The resultant behavior is ¡nanifested in the individuat in
the physioJ.ogical, self-concepÈ, roLe function, and

interdependence nodes.
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The goal of nursing is to prornote adaptation in each of
the four adaptive nodes. The nurse ai¡ns to increase the
individualrs adaptive responses which naintain his/her
integrity and decrease the ineffective responses which

disrupt the int.egrÍty of the individual. The nurse may

aIter, increase, decrease, renove, or maintaj.n stimul-i to
pronote adaptation. fn doing so, the nurse contributes to
the person's heaJ.th, quatity of 1ife, and dying with dignity
(Andrews & Roy, 1986),

The act,ivities carried out by nursing to support
persons in their adaptation are outlined as a six step
nursing process. Àssessnent of behaviors, assess¡nent of
stinuli, nursj-ng diagnosis, goal setting, intervention, and

evaLuation comprise the steps of this nursing process.

The assessment of behaviors, often referred Èo as first
leveL assessment, involves the coLLection of data regarding
behaviors in each of the four adaptive ¡nodes - the
physiologicaL, self-concept, roLe function, and

interdependence nodes. Behaviors are responses to
environrnental (ínternaJ. and external) changes that can be

observed, measured, or subjectiveÌy reported. From this
data, nurses nake a tentative judgenent as to whether

behaviors are adaptive or Íneffective. The assess¡nent of
stinulí, or second level assessment, involves the
identífication of factors which influence the behaviors of
concern. These f actors are ref erred to as stinuli . Gror,rrth
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and developnent (age and physical abiJ.ities) , ínternal
factors (disease and rnedications), external factors
(surgical procedures), psychosocial factors (culture,
knowLedge, beliefs, and perceptions), and past adaptation
patterns are general categories of stinulí which have a

lifelong and perneat,ing effêct on behavior (Àndrews & Roy,

1986,' Roy, 1984). These stinuli are frequently cited as

risk factors which contribute to patient falLs.
The third step of the Roy AdaptatÍon Nursing process

involves the forrnulation of a nursing diagnosis. A nursing
diagnosis represents the nursers interpreÈation of the
assessnent data. Nursing diagnoses Idescríbe actual or
potential health problens v/hich nurses, by virtue of their
education and experience, are capabte and 1icensed to treat,,
(Gordon, !976t p. :-299). Roy (19S4) al-so stressed the neecl

to identify both adaptive and ineffectÍve behaviors so that
the former could be ¡naintained or enhanced, and the Latter
changed to adaptive behaviors. Nursing diagnos j.s is an

integral part of the nursing process and clearly delineates
the do¡nain of nursinq practice.

The fourth step of the Roy Àdaptation Nursing process

invoLves the identificatíon of goals or objectives. coal
settÍng involves the establishnent of staÈenents of the
behavioral outcomes of nursing care for the person (Leddy &

Pepper, 1985; Roy, 1984). The nurse nust then deter¡nine how

he/she can assist the person to attain these goals. Thus,
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involves the selectíon and implementation of nursing actions
which have the greatest likelihood of achieving the desired
results. Intervention involves the management of stinuli
(Andrews & Roy, 1986).

The plan of nursing care incLudes the nursing
diagnosis, the goals derived fron the nursing diagnosis, and

the nursing actions select,ed to achieve the qoals. The

nursing care plan gives direction, guidance, and rneaning to
nursing care, provides a means of cornmunicating,

synchronizing, and organizíng activities of the nursing
team, and provides for continuity of care (criffith &

Christensen , r9a2) ,

The f inal- step of the nursing process is evaluation.
The nurse assesses the personrs behavior to deternine the
effectiveness of the nursing actions in attaining the
desired goat (Àndrevrs & Roy, 1986). Evaluation is
continuous and ongoing throughout the nursing process.

Summarv

Patient faLLs threaten the quality of care provided in
acute care institutions, Nurses are in the best position to
prevent falls because of their constant contact with
patients throughout hospital i zation. The structure-process-
outcone paradign proposed by Donabedian (1966) provides a
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fra¡nev¡ork for evaluating the quality of nursing care. The

Roy Adaptation Mode1 provides nurses with a cornprehensj-ve

nursing process for assessing and identifying patients at
risk to fall. Together, they provide an appropriate
framework t,o exa¡nine nurses, knor,rrledge, assessment skilIs,
and ability to identify individuals at risk to fal1.



C}IAPTER IV: METHODOLOGY

Introduct íon

The patient falLs literature did not include any

studies which exanined how knowledgeable nurses are about

the causes and prevention of falls, Despite generaL

agreenent in the literature that identification of patients
at risk to fa1I l¡as the first, crucial step in any falls
prevention progran, there have been no attenpts to determine

how l¡eI1 these patients are beíng identified in the clinical
setting. This study exarnj-ned these issues. This chapter

addresses the research questions, the assurnptions and

definitions which guíded the study, the design, the research

setting, the selection and recruit¡nent of subjects, ethÍcal
considerations, neasurement too1s, and fj-nal1y, the nethod

of data coll-ection and anal-ysis.

The research questíons which guided this investigation
were as follows:

1. Which falls risk factors (behaviors and stinuli)
did nurses consider when assessing patients?

2. Which risk factors Led nurses to for¡nulate a fal]s-
related nursing diagnosis?
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3. To what extent did the Morse FatL Scale identify
patients at risk to fa11?

4. I{hat was the potentj.al of each method (nurses,

assessnents and the Morse Fa1l Scale) in
identifying patients at rísk to fall?

5. What was the incidence of outcomes, in ter¡ns of
patient fall-s, among study subjects?

ÀssumÞtions of the Studv

The assurnptions underlying this study included the
fo I lowing :

1. The prevention of patient falls is largely
dependent on the accurate identification of
patients at risk to fal1.

2. The assessrnent of patients at risk to fall is
l-argely the responsibility of nursing.

3. Patient falls are one index of the quality of
nursing care.

4. Patient fall-s represent negative patient outco¡nes.

5. Nurses assess rnany patient behaviors and sti¡nuli
believed to contribute to patÍent fa1ls but do not
necessarily use this assessment data to identify
patients at high risk to fall-



Definition of Ter¡ns

Theoretical Def initions
Elderly Patients: Individuals who are 65 years of age

or older and are being treated as inpatients on generat

nedical and surgical units in an acute care cornmunity

hospital.

Behavior3 À personrs responses to internal and

external environrnentat changes that can be observed,

neasured, or subjectively reported (Roy, 1984).

Sti¡nuLi: anything which precipitates, contributes to,
or affects behavior (Roy, 1994).

Fa11 Risk¡ The presence of one or more patient or
situational- variables (behaviors or stirnuli) that increased
the likelihood that the patient would fa1l during
hospitalization.

Patient Outcome: The results of care - sotne ¡neasurable

aspect of health status.

Patient Fa]l: Àny untoward event whereby a patient
cane to be resting unintentionally on the f1oor. This
incLuded patients who feIl fron a bed, chair, or wheelchair;
those who feIl v¡hite vralking, due to fainting or slipping;
patients found lying on the floor unable to account for
thernselves; and patients eased to the floor by a nurse or
bystander (Morris & Isaacs, 19BOi Morse, TyLko, & Dixon,
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7987r. This definition was consj_stent with the policy
within the hospítal in which the study was conducted.

Operational Def inítions
Fall Risk: I{as assessed by: (a) reviewing nurses,

docunentation on the nursing care plan and in the patient
record to deternine the presence of a fal-ls-reLated nursing
diagnosis; and (b) using the Morse Fall Scale to identify
patients at risk of faLling. À score of 16 was the value
used by Morse, Morse, and Tytko (1986) to separate patients
at high risk to fal-l- fron those at 1ow risk and was the
val-ue used in this study.

Fa1ls-Related Nursing Diagnosis: The presence of an

entry on the nursing care plan and/or patient record which

stated rrpotentiaL for injury'r or an enÈry which stated the
behaviors and st,inuli which nade the patient vulnerable to
fal-ls (Gordon, ]-987 i Lederer, Marculescu, callagher, &

Mi1ls, 1986; Roy, 1984 ) .

Patient outcone! A patient falJ. reported on a hospital
incident report. The unit of exposure vras defined as

patient days in hospital. This unit of exposure pernitted
cornparisons with other studies and sras nost appropríate in a

study where patients would not necessarj.ly be followed
throughout their entire period of hospitalization.
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Notation: À11 the behaviors and sti¡nuli docunented by

nurses on the nursing care plan and/or patient record during

each 24 hour period, i.e. oool to 24oo hours.

Design of the Study

A descriptive design vlas used for this study. In vier+

of thê linited research regarding nurses, assessnents and

ability to identify patients at risk to fa11, the
investigator attenpted to describe the fall risk variables
which nurses incLuded in their assessnents, and to determine

those vrhich nurses perceived as contributing to patient
falLs. Specifically, the investigator utitized a concurrent

reviel¡ of patient records and nursing care plans to record
and code the fa]l-reLated behaviors and sti¡nuli docu¡nented

by nurses on study subjects. Àt the sane time, the
investigator used a fatl scale instrunent to identify study

subjects who h¡ere at risk to faII. The patient was the
prinary source of this data. Lastly, hospital incident
reports !¡ere utilized to deternine the patient and

situational variables surrounding patÍent faJ.ls, the outcome

of interest in this study.

These observations were carried out daily fron the ti¡ne

patients were admitted to one of the study units untiL the

tine of discharge frorn hospital, or for a ¡naxirnurn of 3o

days. Thirty days r.ras selected at the outset of the study
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as the point at vrhich patients became Long stay patients.

Qualitative and quantitatíve research methods were used to
analyze the data.

Research Settino

The study was conducted in a 321 bed acute care

cornrnunity hospítal Ín the city of Winnipeg. Data collection
took place on two 40 bed surgícaI units, tr,¡o 40 bed ¡nedical

units, and in the 12 bed Intensive care Unit. The medical
and surgical units were símil-ar in design, each having the
same nu¡nber and configuration of private, serni-private, and

four bed roons, service rooms, and bathrooms. Each unit had

a conference roon and a central nursing station. The two

surgical units had four unit stations in addition to the
central nursing station. Each unit had a head nurse,
registered nurses (RN,s), licensed practical nurses (LpN,s) |

and auxiliary staff.
Bed utilization on both rnedical units exceeded ggZ

occupancy throughout the study. As a result, there were few

direct ad¡nissions to the ¡redical units. patients were

adnitted to medicat beds via the Energency Departnent,

either directl-y, or following stays in the observation Unit
or fntensive Care Unit. Àlthough designated as acute care

units, both nedical- units had a high proport.ion of patients
awaiting transfer to long tern care facilities throughout
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the study period. Modified tearn nursing r.ras practiced on

both nedical units. The staffing pattern and nu¡nbers were

si¡niLar on both units, although one unit had a slightly
higher ratio of registered nurses to licensed practical
nurses due to the presence of six telenetry beds.

One surgical unit lras designated as general_ surgery
rthile the other r,ras designated as orthopedic and general

surgery. Unit assignment v¡as the system of nursing care

delivery practiced on both surgical units. In this type of
care delivery systen, a registered nurse assumed

responsibilíty for 1o patients on his/her self-contained
unit. Units were designated as high level or Ìow level care

and patients v¡ere transferred fro¡n one unit to another as

their Ìevel of nursing care changed. The registered, nurse

Í¡as assisted in the care of the l-O patients by other
professional or auxiliary staff depending on the level of
care required by patients in that unit. The general

surgical unit had higher staffíng numbers and a greater
ratio of RNrs to LpN's than the orthopedic/general surgical
unit.

The 12 bêd Intensive Care Unit (ICU) !¡as a

nultidiscipl inary unit which adrnitted any adult patient
requiring the technological supports, rnonitoring, and higher
nurse:patìent ratio available in that area. Nurses vJere

assigned tot.al care of one or two patienÈs in ICU. Three

¡nedical and five surgical patients spent part of their
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admission in the Intensive Care Unit. However, only the
surgicaJ. patients r,¿ho had been enrolled in the study pre-
operatively on the ward, were followed post-operatively in
the Intensive Care Unit. The three rnedícaI patients were

admitted to the Intensive Care Unit directJ.y frorn the
Energency Departnent and v¡ere not approached to join the
study until their transfer out of fCU to a ¡nedical bed.

The four rnedical / surgical units and the Intensj.ve care
Unit had each bêen practicing according to the Roy

Adaptation Modet for periods of one to three years when this
study commenced, Nurses in each area had received an

extensive orientation to the Roy Adaptation Model and the
use of nursing diagnosis prior to the introduction of
theory-based practice.

Gaininq Access to the Research Setting
Àccess to patients and pat.ient records was initÍated by

means of a letter to the Àssistant Executive Director,
Nursing at the cornmunity hospital selected for the study.
The Letter outlined the purpose of the study and requested
permission fron the hospital to approach patients, and to
review the nursing care plans, patient records, and fall-
related hospital incident reports of study subjects
(Àppendix À). A copy of the research proposal and the
facility,s rrRequest for Research/ Survey/ Studyl' forn was

included in this subrnission.
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SeLection and RecruÍt¡nent of Subiects

ceneral criteria for adnission of subjects into the

study included:

Patients 65 years of age or older.
Àd¡nitted or transferred to one of the four ¡uedical

or surgical units included in the study.

Ability to speak and/or understand EnglÍsh.

Ability to give infor¡ned consent or have a fanily
menber available and willing to give consent on the

patient,s behaLf,

Although age is not synon)rnous with falling, elderly
patients were seLected as study subjects because of their
greater propensity to fall.

Recruitrnent of Subiects

Upon approvaÌ fron the various revier,ir co¡n¡nittees to
proceed with the study, the investigator met with the

Nursing Director and Head Nurses from each of the four
nursing units invoLved in the study. The study s/as

explained to these individuals and perrnission sought to
carry out the study on their respective units (Appendix B).

The co¡nmitnent of the Head Nurses to approach potential
study subjects was also obtained at this time.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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A conputer list of all patients admitted, transferred,
or discharged from hospítal was generated by the patient
Registration Departnent each day. The ínvestigator used

this list to select the na¡nes of patients 65 years of age or
older who r+ere ad¡nitted to one of the four nursing units
included in the study. The investigator then visited these

units and discussed these eligible patients with the Head

Nurse to deter¡nine the patientrs physical and ¡nental status
and suitability for inclusíon in the study. The Head Nurse

then approached patients considered to be suítable subjects,
explained the study to thern according to a pre-estabLished
protocol, and ascertaíned their willingness to have the
investigaÈor visit them to provide further detaiLs of the
study. This process, whereby patient contact v¡as initiated
by a third party, ensured that the investigator, with a

vested interest in the study, did not exercise coercion in
order to obtain subjects for the study,

The Head Nurse notified the investigator of patients
who were willing to see her to discuss the study further.
The investigator visited these patients, explaíned the
study, and invited the¡n to participate in the study
(Appendix C). PatienÈs !¡ho agreed to participate in the
study v¡ere asked to sign a consent forn (Àppendix D).

Patients who l¡ere confused, or those who were unable to
read or understand an explanation of the study, were not
approached directly regarding their invol-venent in the
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study. The investigator contacted the relatives of these
patients, explained the study to thern, and requested their
pernission to include the patient in the study. The

investigator lras prepared to visit relatives in their home

or to neet then at the hospital to answer questions and to
have the¡n cornplete the necessary consent for¡n (Appen¿lix E).

A total of 12 patients or relat j.ves, \,rho inítial1y
agreed to ¡neêt with the investigator to discuss the study,
refused to participate in the study once it had been

explained to them. Patients who refused to participate in
the study indicated that they vJere rrtoo old for this,r ''too
anx j.ous, rr rrdid not lrant to be bothered, rr or t'did not have

the education to ansvrer the questions.r' Three patients
indicated that they vished to discuss the study with their
son or daughter before agreeÍng to particípate, but had

failed to do so on folLo¡,¡-up visits. Relatives cited the
patient,s confusion and acute iLlness as reasons for not
including the patient in the study. The reasons given by

patients and reLatives for not participating in the study
were consistent with those reported by Duffy, l{ybLe, I{iLson,
and Miles (1989).

In total 40 subjects, 20 surgical and 20 ¡nedicaÌ
patients, aged 65 or over, were recruj_ted into the study.
Entry into the study was staggered in order to facilítate
daily data coLLection.
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Ethical Considerations

This research project vras approved by the Ethical
Review conmittee, School of Nursing, Universíty of Manitoba,

and by the Research Reviev¡ Conmittee at the participating
hospital, prior to any fornal_ recruitnent of subjects
(Appendices F and G).

Each subject, or reJ.ative in the case of patÍents who

were confused or did not understand English, received a

thorough explanation of the study, the expectations of study
participants, and the investigatorrs name and contact
number . Subjects and relatives v¡ere inforned that
participation in the study nas voluntary, that they could
withdraw fron the study at any tine or refuse to ansr^/er

questions, and that their participation or refusal to
participate in the study wouLd not affect the care receíved.
Signed, inforned consent ¡.¡as obtained fron all subjects, or
their relatives, prior to the connencenenÈ of data

col-Lection (Appendices D and E). Subjects, attending
physicians vrere notífied in writing of the patients'
involve¡nent in the study (Àppendix H).

To ensure confidentiality, al.l- data was coded

nunbers, and this data and any lists, natching names

code nu¡nbers, i,rere kept in a 1ocked fiting cabinet, to
only the investigator had access. The subjects
inforrned that coded data night be shared with

us ing

¡,¡ith

which

!¡ere

the
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investigatorrs thesis conrnittee for purposes of data
analysis only, and that alt data would be destroyed one year

following the cornptetion of the study, Subjects were also
inforned that individual study participants wouLd not be

identified when pubJ.ishing or presenting the results of the
study.

The Nursing Director and Head Nurses on the nursing
units included in the study received a thorough explanation
of the purpose and significance of the study prior to the
co¡unencement of data collection. Head Nurses r,rere asked to
infor¡n thêir staff that a study on patient falls was being
carried out, but not to divulge details of the study in case

this sensitj.zed nurses to the problen of patient, falls and

caused them to change their normal docunentation practíces.
The hospital and Head Nurses r+ere inforrned that individuaL
nurses and nursing units ¡.rould not be identified in the
conpilation of study results.

Measurement Tools

Instruments used for data collection consisted of a

Patient Infor¡nation Forn, a Falls Risk Factor checklist, the
Morse Fa1l Scale, and a patient and Situational Variables
Surrounding Falls Form. These instrunents and the forns
used to record the data are described in the folJ.owing

secÈions.
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Patient Infor¡nation For¡n

À Patient fnformation Forn s/as used to collect
inforrnation related to the subjectrs age, gender, adnission
and discharge dates, surgical procedures and dates
perforned, and the Length of hospitalization (Àppendix I).
This information permitted the investigator to describe the
characteristícs of subjects included in the study.

Falls Risk Factor checklist
ttObjective measures of r.rhat nurses know about falls,

risk factors, and the identification of patients who are at
risk for falls have not been developedr' (Maciorowski et aI.,
1988, p. 19). It was therefore necessary to develop an

instru¡nent v¡hich could be used to ansvJer the research
questions posed in this study,

The initial step in this process was the deveLoprnent of
a Falls Risk Factor Checklist. This list included 2L

patient and situational variables found to be associated
with patient falls throughout the literature. Each risk
factor lras nurnbered to facilitate data collection. This
Falls Risk Factor Checklist v¡as used. by the investÍgator to
code the behavíors and .stimuli docu¡nented by nurses
throughout the data collection period (Appenilix J).

The docunentation of behaviors and stinuli knov,¡n to
contribute to faLls did not necessarily indicate that nurses
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considered these patients to be at risk to fal]. Therefore,
fa]l- risk was established by the presence of a faLls-related
nursing diagnosÍs. This nursing diagnosis was acceptable

either as a state¡nent which indicated there was a rpotential
for injuryl or as an entry which indicated the behaviors and

stimuli v¡hich nade the patient vulnerable to fa1ts, Thê

presence of a falls-rel-ated nursÍng diagnosis both

identified the patient as being at risk to faÌl and

co¡nmunicated this infor¡nation to other menbers of the heal_th

tea¡n.

À Data Collection Fl-ow Sheet r,ras developed to
faciLitat,e the daily assessnents of behaviors and sti¡nuIi
and nursing diagnoses recorded by nurses throughout the data

colLection period (Àppendix K). Each flow sheet could
accornmodate 10 days of nursing documentation.

The investigator assessed patients, fall_ risk utilizing
the Morse Fal.l Scale throughout the study, in addition to
coding the behaviors and sti¡nuli recorded by nurses. The

Morse Fall Sca1e is a six ite¡n scale used to prospectively
identify patients at risk to fall_. It was selected for use

ín this study because of the extensive r.rork that has gone

into its developrnent, its ctarity in terrns of definitions
and scoring, and the fact that Ít can be used and scored

easily in the clinÍcal area.
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The Morse Fall Sca1e was developed in a 1arge urban

hospital in western Canada. Morse, prowse, et a1. (l-9BS)

initially carrj,ed out a retrospective analysis of aL1

patient falLs which had occurred in that centre over a one

year period. The findings lrere consistent with other
pubì.ished studies and led Morse and her colleagues to
conclude that the fall-prone patient and the events
surrounding falts conformed to a pattern.

Morse, Tylko, and Dixon (1985a) then cornpared 1OO

patients vrho had faLLen r^rith LOO randomly selected patients
who had not, on a host of patient and situational variables
frequently reported to be associated r,rith patient fa1Is,
Stepwise discrininate analysis revealed that six variables
were signíficant in correctly classifying gO.5å of aL1

cases. This figure increased to g2.92 of cases correctly
classified r,¡hen conputer modelLing techniques were used to
sinulate a normalized hospitaJ- population (Morse, l-986).

The six variables found to be significant in predicting
falls included a history of faI1ing, the presence of a

secondary diagnosis, use of anbulatory aids, intravenous
thêrapy, gait, and nental status. WeÍghts were calculated
for each of these varÍabLes. The six variables and their
resulting values for¡ned the. Morse FalL Scale (Àppendix L).
The variables lrere clearly defined by Morse and her
colleagues (Appendix M).
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Morse, Morse, and Tyl-ko (1986) indicated that each

institution could establish its own score to identify
patients at risk to fall, based on the resources available
for fal-L preventÍ.on within that facility. A score of 16 !¡as

utilized by Ì,forse, l,torse, and TyLko (1986) to identify
patients at risk to falL and lras the vaLue selected for use

in this study,

The Morse Fall Scate has undergone sone reliability and

validity testing. rnter-rater reliabirity estirnations for
a five ite¡n scaLe ranged fron r = .82 for gait to r = 1.0
for a history of falling and j-ntravenous ad¡ninistration,
with an overall reliability of r = .96. Mental- status was

excluded fron the testing because of difficulties in
obtaining consent frorn the legal guardians of confused
patients (Morse, Morse, & Tylko, 1986).

Validity !¡as established by randomly splitting the
cases and repeating the scale construction procedures.
Discrininant analysis then correctly classified 79 .4LZ oî
cases, a difference that lras not significant. Morse, Morse,

and TyLko (L986) also exa¡nined cases that were incorrectly
anal-yzed by the discri¡ninant analysis,. traced these cases in
the original data, and exarnined the circumstances of the
faLls as a sêcond validation procedure. This analysis
reveaLed that zBå of ar-r farls courd be anticipated based on

the six scale iterns. More recentl-y, Morse, Black, et aI.
(1989) conducted a prospective study of patient falIs on
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acut.e, long-tern, and rehabilitation units in two
inst.itutions. A total of 2s2 i,/eeks of data r,¡ere colLected
on 16 patient care units and 2689 patients v/ere assessed

during this period. This study provided further evidence of
the c1inicaJ. validity of the Morse FaLt Scale. per¡nission

to use the Morse Fall Scale was granted by Morse (Àppendix
N).

The Data Collection Flow Sheet already described was

used throughout the data colLectíon period to docunent the
scores and variables that patient subjects obtained on the
Morse FaLL Scale.

Patient and Sítuational Variables Surrounding Falls Form

The Patient and Situational Variabl-es Surrounding FalIs
For¡n v¡as developed to sunmarÍze information fron hospital
incident reports, the Data col-lection Flow Sheet, and the
nursing care pì.ans and patient records of any patients who

felL while participating in the study (Àppenilix O). This
inforrnation aLlowed the investigator to describe the patient
and situational variabLes surrounding the fatls suffered by
patients in this study.

Method of Data collection

The investigator visited patÍents who expressed an

interest in part.icipating in the study in their hospital
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roo¡n. During this visit the investigator provided the

patient with an expJ-anation of the study and the

expectations regarding subjects, particípation in the study

(Appendix C). A consent forrn was reviewed with patients who

agreed to participate in the study before obtaining their
sígnaturer thus ensuring inforned consent (Appendíx D).

Once consent was obtained, the ínvestigator assessed

the patient's fa11 rísk, utilÍzing the Morse FaLl sca1e.

Five of the sÍx variables on the Morse Fatl scale $/ere

deternined through patiênt assess¡nent and/or interviev,¡. The

sixth variable was determined through revier,r of the patient
record .

Patients were questioned about previous falls and asked

to describe the event. This allowed the investigator to
deternine the nature and tining of the faII. Thís variable
vJas scored as positíve if a previous fal-1 was recorded

during the present hospital adrnission, or Íf there was an

irnnediate history of a physioJ.ogical fal.I, caused by a

seizure or an irnpaired gait, prior to adrnission,

All patients, except those on bedrest, $¡ere asked to
walk a short distance so that the investigator couÌd assess

their gait and need for a¡nbulatory devices. The presence of
an intravenous or hepârin lock was also noted at thÍs ti¡ne.

Mental status was neasured by checkíng patients, self-
assessnent of abÍlity. Patients were asked Íf they were

a1lov¡ed up or if they reguÍred assistance to get up or go to
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the bathroon. Patients, responses were later conpared to
the activity orders on the nursing care pl_an. If the
patients' responses r,¡ere consistent with the orders on the
nursíng care pIan, they were considered to be oriented to
their own abilities and rnental status was rated as nornal
If the patients, responses were not consistent with these

orders, or if patíentst assessnents lrere unrealistic,
patients were considered to overestimate their abilities or
to forget their limitations.

The investigator reviewed the patient record at the
tine of this initiaL visit. MedicaL docu¡nentation lras

reviev¡ed to deter¡nine the presence of a secondary diagnosis,
the sixth variable on the Morse FâIl Scale. Data related to
the patientrs age, gender, diagnosis, and adrnission date

were recorded on the patient Information Form. Surgicat
procedures and the dates performed, and the díscharge date,
were documented on the patient Infornation Forn as they
occurred throughout the patient's hospital ization. The

Length of hospitalization was deternined follor,¡ing the
patient,s discharge from hospital.

The FaLls Risk Factor Checklist (Appendix J) was then

used to review nursing docunentation on the patient record
and nursing care plan. This a1lov¡ed the investigator to
deter¡nine which fall-s risk factors (behaviors and stimuli)
nurses considered when assessing patients, and r,¡hich of
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these risk factors l-ed. nurses to fornulate a falls_rel-ated
nursing diagnosis.

The data colLection process described above was carried
out by the investigator within one to three hours of the
tine nost surgical patients rvere admitted to the ward. one

surgical patient ri¡as adnitted tlro days pre-operatively and

was not seen by the investigator until approxinately 20

hours folLowing his ad¡nission,

This r¿as not the case with the ¡nedical patients. AI1
¡nedical patients were ad¡nitted via the Ernergency Ðepartnent,
Ten patients spent several hours to several days in the
Observation Unit or Intensive Care Unit, prior to being
transferred to a medicaL unit. patients were not approached

to participate in the study while Èhey rernained in these
areas because of their acute illness, the lack of privacy in
these ¡nulti-bed units, and the uncertain nature of their
course in hospital. Às a resuJ.t, ¡nost medical patients did
not enter the study until several days foJ.J.owing their
presentation in the Emergency Departnent. Nurs ing
docurnentation during this period was retrieved by means of a

chart review following the patient's entry into the study.
Horrrever, Morse Falr scores and docunentation on the nursing
care plan !¡ere not assessed prior to the patientrs entry
into the study.

The investigator utilized the Morse FalI Scale and the
Fâlls Risk Factor ChecklÍst on a daily basis throughout the
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patients, hospita J-ization, to a rnax i¡num of 30 days for each
patient. The Morse FaÌI ScaLe was used to determine the
patients' far-I risk. The Fa1ls Risk Factor checklist was

used to deter¡nine srhich behaviors and sti¡nul-i nurses
documented when carrying out patient assessnents and to
ascertain which of these rÍsk factors ]ed nurses to
formulate falls-related nursing diagnoses.

Patients and nursing docurnentation v/ere assessed once

in each 24 hour period. It quickly becane apparent that the
investigator needed to organize the tirnes at which she
assessed patients, gait and use of ambulatory aids with the
nurses caring for the patients. Thìs v¡as acconplished by
leaving ínstructions on the nursÍng care plan to catl the
investigator prior to getting the patient out of bed. This
approach pernitted the investigator to assess the patients
at ti¡nes when they would nor¡nal1y be mobilizing. ft reduced
patient fatigue and ensured a minirnu¡n of disruption in
hospital routines and nursing procêdures, Data fro¡n the
patient assess¡nent and review of nursing docunentation was

transcrÍbed daily onto the Data ColLection Flor,¡ sheet.
The Patient and situational Variables Surrounding FaIì.s

Form was conpleted whenever a falL was recorded in a patient
subject, The patient,s diagnosis, surgical procedure, the
date, tÍme and location of the fall, the description of the
faIl incident, the nursers assessnent of the patienÈrs
orientation and Level of rnobility at the time of the fal1,
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and safety devices in use at the tine of the fall v¡ere

extracted from Èhe hospital incident report (Appendix p),

fnformation regarding the injuries sustained and the
treatnent required was also completed with the use of the
incident report,. Raz and Baret.ich (1992) indicated that
incident reports represented, in practice, the nost compl-ete

source of docunentation regarding adverse occurrences in
hospital.s. The patientrs age, gender, and admission date,

as r¿eL1 as documentation of faLl_-reLated behaviors and

sti¡nul-i before and after the incident, were taken frorn the
patíent record and nursing care pl_ans of patients who fell.
Morse FaII Scores of patients who fell were retrieved from

the Data Collection Flow Sheet.

Data collection co¡nmenced on July L7, 1989 and was

conpleted on January 25, 199e.

Validity and Reliability
The Fa]ls Risk Factor Checklist was submitted to three

nurses vith knowledge of the patient fatl-s 1iterature and

experience Ín caring for eLderly patients to establish its
content validity. Content vatidity relates to the degree to
which the ite¡ns in an instrument measure the domain

intended, as deter¡nined by a panel of experts (Wilson,

1985). The nurse experts suggested that the variables
confusion and disorientation be cornbined into one variabJ.e,

and that the variable agitation/restl-essness be added to the
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list of falls risk factors. They also indicated that
alterations in boweL eli¡nination should be considered as a

falls risk factor.
These changes were incorporated. The revj.sed FaLls

Risk Factor Checklist and the Data Collection Flow sheet

vrere pre-tested in the cLinical area by the investigator and

one other nurse. Each used the checklist to code the
behaviors and stinul-i recorded by nurses in the patient
records and on the nursing care plans of four patients over

a period of five days (a total of 20 patient days).

Findíngs v¡ere conpared. Falls risk factors were more

clearly defined or expanded where inconsistencies in coding
had occurred.

The investigator developed conpetence in using the
Morse FalI Scale by repêatedly viewing the videotape
produced by Morse and her colleagues. Final1y, reJ.iability
of the data collection tools vras pronoted by having the
investigator carry out, virtually all the assess¡nents during
the course of the study.

Data Ànalvsis

Several nethods of dâta analysis were used to translate
the data collected into an interpretable and meaningful
form. Thê specific techniques used to analyze patient
infor¡nation, nursing docu:nentation, Morsê Falt scale
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variables and scores, and patient falls are described in the
f olJ.owing section.

Patient fnfornation Data Ànalvsis

Descriptive statistics v¡ere used to surn¡narize the
characteristics Õf the nedical and surgical sarnples.
Measures of central tendency (rnean) and neasures of variance
(standard deviatÍon) $rere calculated in ord.er to better
describe the age and length of stay variables, and to pernit
cornparísons betvJeen the rnedical and surgical sanple.

Nurses, Docunentation of FalIs-ReLated Behaviors and

Sti¡nu]i, Nursincr Diaqnosis, and Morse Fall Scale Ànã.ìvsis

Qualitative and quantitative anaJ.ysis, narneJ.y the use

of content analysis and descriptive statistics, were used to
describe the falts-related behaviors and sti¡nuli which
nurses considered when assessing patients, to deter¡nine
v¡hich of these behaviors and stimuli led nurses to formulate
a falls-related nursing diagnosis, and to describe the use

of the Morse Fa1l scale. These approaches were appropriate
for a study at the LeveL of expl-oration and description.
LittIe was known about nursing documentation rel-ated to
fa3.1s, and the study was intended to gain insight into the
process whereby nurses assessed and identified patients at
risk to fatL.
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The ínvestigator/s first task r.ras to describe the
nature and frequency of nursing entries that corresponded to
a cLassification scherne taken fron the literature. The

second task s¡as to describe the use of the Morse Fal-Ì Scale

as an instrunent to identify patients at risk to fall. What

had appeared to be a relativeLy sirnple task at the outset of
the study v¡as conplicated by the large sa¡np1e size (40

patients), the length of hospital stay (5OB hospÍta1 days) |

and the anount of documentatÍon generated by nurses during

the data colLection period. The investigator, Èherefore,

adopted a series of reductionistic and constructionistic
activities which allor¿ed her to nanage the data and derive
neaningful analysis from it. The techniques used paralle).ed

the process described by Knafl and Webster (L988).

The following activities,
carried out sequentially, reduced the data to a nanageable

form !

1. Patient records and nursing care plans of subjects

were reviewed each day and a transcription rnade of
the falls-reLated behaviors and sti¡nuti
docunented by nurses. The investigator used the

Falls Risk Factor Checkl-ist to carry out this
review. Behaviors and stirnuli, which appeared

related to, but did not ctearly fit the risk factor
categories previously established, were identified.
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Subjects, fall risk was deter¡nined each day, using

the Morse Fa11 Scal-e, The score, and the
varíables contributing to that score, were

identified.
The behaviors and stinul_i identified in #I above,

were coded with the number assígned to Èhat falls
risk factor.
The above data t¡as transcribed onto the Data

CoLlection Fl-o!, Sheet (Àppendix K).

À1Ì the data described above was transcribed onto a

larger fl-ov¡ sheet. This flow sheet pernitted the
data for each patÍentrs entire period of
hospitalization to be docunented on a single form.

The need for such a forn bêcame obvíous at the data

analysis stage, when the investigator was trying to
determine trends and to exa¡nine relationships
betlreen the behaviors and sti¡nul-i documented by

nurses and the variables and scores obtained on the
Morse Fall Scale.

Finally, grids were constructed to reftect the data
for the entÍre surgical and ¡nedical patient
sarnples. FalLs rÍsk factors were pLaced on the
vertícal axj-s and patient subjects on the
horizontal axis in the fÍrst grid.. The frequency
with which nurses documênted falls-reLated
behaviors on each subject vras entered on the grid.

4.

5.

6.



This grid nade it "possible to review all data on a
given subcategory across subjects and to review all
data fron a given subject across subcategoriesrl

(Knaf ì. & l¡ebster, 1988, p. 201). The second grid
was developed to reflect the Morse Fall Scores by

subject and by day of admission.

Data analvsis activities. A seríes of

constructionistic activities were then ernployed, \,rhereby the

data was rebuilt into a thenaticatly relevant whole and

presented as study results, The steps in this rebuilding
included the following:

1. Each falls risk factor subcategory was reviev¡ed

across subjects to deter¡nine the frequency v¡ith

v¡hich nurses docunented behaviors and stirnuti
reLated to that fal-ls risk factor. Each falls risk
factor was also presented as a percentage of al]
fa1ls-related behaviors and stirnulí documented by

nurses ,

2. The nature of the entries related to each falts
risk factor was described by referring back to the

original transcript of the falLs-reLated behaviors

and stimuÌi documented by nurses.

3. Morse Fa1I Scale variables lrere reviewed by

referring back to the coded data to determine which

variables vJere present in the sanple,
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4. Irforse Fall Scores r.¡ere examined to det,ermine the
number of patient subjects who !¿ere at risk to fal,l
during the study and the number of patient days on

whích they were at risk,

All nursing diagnoses recorded by nurses throughout
patients' hospitalization r.¡ere noted during review of the
patient records and nursing care p1ans. It lras anticipated
at the outset of the study that rnany subjects vrould have a

faLls-related nursing diagnosis, and that correl-ational
procedures would be used to deter¡nine hor,¡ nurses,

assessments of patients/ fal1 rísk cornpared to assessnents

made utilizing the Morse FaIl scaIe. only a smalL nu¡nber of
nursing diagnoses met the criteria for falls-related nursing
diagnoses. Therefore, descriptive statistics were used to
describe the factors which led nurses to formulate falts-
related nursing diagnoses.

Patient Fall-s ÀnaLvsis

Patient falLs are one index of the quality of nursing
care and represented the outcone of interest in this study.
The unit of analysis used to describe the fall raÈe in this
study r.¡as the nu¡nber of falls per patient day. This unit of
exposure pernitted cornparÍsons with other studies and was

most appropriate in a study where patient,s night not be

foll-owed throughout their entire period of hospital ization.
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Descriptive statistics were used to describe the

characteristics of patients who fe1J., the situational
variables surrounding the faIls, and the injuries sustained

as a result of the falIs. The Morse Fall Scores of patíents

who felI and the variables lrhich contributed to these scores

$rere includêd in the analysis.

Sunmarv

The nethods used in conducting a descriptive study to
identify patients at risk to fall have been discussed in
this chapter, The research questions, assumptions, and

definitions which guided the study have been outlined. The

research setting, sanple, ethical considerations,

¡neasurement tools, methods of data collection, and data

analysis procedures have been described.

The results of the data colLection wiLl be presented ín

the next two chapters.



CHÀPTER V! RESULTS - SI,RGTCAL PÀTIENTS

Introduction

This descriptive study was designed to identify the

falLs-related behaviors and stimuli which nurses considered

when assessing patients; to determine vrhich of these

behaviors and stimuli 1ed nurses to for¡nulate a falls-
related nursing diagnosis; to deternine the extent to v¡hich

the Morse Fa1l ScaLe was usefuL in identifying patients at
risk to falI; and to determine the potential of each method

as a ¡neans of identifying patients at risk to faLL in an

acute care hospiÈaI setting. Lastly, the study exa¡nined

outcomes, in ter¡ns of patient falls, anong study subjects.
The results are presented in the next two chapters.

Surgical and nedical patient samples were analyzed

separately because of the different points at which these

patients entered the study. I.¡here appropriate, cornparisons

have been drawn betr.reen the two samples.

Characteristics of the Sample

lwenty surgical patients (n = 20)

study. The sa¡nple was comprised of

fenales (35å). Subjects ranged in age

with a nean age of 76.7 years (S.D. =

l¡ere incLuded in the

12 naLes (65å) and 7

fron 67 to 91 years,

6.37). Male patients
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s¡ere, on average, 4.15 years older than fe¡na1e patients
(7e.I5 years as compared to 74 years).

À11 patients were admitted for scheduLed surgical
procedures. Six patients, all naLes, had surgery related to
the genitourinary system. Five patients underv¡ent abdo¡ninal

surgery; six, orthopedic procedures; and two, cardiovascular

surgery. One patient had surgery on her neck.

Surgica3. patients spent a total of 214 patient days in
hospital. The Length of stay ranged fron 3 to 29 days, t¡ith
a mean length of stay of 10.7 days (S.D. - 6.82). Five

surgical patients (258) were adnitted to the Intensive Care

Unit post-operativeLy for periods ranging fro¡n one to seven

days. In total, surgical patients spent 18 days in hospital
in the fntensive care Unít, one patient expired three days

post-operatively due to respiratory complications.

Nursíng Docunentation of Fatls-ReIated

Behaviors and Stinuli

Nursing docunentation of faIls-related behaviors and

stirnuJ-i, and the use of this data to identÍfy patients at
risk to faLL was the central issue in this study. The Falls
Risk Factor CheckLíst !¡as used to revíew nursing

docu¡nentation on the patient records and nursing care plans

to determine the nature and frequency of such entries. The

results are presented under the foLlowing broad headings:
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age, history of previous falIs, nedical diagnosis, physicaL

status, nental status, ¡nedication use and substance abuse,

and situational variables associated with fa1ls.

Age

Patients in this study vrere all over the age of 65

years, the age at !¡hich individuals are believed t'o becorne

more prone to falfs. The chronol-ogical age of aL1 20

surgical patients was docunented by the nurse at the ti¡ne of
adnission. The patients, developnental stage, either nature

adult or Later ¡naturity, was included for 13 patients. Age

r^ras inprinted on each page of the patient record and

recorded on the nursing care plan on alL patients at the

tirne of adrnission. Nurses docunented that age was one of
the sti¡nuli responsible for a patientrs altered oxygenation.

There were no further nursing notations regarding patíents'
age beyond those nade at the time of admission.

History of Prevíous Falls

None of the surgical patients had a history of falling
prior to adnission to hospitaì., according to nursing

docunentation in the patient record and on the nursing care

plan. One patient fetl durÍng his first evening in
hospital. The circunstances surrounding the fal-1 vrere

documented on the patient record, and a note indicat.ing that
the patient had rrslid out of his wheeLchair the evening pre-
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operativeÌyrr vras added to the nursing care plan two days

following his fa1l. This latter entry rernained on the
nursing care plan up until the tirne of the pat,ientrs
discharge fron hospital.

Medical Diaqnosis

Patients ÌJith cardj-ovascular, cerebrovascular andl

neurological disorders, cancer and de¡nentia, and those wíth
multiple dj.agnoses were reported to be at j-ncreased risk to
fa11 throughout the literature. These disease entities,
when present as primary or secondary diagnoses, or the
prêsence of three or ¡nore other diagnoses, were considered
falLs risk factors in this study.

Nurses documented the reason for the patíents, present,

admission as well as previous and concurrent nedical
conditions/hospital i zations at the tine of admission. The

analysis of this variable was cornplicated by this, as nurses
did not atv¿ays indicate whether the disease was controlled,
or, if not controlled, the extent to which it influenced the
patients' present heaÌth status.

Nurses docunented a totaÌ of 1B notations regarding
rnedical diagnosis. Nurses reported that cardiovascuLar
disease or cancer was the reason for adrnission and scheduled
surgery i.n seven patients, Another four patients s¡ere noted
to have a history of hypertension or cardiovascular disease,
incJ-uding recent nyocardiar infarction. Tr,¡o of these latter
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patients had three or more ¡nedical dÍagnoses docurnented at
the tine of ad¡nission. Nurses cited one patientrs previous
stroke and residual right-sided weakness as the sti¡nu1i
causing his altered rnobility. This notation re¡nained on the
patientrs nursing care plan throughout his adnission.

Physical Status

Eight of 2L falts risk factors were considered to
represent a facet of physical status. Mobiì.ity and gait
problens, alterâtions in eIímínation, sensory deficits,
cornmunication deficits and a tanguage barrier, dizziness and

baLance problens, generalized weakness, and post-operative
condition are discussed in this section. Ambulatory

assistive devices were íncl-uded under physical status
because of their close relationship to, and ability to
influence, rnobilíty and gait behaviors.

MobiLity and qaÍt Þrob1ens. Behaviors most frequentJ-y

cÍted in the literature as contributing to falts included a

lreak or unsteady gait, an inpaired gait characterized by a

shuffle or Parkinsonian gait, decreased. mobility or nuscle
lreakness in the lower extre¡nities (incl-uding paresis and

paralysis), joint difficulties, and anputations.

Nurses assessed the usuat activíty patterns, posture
and gait, and joint nobÍlity of all patients at the time of
ad¡nission to the ward. Eight patients v¡ere reported to have

ineffective behaviors related to mobility and gait, These
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behaviors included 1i¡nited joint mobiJ.ity, pain and

stiffness in one hip (3 patients); limited joj_nt nobility,
pain and stiffness in the knees (4 patients) ; and lirnited
¡novenent in the right arn and leg due to a previous

cerebrovascular accident (cVÀ). Nurses docurnented that one

patient rvalked with a lirnp and that another ldragged his
right foot when walking." Other entries were less specific,
and raised the question of whether nurses had actually
observed the patients wal.king or had recorded the patients,
perceptions of their rnobility and gait. Based on the
initial assessment data, nurses identified four patients as

having decreased or aLtered nobility.
Nurses docurnented ineffective nobility and gaÍt

behaviors in eight patÍents on 17 occasions following the
ad¡níssion assess¡nent. patients werê reported to be
rrunsteady or wobblyt' on their feet, to be rnon-weight

bearingt' or rrpartial weight bearing,rr and to rtransfer
poorly. rl

Use of ambuLatory assistive devices. The use of canes,

walkers, wheelchairs, crutches, furniture, and prosthetic
devices were considered falls risk factors in this study.

Nurses questioned 19 of the 20 surgical patients
regarding their use of anbulatory assistive devices at the
ti¡ne of adrnission to hospital. Eight patients were reported
to use a cane or walker to get about. À ninth patient $ras

reported to be walking with a cane on his first evening in
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hospital-, although the use of a cane had not bêen recorded
at the ti¡ne of admission. Docurnentation revealed that eight
patients continued to use anbulâtory assistive devíces in
the post.-operativê period. Nursing entries indicated that
patients progressêd fron being up with canes or walkers and

two assistants, to being up with standby assistance and,

finally, to being independent wÍth a¡nbuLatory aids,
Nurses docunented a total of 26 notations regarding the

use of ambulatory aids during patients, hospitaJ. i zation.
Seventeen entries vJere recorded onJ.y on the nursing care

p1an. Docurnentation within the patíent record indicated
that patients were up with assj.stance, but did not specify
what this assistance entaited. The remaining entries in the
patient record ranged fron those which stated only that
patients lrere up with their walkers, canes, or crutches, to
those v¡hich indicated the distance patients r¿alked and their
tolerance of the acÈivity. Àpproxinately half of the
entries indicated only that patients were managing well with
their arnbulatory aids. None of the entries indicated that
patients were usíng anbulatory aids incorrectly, or srere

having difficulty using the device.

Alterations in elinination. Incontinence, frequency,

urgency, nocturia, and the presence of a urinary catheter or
ostony were the alterations in elimination identified as

fa1ls risk factors ín the literature. The nurse experts who

reviewed the Falls Risk Factor Checklist suggested that
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alterations in boweL elirnination, including diarrhea, the
presence of an ostomy, and the adninistration of enemas,

also predisposed patients to falls.
Nurses assessed the boweL and bladder function of aII

patients at the tine of admission to hospital, Eight
surqical patients were report.ed to have adaptive behaviors

rel-ated to elimination. The other 12 patients were reported

to have i.neffective eIi¡nination behaviors including
frequency, hernaturia, urgency, nocturia, and occasional

incontinence. Nurses identified three patients as having

actual or potential problens v,rith urinary elirnination based

on this âssessment data.

Nurses continued to document adaptive and ineffective
behavj.ors related to elirnination throughout the patients,
hospítalization. Many of the entries indicated only that
patients vJere up to the bathroon independently or v¡ith the

assistance of a nurse, Nurses documented a total of 1oo

notations of ineffective bowel and bLadder behavíors in
surgical- patients during the study. These notations
included the adrninistration of enemas pre and post-
operatively, the presence and care of urinary catheters,
drainage systerns and ostomies, and incidents of urgency,

dribbling and incontinence.

Sensorv defÍcits. Visual and audÍtory impairments and

decreased sensation in the lower extrenities r,¡ere considered

faLLs risk factors in this study. The use of corrective
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Lenses was considered an ineffective behavior (Roy, 1984).

Morsef Ty1ko, and Dixon (1987) and Spetlbring et aI. (1999)

reported an increased number of falls anong patients who

wore correcti.ve lenses,

Nurses assessed audítory and visual behaviors of a1l
patients at the tine of adnission. Notations on the patient
record indicated that all patients wore glasses Iconstantlyrl

or for ttreading.rr Nurses docunented that two patients felt
their hearing had rrdecreased f rorn r,¡hat it used to be. r Six
patients v¡ere reported to have severe sensory deficits,
including cataracts and glaucorna, which interfered with
vision, and hearing loss, which required the use of one

tvro hearing aids. Nurses cited a profound hearing loss
one of the stimul,i responsible for a patientrs knol¿ledge

deficit.
Notations regarding hearing l-oss appeared on two

patients, nursing care pLans. In one case this notation
rernained on the nursing care plan throughout the patient's
stay in hospital. À second patient was transferred to
another nursing unit and the notation regarding hearing loss
removed fron the nursing care plan at that ti¡ne. Hov¡ever,

nurses docu¡nented that the patient !¡as very hard of
hearingt' and ttf inds that restrictivel on thro occasions j.n

the patiênt record,

Two patients had surgery under spinal anaesthesia.

Nurses docu¡nented thê lack of sensation in the patjents,

or

AS
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lower extremities and the ¡naintenance of bedrest in the
post-operative period. Ànother patient developed blurred
visíon in the post-operative period and the nurse recorded
that the patient rrfelt this was causing her dizziness and

nausea. tr Nurses docurnented a total of 39 notations
indicative of visual, auditory, or sensory deficits during
the study.

conmunication deficits or lanquacre barrier. Àn

inability to co¡nmunicate effectively was reported to be

associated with fal1s in studies by Carnpbell (1988),

Edelstein (1983) , Innes (1985), Innes and Turnan (1983) ,

Lynn (1980), and SpelLbring et al. (1998).

Nurses docunented a totaL of five noÈations reLated to
co¡n¡nunication deficits during patients, hospital i zation.
One patient was reported to have difficulty forning
sentencesrr at the time of ad¡nission and the nurse docunented

that this was due to a previous stroke. A second patient
was reported to be rrfrustrated as he can/t talk vrith his
endotrachiaL tube inrr and to be üinÈubated and unable to
speak.rr This patient beca¡ne very confused and disoriented
two days later and nurses docu¡nented that his lspeech is
garbled at ti¡nesrr and that they were unabLe to understand

the patient.

Dizziness and balance problens. Nurses reported that
dizziness or

À total- of 10

seven patients experienced probLens with
balance during the post-operative period,
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notations were docunented in these seven patients. Nurses

used the terms trdizzytt ot ndizzinessr on six occasions to
describe the behavíors experienced by patients. rrLight-

headedrr and rrfaintrr were other ter¡ns used to describe these
behaviors. One patient was reported to be nable to ¡nove

faÍrly r¿ell although slightly unbalanced, r Thj.s notation
raised sone questÍons as to whether the patient acÈually had

a problen with balance or if the problem s/as retated to an

unsteady gait.
GeneraLized weakness. Most ínvestigators agreed that

general-ized weakness contríbuted to paÈient faLls but used a

variety of terns to descríbe this state. The terms tired,
fatigue, J.ethargy, exhaustion, and. weakness were accepted as

behaviors rvhich indicated a state of generalized weakness in
this study. The terns sleepy and drov¡sy r¡¡ere used.

extensively by nurses to describe patients¿ behavior but
!¡ere not considered adequate, nhen used aLone, to constitute
a state of generalized weakness.

One patient was reported to tire easily due to ane¡nia

at the time of adrnission. Nine other patients experienced
generalized weakness in their post-operative period. Nurses

docu¡nented that patients were tired (14 notations), !¡eak (3
notations), weak and tired (3 notations), weak and lethargic
(1 notation), and exhausted (1 notation). Nurses reported
that another patient needed to be lifted back to bed after
being up in the chair. Àlthough this not,ation did not
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include any of the terms listed above, the patient behaviors
were considered to represent a state of generaJ.ized

weakness. Nurses docu¡nented a total of 23 notations of
generalized weakness in these 1o patient.s.

Post-operative condition. Fife et al. (1994) and Innes

and Turman (1983) reported that patients were at risk to
fal1 during the i¡nnediate post-operative period. À11 20

patients in this sarnple r,¡ere ad¡nitted for some surgical
procedure. Nurses routinely docu¡nented the scheduled

surgery as the reason for adnission, and recorded aLI pre-
operative teachíng and preparation of the patient for the
Operating Roon. At the tine of adrnission, nurses idenÈified
four patj-ents as being at risk to develop problens with
eIi¡nination, bleeding, or activity in the post-operative
period.

Nursing docurnentation in the post-operative period r,ras

conpLete in terns of patient assessment, but made only
passing reference to the patients/ post-operative condition.
Five patient records indicated only that patients had

returned to the v¡ard. Fifteen records indicated the
patients, return to the ward fron the Operating

Room/Recovery Roon, and indicated the surgery performed, and

the type of anaesthetic adninistered.

Other phvsical status behaviors. Nurses used a variety
Risk Factor Checkl-ist,

in surgical patients.

of

to

terns, not incLuded on the FaLLs

describe other physical behaviors
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Nurses docu¡nented repêatedly that patients $/ere ''drowsyfl or
rrsleepyl in the post-operative period. These behavj-ors were

not consídered to indicate a state of generalized weakness,

as already rnentioned. other terms used to describe physical
behaviors included t,groggy, sedated, shaky, and trenulous.rl
Three patients were reported to be "stiffr or ttstiff and

tenserr when mobilizing early in the post-operative period.

MentaI Status

Confusion/disorientation, irnpaired nenory/judgment, and

depression were widely reported as fal1s risk factors in the
literature. The expert nurses who reviewed the FaIIs Risk

Factor Checklist suggested that agitation and restlessness

were aLso co¡nmon in patients who feLI.
Confus ion/disorientation. For purposes of this study,

the variable confus ion/disor ientation included general_ and

periodic confusion, disoriêntation to pêrson, pl-ace and

time, and delusional and hallucinatory behavj.ors. A

Clinical Flow Sheet, v¡ith a section entitted Mental- Status,
was in use on the tv¡o surgical units. This forn perrnitted

nurses to docurnent, by rneans of a checkmark, that patients
were lucid, confused, or intermittently confused. Hov¿ever,

all nursing entries on the patient records and nursing care

plans were revÍewed to deternine the presence of behaviors

indicative of confusion/disorientation.
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Nursing documentation indicated that nine surgical
patients were confused/disor iented at some time during their
hospitalization. One patient was reported to be disoriented
at the ti¡ne of admission, and re¡nained confused or
intermittent,ly confused throughout his hospital stay.
Another patient !¿as reported to be aLert and oriented at the
ti¡ne of adrnission, but became confused the evening prior to
surgery, and remained confused until hís death three days

after surgery. Six patients became confused/disoriented
post-operatively for periods ranging fron 2 hours to 13

days. One patient v¡as reported to be disoriented by the
fanily. Nurses docunented this observation but did not
record any other confused/disoriented behaviors in this
patient. Nurses docu¡nented a total of 3B notations of
confused/disoriented behaviors. patients were in the
fntensive care Unit on 17 (44.742) of. these occasions.

Fifteen notations of confus ion/disorientat ion were

docurnented only on the Clinical FLow Sheet. The renaining
entries were recorded in the narrative notes, often in
addition to the entry on the Clinical- FLow Sheet. Nursing
docurnentation ranged fro¡n entries which indicated only that
patients rrremained confusedrr or wêre rrpleasantLy confused at
ti¡nesI to very detaited descriptions of the patients,
behaviors. One entry indícated that the patient Íknows his
nane but ans$rers inappropriately to time and place - states
adanantly that it is 1948.r Ànother notation indicated that
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the patientrs confusion was increased and that the patient
vtas rrparanoid (thinks littLe boys are steal j-ng fron her), r'

and that she v¡as rvery untrusting and suspicious of nursing
staf f , rl

Àqitation / restlessness. Nurses reported that seven

surgicaJ. patients de¡nonstrated agitated/restless behaviors
on a total of 1g days. One patient r^¡a s reported to be

restless on the evening of admission. The other patients
developed agitation/restLessness in the post-operative
period. three patients in the Intensive Care Unit accounted

for 11 of the 18 notations of agitated/restless behaviors.
Fifteen notations of agitation/restlessness occurred in
pat ients who were conconitant 1y exper i encing
confused/ disoriented and hallucinatory behaviors. Two

patients !¡ere reported to be restless two and four days
prior to the onset of confus ion/disorientation, Ànother
patient experienced a single episode of restLessness four
days following a period of confusion,

Docunentation again ranged fron brief notations
indicating that patients r¿ere 'rvery agitatedr or rrrestless

at tinesrr to detailed descriptions of the patients'
behavior. Nurses did not aì.ways separate
confusion/disorientation fron agitation/ restlessness in
their documentation, thus several enÈrÍes reported Èhat
patients were rrincreasingly agitated and confused.rl
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Irnr¡aired memorv and judcment. This variable included
the inability to re¡nenber or foLlow directions. Eight
patients were reported to have ineffective behaviors rerated
to mernory and judgment on 12 occasions during the study.
Notations rnade on the day of adnission indicated that five
patients v¡ere forgetful or had problems remembering recent
events. ft !¡as unclear r.¡hether this information vras based

on the nursest assessnents, or on patients, reported
perceptions of their memory and judgment. There was no

indícation that four of the patients had any problens with
menory or judgment during admission. Nurses docunented that
the fifth patient could not remember that he vras for
surgery, and cited nemory loss as one of the stimuli causing
his knowledge deficit.

Nurses docunented behaviors indicative of inpaired
nemory and judgment in three patients, on six occasions,
during the post-operative period. One patient fJas report,ed
to be trsomewhat forgetfulr on one occasion. Nurses

docunented that the other patients had t!,¡o and three
episodes of forgetfulness and inability to foLlow
directions. Five incidents of inpaired nenory/judgrent
occurred in conjunctÍon with confused and disoriented
behaviors .

Depression. The variable depression included the use
of the ter¡ns depressed/depression or a description of
behaviors that indicated a state of depression. Nurses
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docurnented a single episode of depression in three patients
during the study. One patient was reported Ito appear

depressedrr at the time of adrnission, and the nurse
documented |tprobably due to irnpending diagnosis of cancer. Í
Another patient lras reported to rseen deep in thought,
aL¡nost withdrawn, perhaps so¡newhat depressed.'r The third
patient v¡as reported to be reating poorJ.y and appear

depressed, rl

Other mental- status behaviors. Nurses used a variety
of other ter¡ns to describe patients/ rnentaÌ status
behaviors. Nurses docunented that four patients were
rranxious, apprehensive, nervous, or worried.r about their
hospitalization and inpending surgery. Nine patients $¡ere

reported to be rtnad, angry, upset, frustrated,
inappropriate, belLigerent, combative, argunentative,
uncooperative, or irrÍtabler during their stay in hospital.
These ter¡ns !¿ere not widely cíted as falls risk factors in
the literature, but were used frequently by nurses to
describe the patients in this study. These behaviors were

alr.rays documented in conjunction with confused/ disoriented
behaviors, and to a lesser extent when behaviors indicative
of agitation/ restLessness and. inpaired nemory and judgment

were present.
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Medication Use and Substance Àbuse

The poJ.icy in effect within the facility in which this
study vras conducted required that alL medications given,
omit,ted, or refused be documented on a forn entitled the
Medication Record or Medication profile. The routine
recording of rnedications on these forns was not included in
this review. Medications recorded in narrative fashion on
the patient record were included.

Nurses questioned all patients about their use of
medications and rnedication allergies at the time of
ad¡nission. Seventeen patients were reported to be takíng at
least one ¡nedication on a regular basis. Two patients were
taking three or ¡nore ¡nedications. Surgicat patients
received a large number and variety of ¡nedications while in
hospitaL. Nurses documented a totaL of L67 notations of
medication ad¡ninistration in narrative form in the patient
record . ÀnaLgesics r.rere docunented nost frequentLy,
followed by sedatives, laxatives/purgatives, anticoagulants,
antienetics, and cardiotonic agents. Nurses routinely
docunented the effect of analgesics, laxatives/purgatives,
antienetics, and sedatives. on one occasion nurses
docu¡nented that an analgesic may have caused the patientrs
confusion and hallucinatory behavior, and on another
occasion, that a sedative was being lrithheld because of the
patientrs drowsiness,
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One of the quest.ions to be cornpleted at the tine of
ad¡nission addressed the patientrs use of a.Icoho1, including
the type and amount consuned., the perioil of tine over which
this had been the practice, and the date of the patientrs
Iast drink. The assessment forn was btank in nine patients,
suggesting that nurses either faired to ask the question, or
faiLed to compì.ete the assess¡nent form. Nurses reported
that tl,¡o patients responded rrnol to the question and four
patients indicated that they drank Isocially, on special
occasions, or very litt1e. I Fj.ve records included a
complete assessnent of the patients/ use of alcohol. There
sras no indication that these behaviors were perceived by
nurses as being ineffective. There lrere no other notations
regarding the use of al-cohol or other non_prescribed
substances during the patients, hospitaJ. i zatíon.

Situational Variables Àssociated with Falls
The use of siderails and other restraint devices, and

the presence of an unfamiliar or hazardous environnent were
reported in the titerature as contributing to patient falls,

Use of sideraiLs, Siderails were used extensiveJ.y in
surgicaJ. patients. Nurses docunented the use of siderails
on 185 occasions, or over 869 of the days on whj.ch surgical
patients were in hospital. Docunentation was usualLy in the
form of a check¡nark on the Clinicat Flow Sheet, under a

sectÍon entitred safety. This forn of documentation
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pêrmitted the investigator to deternine onLy the use or non_

use of siderails, the frequency with vrhich they were used,
and the pattern of usage.

Siderail-s were not used in pre-operative patients who

stere aLert and oriented. They were used throughout the
post-operative period until patients had regained total
independence in rnobility. Typical-Iy, sideraiLs were used at
all tines in the early post-operative period. The usê of
sideraÍls was reduced to the night hours onl-y, and then
discontinued altogether one or two days prior to discharge,

Nursês docunented the use of siderails in the narrative
notes on 13 occasions, usually in addition to the entries on

the Clinica1 Flow Sheet. Eleven notations indicated that
sideraits were raised foLlo¡.¡íng the administration of the
pre-operative rnedication. The other two entries indicated
that siderails were up and that the patient was agitated
and rattling his sideraiLs. rl

Use of other restraint devices, Nurses documented the
use of jackets, hand/wrist restraints, and chemical
substances in five patients for periods ranging from two to
five days, for a total of 18 notations. Restraints were
used while patients were in the rntensive care unit and on
the surgical wards. Àlthough there !¿as provision to
docu¡nent the use of jacket and hand/wrist restraints on the
CLinical- Floh' Sheet aJ.ongside siderails, nurses routinely
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documented the use of these restraints in their narrative
notes.

Jacket restraints v¡ere used in five surgical patients
in the post-operative period. Nursing docu¡nentation
indicated that jacket restraints were applied to ,,prevent
injuryt' and as 'a precautionr Ín patients who were
attempting to cli¡nb out of bed. Hand and wrist restraints
l¡ere used in three of these patients, in conbination with a
jacket restraint, to prevent the patients fron puJ.ling on
their urinary catheters, intravenous or central rines.
Che¡nical substances were ad¡ninistered to two pat,ients, on a
totar of eight days, when other restraint devices were arso
in use.

Nurses documented behaviors of confusion and
disorientation in aLI five patients prior to the initiation
of any restraint device. Four patients v,¡ere also reported
to be agitated and restress. Both patients who received
che¡nica1 substances had undergone major vascular surgery and
developed extre¡ne confusion, agitation, and haLlucinatory
behaviors in the post-operative period. Both patients were
seen by psychiatry and diagnosed as post_operative
psychosis. Jacket and hand/wrist restraints v/ere
discontinued r.¡hen confusion/disorientation and agitation/
restlessness abated and reappLied when nental status
deteriorated. Nurses docunented the continued use of jacket
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restraints in tv¡o confused patients up until the time of
their discharge and dernise.

UnfamiLiar and hazardous environ¡nent. Àn unfarniliar
envj-ron¡nent, due to recent ad¡nission or transfer, and unsafe
envj-ron¡nental conditions, j-ncluding spiLls on floors, unsafe
footwear, untocked r¿heel-s on beds and wheelchairs, lack of
safety rai1s, and the incorrect use of equiprnent, were citeil
in the literature as factors vrhich contributed to falls in
an already vulnerabl-e patient population.

À).1 surgical patients received a thorough orientation
to their i¡nmediate environrnent at the tine of adnission to
hospital. Fol1owing this, nurses documented aI1 patient
transfers to and fron the Operating Roon/Recovery Roon,
rntensive care unit, and all interroorn transfers on the
surgical ward. patient orientation to each of these new

areas $/as not always incl-uded in the nursing docurnentation,
One patient was reported to be rwandering the hal-lway,, and
to be rruna!¡are of his surroundings.r These behaviors were
used to describe the patíentrs confusion ancl restlessness
and were therefore interpreted as nental staÈus changes.
There r.¡ere no other notations to indicate that patients $¡ere
unfa¡nil.iar with their environrnent.

Nurses reported that one patient slipped onto the floor
vJhen he tried to turn around in his r.rheeÌchair. Ànother
notation Índicated that the patient felt unsafe rnobilizing
ttith crutches. There were no other notations hrhich
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suggested the presence of hazards ¡,¡ithin the hospital
envi-ron¡nent.

Summarv

Nurses docunênted a total of 7gO ineffective behaviors
related to the fal1s risk factors during the 2I4 days
surgical patients spent in hospital, or an average of 3.64
falls risk factors per patient day. The nunber of notations
for each fatls risk factor, and that number as a percentage
of all- the fa11s risk factor notations, are summarized in
TabLe 1.

The use of siderails and the administration of
rnedications accounted for over 4SZ of aLL the faLls_reLated
behavj-ors and stinul-i docunented by nurses. Behaviors which
indicated alterations in etimination accounted for almost
!32, and the use of ambulatory aids al¡nost :-.oZ, of aIl-
nursing notations. Age, nedical diagnosis, the use of
restraint devices, and behaviors indicating that patients
had problems with sensory functions, rnobility or gait, or
vrere confused/disoriented, agitaÈed/restless, or weak each
accounted for between 2 and 5E of a]l the faLLs risk factors
docunented by nurses. problens r+ith dizziness or bal.ance,
nenory or judg.ment, or entries regarding the post_operative
condition accounted for between 1 and 2g of atL notations,
Indications that patients had fallen previously, were unable
to co¡nrnunicate ef fêctivel-y, were depresseal, or encountered.
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Tab1e 1

Falls Risk Factor Notations Documented in surc¡icar pâtiêñrs
ln = 20)

FalLs Risk
Factor

No. of
Notat i ons

å of Total
Falls Risk
Notat ions

Age

History of Falls
Medical Diagnosis
Mobility/cait
Use of Àmbul-atory Àids
Alteration in Elirnination
Sensory Deficits
Co¡n¡nuni cat ion / Language
Diz ziness/Balance
GeneraLized Weakness
Post-operative Condition
Confus ion/ Di sor ientat i on
Agitat i on/ Rest lessnes s
Inpaired Menory/ Judgment
Depress ion
Medication Use

substance Abuse
Use of Siderails
Other RestrainÈs
Unfami l iar
Hazardous ] Environrnent

20

6

18

25

76

100

39

5

l-0

23

15

38

L8

t2
?

I67
0

185

L8

0

2

2 .56
o.77
¿.3r
3 .21
9.74

12.82
5,0
o.64
1 .2A

2 .95
1 ôt

4,47

r .54
0.38

27.41
0.0

23,72
2 ,3r
0.0
o .26

TOTAL 780 100. 00
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hazards v¡ithin the hospítal environrnent, each accounted for
less than IZ of alJ- nursing notations. Nurses did not
docu¡nent any notations which indicated that patients used
substances inappropriately or rvere unfamiliar r,rith their
environrnent .

The total number of notations and the nu¡nber of
different fa1ls risk factors documented by nurses during the
study indicated that nurses assessed faLls_rel-ated behaviors
and stinuli on a frequent and ongoing basís. This
docurnentation, in itseJ.f , did not indicate that nurses
considered these patients at risk to falI. The following
section, therefore, examines how nurses used their
assessrnent data to identify patients at risk to falj,.

Identifvinq Patients at Risk tô ¡.âl l

Identification of patients at risk to faIl is the
first, crucial step in any program to reduce or prevent
patient falIs. Nursing diagnosis is one way of doing this.
The use of fall scale instrunents is another. These two
approaches are discussed in the foì.J.owing section. Fina1ly,
cornparisons between the tvo approaches are presented.
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Use of Nursinq Diaqnosis to ldentifw Þati êhl:Ê âf picÞ +.!

Fal l
Nursíng diagnosis Ís the final step of the assessment

phase of the nursing process. Nursing diagnosis identifies
actual or potential health problerns and cornmunicates this
infornation to other nenbers of the health tean.

Nurses for¡nulated one or ¡nore nursing diagnoses on 1g

of the 20 patients during their hospitalization. A total of
29 nursÍng diagnoses were docunented on the patient records

and/or nursing care plans. Most of these nursing diagnoses

$rere formuLated at the ti¡ne of admission by the nurse

cornpleting the ad¡nission notê and nursing assessment. These

nursing diagnoses identified actual or potential probLens

related to anxiety and apprehension (lL patients) ; altered
el-irnination due to the disease process or scheduled surgery
(3 patients) ; a knowledge deficit (3 patíents); and the risk
of henorrhage following surgery (2 patients) . Four nursing
diagnoses cited fatigue, pain, activity intoLerance, or
altered oxygenation as problems during patients/
hospita 1i zat ion .

SÍx nursing diagnoses appeared to meet the criteria for
a fa1ls-related nursing diagnosis on initiat exarnination.
Five of these were for¡nulated at the ti¡ne of adnission and

cited decreased or altered nobi I ity/ activity as the
ineffectÍve behavior, and pain, an existÍng disease process,

or the inpending surgical. procedure as the sti¡nuti causing
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À sixth falls-related nursing diagnosis,
statíng that, there was a rrpotential for seJ_f injury, r was

added to the nursing care pÌan two days following the
patient,s adnission.

Two of these nursing diagnoses appeared on one patient
who fell early in his hospital ization. The initial nursing
dj-agnosis, formulated at the ti¡ne of adrnission and prior to
the fall, indicated that the patient had an 'ralteration in
nobility related to right-sided weakness fron a cvÄ in
1986.rr The goal stated that the patient vroul-d not fa]1, and

the nursing actions indicated that the patient required
assistance in transferring to and from the wheelchair. This
nursíng diagnosis, the goals, and nursing actions q¡ere

co¡nmunicated to other nenbers of the heaLth tearn via the
nursing care pLan. A second nursing diagnosis was added to
this patient,s nursing care plan following his fa1l, and

indicated that there vras a rrpotential for self injury. " Àn

additionat note indicated that this patient r,¡a s rat risk to
faLL.rr No additionat goals or nursing actions were added to
the nursing care plan at this ti¡ne.

Nurses clearly identified the above patient as being at
risk to fal1 during hís hospital_i zation. The other four
nursing diagnoses, vhich appeared to be fal-Is-reLated,
lacked clarity in the nursing diagnosis statenents, were not
supported by goals and nursing actions, and were not
corn¡nunicated to other nenbers of the health tean via the
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nursing care pLan. Nurses nay have identified behaviors

which rnade these patients vulnerabLe to fal]s, but given

onJ.y the information documented on the patient record and

nursing care plan, this was impossÍbJ.e to deter¡nine.

Use of the Morse FaII Scale to Identifv Patients at Risk to
FaLI

The investigator used the Morse FalI Scale on 226 days

to deter¡nine surgical patients, faIl risk. A total of 393

Morse FalI Scale variables were recorded during these 226

days. These variables, the number of patients exhibiting
each varíable, the total days on which each variable !¡as

present, and each variabl-e as a percentage of all Morse FalL

Scale variables, are presented ín Table 2.

Three patients reported a history of falling due to an

irnpaired gaít or decreased sensation in the Lower

extrenitiês, ín the week immediately prior to adrnission to
hospítal. This variable, once present, added 25 points to
the patients' Morse FalI Score throughout hospítal. Í zation.
One patient fel1 whíLe in hospitaJ.. This falt did not

increase his ltforse FaII score as he had a history of faJ-Iing

prior to ad¡nission.

Six patients had a secondary diagnosis recorded on

their record during hospital Í zation. three patients were

ad¡nitted with a secondary diagnosis. Tr.ro patients developed

post-operative conplications and another patient was
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Table 2

Morse Fal-1 Scale VariabLes present in Surqical patients

ln = 20)

variable
No. of Patients

Exhibiting
Variable

8of
Total Days Total tttorse
Variable Fal1 Scale
Present Variables

HÍstory of
Fal l ing

Secondary
Diagnos i s

Àlrbulatory Aid

Intravenous
Therapy /Hepar ín
Lock

Gait

Mental Status

29

125

19

7 .3A

19.08

17.30

L9.59

31.81

4.A3

?F

68

18

18

I

dÍagnosed as having an aortic aneurysm during
hospitalization. The presence of a sêcondary diagnosis
added 15 points to patients, I'forse FaIL Scores.

The use of canes, walkers, and crutches added 15 points
to the Morse Fall Score r. the use of furniture, 30 points.
Six patients !¡ere schedul.ed for orthopedic surgery and lrere
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dependent on canes, walkers or crutches for ¡nobilizatÍon
both pre and post-operatively. À seventh patient used a

cane to get about at adnission, but developed complications
and expired shortLy after surgeryr !¡ithout regaining his
anbulatory function.

Eight,een patients received intravenous therapy or
intravenous nedications during the post-operative period.
The presence of an intravenous or heparin 1ock added 2o

points to the Morse FaII score.

Morse, Morse, and Ty]ko (1996) identified three Level_s

of scoring for the variabJ.e gait. À normal gait or patíents
confined to bed or a wheelchair scored zero points, A lreak

gait scored 10 points and an impaired gait, 20 points.
Eighteen patients had a weak or irnpaired gaÍt during
hospital ization. Ten patients walked with short, shuffting
steps and required varying degrees of support fron the nurse

in the i¡n¡nediate post-operative period. Six orthopedic
patients had an irnpaired gait throughout hospitalization
because of their total dependence on canes, walkers, or
crutches. Tno patients had grossly inpaired gaits when

¡nobilizing or transferring frorn the bed to a wheelchair.
cait accounted for the largest percentage (31.81å) of Morse

FalÌ Scale variables observed in patient.s during the study.

Eight patients demonstrated an abnornaL mentaL status
during the study. Àt these tirnes they vJere unav¡are of their
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activity orders or forgot their limitations. An abnormal

nental status added 15 points to their Morse FaII Scores.

The presênce of these variables determj.ned patients,
Morse FaII Scores throughout hospital ization.
list of Morse Fall Scores, by subject and

admission, is incLuded in appendix g,

Exa¡nination of the Morse Fal_l Scores revealed that ten
patients had a score of zero, and one a score of L5, at the
tirne of ad¡nission. The renaining nine patients had Morse

FalI Scores ranging from 25 to 90 at ad¡nission. Trvo

patients, Morse FaLt Scores remaÍned zero throughout
hospital i zat ion. Both underv¡ent minor surgical proced.ures

and had short hospital stays. Neither patient was at risk
to falL during hÍs stay in hospital. The Morse Fall Scores

of the remaining 18 patients varied throughout their
hospita I i zation. À11 vrere at risk Èo fall at sone point,
vJhen 16 was the Ìforse FaIl score used to establish fall
risk. The number of days on which patients were at risk to
fall ranged from 1to 29 days (Í = 9.0; S.D. = 7.55). In
total, surgical patients lrere at risk to fall on 162 of the
226 days (7f.682) they were assessed using the Morsê Fal_l

Scale.

TweLve of the 18 patients v¡hose scores varied during
hospitalization were discharged r,¡ith the sane Morse Fal-I

Score as they had at the ti¡ne of admission, indicating that
they had regained their pre-operative status prior to

À

by

conpLete

day of
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discharge. Five patients !¡ere discharged with Morse FalL

Scores 10 to 15 points higher than on adrnission, the resul-t
of a secondary diagnosis nade during hospitalization (3

pat,ients), or a deterioration in gait in the post-operatíve
period (2 patients) . No patient was discharged from

hospital with a lower Morse FaII Score than that present on

admission. One patient expired in hospitaJ.. His Morse FaIl
score on the days inrnediately preceding his death were lower
than at the tÍne of admission due to this unrespons iveness

and confinement to bed.

Conparinq the lwo Àpproaches

Fall risk was operationalized to include the
docu¡nentation of a falLs-rel-ated nursing diagnosis on the
patient record or nursing care plan, or a score of 16 or
nore on the Morse FaLI ScaLe at the outset of this study.
Nurses identified onLy one surgical patient as beíng at risk
to faÌl. Therefore, any cornparison between nursing
diagnosis and the Morse FaIl ScaÌe as a neans of identifying
patients at risk to fall rvas limited to this patient.

Nurses docunented ineffective behaviors retated to 16

of the 21 faLls risk factors Ín this patient, for a total of
64 notations, throughout his stay in hospital. This was an

average of 9.I4 notations per patient day (* = 3.94¡
S.D. = 2.03). However, only altered rnobility due to right-
sided weakness (8 notations), previous CVA (secondary
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diagnosis) (8 notations), and a history of falling (6

notations) were ídentified as factors vrhich rnade this
patient vuLnerabl-e to fal-Is and self injury.

This patient v¡as at high risk to fall on I days, when

assessed using the Morse Fal.I Scale. His scores ranged frorn

60 to 80 during adníssion, due to a history of falling (B

days), a secondary díagnosis (B days), intravenous therapy
(3 days), an irnpaired gait (7 days), and an abnor¡nal rnental

status (1 day). His nean Morse FalL Score during ad¡nission

was 66.88 (i = 27.46¡ S.D. = ZI.SS for surgical sanple) .

OnIy one surgical patient had a higher ¡nean Morse FaLL score

during the study.

This patient díd in fact slip out of his v¡heelchaír

during his first evening Ín hospital. Seventeen other
surgical patients v¡ere at risk to fall- on a total of 154

days when the Morse FalI Scale and a score of 16 vrere used

to establish fall risk. None of these patients feLl during
the study.

Summarv

Nurses fornul-ated a number of nursing diagnoses on

surgícal patients during the study. Six of these appeared

to meet the criteria for falls-related nursing diagnoses but
]acked cì.arity, goaJ.s, and nursing actíons. Nurses

fornul-ated two nursing diagnoses which cLearJ_y identified
one patíent as being at risk to falL. Nurses cited a
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history of fa11íng, mobiJ-ity/gait probJ-erns, and a pre-

exísting nedical condition as the behaviors and sti¡nuti

which rnade this patient vulnerabLe to fa1l.

Eighteen surgical patients were at risk to faII on a

total of 162 days !¡hen the Ìtorse FaLL Scale and a score of

16 were used to establ-ish fafl risk. The Morse Fall- Scale

was sensitíve to subtte changes in the patient's condition

(gait, ¡nental status) and as a resuftr scores varied greatly

throughout hospital i zation. A weak or irnpaired gait v'as the

most frequently observed variabfe in the surgical sampÌe'

one patíent fe1l during the study. Both the use of

nursing diagnosis and the Morse FaII Scale had identified

this patient as being at risk to fal-f .

outcones - Patient Falls

one patient faIl was recorded during the 2:j4 days

surgical patients were in hospitat. If projected to a large

surgical patient populatÍon, the fall rate, based on this

one incident, ltouLd be 4.67 fal1s per 1'000 patient days.

A 91 year oÌd ¡nale patient, adnitted for genitourinary

surgery, felI r,¡ithin five hours of admíssion to hospital.

Nurses had documênted inef.fective behaviors related to age'

nobility/gait, vision, nental status ( disorientation,

forgetfulness), conmunication, elirnination, rnedication use,

the use of anbulatory aids, and the presence of a pre-
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existing nedical diagnosis in this patient at the tine of

adrnission. They had identified the patient as being at risk

to faIl, citing altered nobitity/gaÍt and a pre-exísting

medical diagnosis as the behaviors and stimul-i vJhich nade

him vulnerable to faLl. The patient's Morse Fal] Score at

the time of ad¡nission $tas 60, based on a history of falting,

the presence of a secondary diagnosis, and an irnpaired gait'

This score placed the patient at high risk to fal-1'

The patient fel-L at 1810 hours on a Monday evening'

The fal-f occurred in the dayroorn and was unwitnessed by

staff, other patients, or visitors. The patient reported

that he stipped onto the floor when he attenpted to turn

around in his wheelchair. The nurse cornpJ-eting the incident

report indicated that the patient was oríented, required

assistance to nobilize, and was unrestrained at the tirne of

the faII. The patient sustained a snall scrape to his upper

back as a resuLt of the faLl. observation r'¡as the only

treatment indicated '

Summarv

one surgical patient slÍpped fro¡n his wheelchair during

the study. The faII occurred during the evening hours and

r¡as unwitnessed by staff. The patient was oriented and

unrestrained but required assistance to ¡nobiLize at the time

of the f411. The patient sustained only rninor injuries'

Nurses had identified this patient as being at risk to faLl



by means of a nursing dÍagnosÍs.

identified the patient as being

Morse FaIl Scale.

The investigator had also
at risk to fall, using the
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CHAPTER VT: RESULTS - MEDICÀL PÀTIENTS

I ntroduct ion

Ti{enty nedical patients !¡ere also included in the
study. These patients entered the study at a later point in
their illness and hospitalization than the surgical
patients. Às a resul-t, so¡ne nursing docu¡nentation and Morse

Fa11 Scores were not available for the patients, entire
period of hospital-i zation. Because of the different point
at v¡hich rnedical paÈients entered the study, the sarnple was

anaLyzed separately. The sane fornat has been used to
present the resuLts. Conparisons betl¡een the two sarnples

have been made, hrhere appropriate.

Characteristics of the Sanþle

The sarnple was cornprised of 9 males (4SZ) and 11

fenales (55¿). subjects ranged in age from 67 to 88 years,
with a mean age of 77.45 years (S.D. = 5.65). Male and

fenaLe nedÍca1 patients had aLnost identical mean ages:
77.33 for males as conpared to 77.5b for fenales. MedÍcaL
patients i.¡ere, on average, Less than a year ol-der than
surgical patients.

All medicat patients presented in the Energency

Departnent. Seven patients (35å) were adnitted to a ¡nedical
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bed following assessment in the Energency Departnent. Nine
patients (452) v¡ere detained in the observation Unit for
periods ranging fron several hours up to three days before
transfer to an inpatient bed. Three patients (15S) were

adnitted to the fntensive Care Unit for a total of eight
days before transfer to a medical bed. One paÈient (5å) rvas

initially ad¡nitted to an off service bed because Íredicat
beds were unavailabl-e. She vJas included in the study
because she was clearly a nedicaL patient and it vras

understood that she would be transferred to a nedical v¡ard

as soon as a bed becane available. This transfer took place
within 72 hours.

Medicat patients were not approached to enter the study
while they were in the Energency Departrnent, Observation

Unit, or Intensive Care Unit because of their acute illness,
the uncertain nature of their course in hospital, and the
lack of privacy in these areas. Therefore, medical patients
did not enter the study until one to five days fol-Iowing
their presentation in the Emergency Departnent.

Seven patients (2 nales and S fenales) had prinary
diagnoses related to the cardiovascuÌar systern. Five
patients (2 males and 3 fenales) vrere adrnitted lrith
respiratory problerns. Five patíents (4 males and 1 fenale)
had a prinary diagnosis of transient ischenic attack or
cerebrovascul-ar accident at the time of ad¡nission. The

fernale patíent $ras later found to have brain netastases.
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Two other female patients had diagnoses of cancer and

epistaxis. One nale patient had acute renal failure,
pneunonia, and alcoholic neuropathy listed as the ad¡nission

diagnoses.

Medical pat,ients renained in hospital for periods
ranging f ron 2 to 3 O days . Tr,ro patients rernained in
hospital beyond 30 days but !¡ere no longer included in the
study beyond this point. MedicaL patients spent a total- of
294 patient days in hospital. The mean Length of stay r^ras

L4.7 days (S.D. = 8.87), four days longer than that of
surgical patients. One patient succurnbed to rnultisysten
failure 18 days following ad¡nission to hospital.

Nursincr Docunentation of FatÌs-Related

Behaviors and Stí¡nul- i

Àlthough nedical patients did not enter the study until-
one to five days following their ad¡nission to hospitaL, the
investigator rvas abÌe to review documentaÈion on the patient
record retrospectively to determine rvhich faIIs-related
behaviors and stinuli nurses recorded in the days preceding

the patients, joining the study. Hovrever, data recorded on

the nursing care pLan may have been Lost to the
investigator, since information is added, altered, and

erased fron this forn as the patients, condition and the
plan of care change. The analysis includes aLI nursing
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documentation on the patient record for patient,s entire
period of hospitalízation and notations on the nursing care

plan fron the point at which patients entered the study.

The for¡nat used to present the results is the sa¡ne as that
used to discuss the surgícaL sanple.

Age

Nurses documented patients, chronoLogical age in 19 of
the 20 nedical patients at the time of completing the

nursing assess¡nent form. Documentation included the
patients, developnental stage, that of a ¡nature adult, in 13

cases. The incorrect devel-opnental stage !¡as recorded on

two patient records. Àge vras ínprinted on each page of the
patient record and recorded on the nursj_ng care pLan as

routine information, Nurses indicated that age was one of
the stirnuli causing a patient/s impaired physical rnobility.
This notation re¡nained on the nursing care plan throughout

the patientrs hospitaL ízaÈion. Nurses docunented a total of
27 age notations while patients were in hospital.

Historv of Previous FaLls

Nurses docunented a history of falling in five patients
on a total of 31 days. Notations in the Energency

Departnent or on admission to the ward indícated that four
pat,ients had fallen prior to ad¡nission, Tr.ro faLLs were

reLated to the presenting conplaint. The other tvro falls
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had occurred a fevJ days to a week prior to admission and
both patients had extensive bruisíng and/or sutures as a

resuLt of the injuries suffered in these falls. The history
of falling was noted on one patient/s nursing care pJ_an, but
renoved fron the nursing care plan lrhen the patient was

transferred to another nursing unit.
Two patients fell repeatedly while in hospital. A1l-

fa1ls were docunented on the patient record. and on the
hospital incident report at the tine they occurred. A

notation regarding the history of falJ-ing was placed on one

patient's nursing care plan and updated as subsequent fal1s
occurred throughout his hospital i zation.

Medical Diaqnosis

Twelve patients r¿ere ad¡nitted with primary diagnoses
related to cardiovascular or cerebrovascuLar disease, or
cancer. Nurses docunented this diagnosis, or behaviors
consistent with this diagnosis, in all 12 patients. Nurses
reported that nine of these patients had a history of
cardÍovascuÌar or cerebrovascul-ar disease, incJ.uding
hypertension, nyocardial infarctíon, transient ischemic
attacks, or strokes. Six patients ¡vith prirnary diagnoses
related to other systens \,rere also reported to have a

history of cardiac disease, hypertension or strokes. These

notations did not usuaLly indicate the duration of the
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disease or the extent to which it inf l-uenced the patients,
present diagnosis and health status.

Nurses cited current or past medicaL diagnoses as thê
stÍ¡nuIi causing altered neurological function, activity
intolerance, and irnpaired or altered mobility in five
patients. These notatj.ons were transcribed onto nursing
care plans and accounted for 1Oo notations related to
rnedical diagnosis during patients' hospitali zation.

Physical Status

Mobilitv and oait ñr.ôhìôñe Nurses docu¡nented LOg

notations of ineffective mobitity and gait behaviors in 1t
patients during the study. Nunerous other entries indicated
that patients had a paral.ysis or weakness of one side.
However, these entries were not made in relation to rnobility
or gait and, therefore, were not included in the anaÌysis.

Nursing documentation ranged fron a single ent.ry on two
records which indicated that patients $rere runsteady on
their feet to alrnost daily and very detaj-Ied notations of
patients, nobility and gaiÈ behaviors. one patient was

reported to have a left-sided v¡eakness and to ,have trouble
bringing her l-eft foot up and around.fl Another patient was

reported to have rrso¡ne movenent in his right Leg,, and to be
able to weight bear during transfer, but to have difficuLty
dÍrecting his leg into position. " Nurses docunented on tvro
occasions that th¡o patients were too unsteady to be walking
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by thenseLves, and that they were encouraged. to ask for
assistance.

Four notations, indicating that patients hacl
ineffective behaviors related to rnobílity and gait, $rere
recorded on the nursing care plans throughout the patientsr
hospital i zation. These notations accounted for alnost half
(48.I4e") of the nobilÍty/gaít notations docunented during
the study.

Use of ambulatorv assistive devices. Nurses docunênted
the use of anbulatory assistive devices in six patients on a
total of 59 days of the study. One patientrs need for a

prosthetic shoe, and another patientrs use of the furniture
to nove about, were each documented on one occasion by
nurses. The use of a wheelchair was recorded on three
occasíons.

Four patients accounted for thê other 54 notations of
anbuLatory aid use. Only 2g notations appeared in the
patient record. These were sketchy for the nost part,
indicating only that patients were ,,anbulating wel_1 with
walkersrr or were ttup in the roo¡n with a cane. I Five
notations indicated that patients needed re¡ninders about the
correct use of the ambulatory device. The renaining entries
v¡ere docunented only on the nursing care pJ-an.
Documentation in the patient record. indicated that these
patients !¡ere up with assistance, but did not specify vrhat
Èhis assÍstance entailed.
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Àlteratíons in elimination. Fifteen nedical patients

r4rere reported to have ineffective behaviors related to
el- i¡nination. Nurses docunented that seven patients

experienced diarrhea due to medications or previous

radiotherapy treatnents, dysuria, frequency, and/or nocturia
on the nursing assessment for¡n. There were no further
notations to indicate that these behaviors were problenatic
duríng the patients/ stay in hospital. The eight renaining
patients were reported to have episodes of urinary and bov¡el

incontinence, dÍarrhea, and dysuria during hospital ization.
Other notations retated to the care and ¡naintenance of
indwelling and condon catheters and the ad¡ninistration of
enenas. Nurses docurnented a total of 91 notatÍons related
to ineffective eÌirnínation behaviors during the study.

Nurses docunented a total of 42

notations of ineffective sensory behaviors during the study.

À single notation v¡as recorded on 15 patient records by the
nurse cornpleting the nursing assessnent. Ten patients were

noted to rrwear glassesrr or to ttrequire glasses for reading.rr

This was their only sensory deficit,. Nurses reported that
one patient was bIínd j-n one eye; three patients had sone

decrease in hearing, in addítion to visual deficits; and one

patient had a profound hearing loss in addítion to bilateral
cataracts. There v¡ere no notations to indícate that these

sensory deficits were proble¡natic during the patients' stay
in hospital.
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Nurses docunented a total of 27 notations of
ineffective sensory behaviors in the other five patients.
Four patients with a diagnosis of cerebrovascular accident
were reported Èo have decreased sensation in their lower
extremities during their first few days in hospit,al. Tvro of
these patients had mild to severe visual deficits as weÌ1.
Nurses reported that tr.ro patients had visual deficits r,¡hich

interfered wíth self-care activities. One diabetic patient
vtas rrunable to draw up [his] own insulinfl due to hís poor

visíon. Nurses reported that a second patient could not
rrsee welL enough Èo neasure lout her] nitropaste.[ She v/as

subsequently changed to an oral vasodilator, À notation
regarding this patient/s rpoor visionr v¡as docu¡nented on the
nursing care plan throughout most of her stay in hospital.,
and accounted for alrnost 318 of al1 the notations retated to
sensory deficits.

Co¡n¡nunication deficíts or tanquaqe barrier. Nurses

docurnented that six patients denonstrated ineffective
behaviors related to communication during the study. The

entries ranged fro¡n those stating only that the patient had

slurred or garbLed speech to detailed descriptions of the
patient behaviors, One notation indicated that the patient
had an rrexpressive aphasiat' and added that he rcouldnrt

re¡nember what to call a bottle but did knor,¡ what he wanted. rl

Ànother patient r,¡as reported to be flmoaning but was unab]-e

to staÈe what was vrrong. r Nurses documented that an aphasic
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patient trshakes or nods [hís] head in response to questionsrl

and rrappears to understand instructions. t' A notation
regarding this patíent,s rrirnpaíred verbal co¡nmunicationrr was

docurnented on the nursing care plan throughout his
admission. In totaL, nurses docunented 49 notations of
inef f ective communication.

Dizziness and balance problems, Nurses documented 21

notatÍons in which patients experienced dizziness, or had

difficulty in ¡naintaíning their batance during the study.

Four patients experienced a single episode of dizziness when

standing or sitting up. Nurses docunented that another

patient cornplained of dizziness and light-headedness

throughout his hospital stay. Nurses indicated that this
patient vJas at risk for injury because of his dizziness.

Two patients were reported to lean or falL to one side

when sitting or r,¡alking. Another patient was reported to
Lean to the right r,¡hen ambutating and on one occasion lost
his balance and felI v¡hen he st,ood up. This patient was

also reported to have three episodes of dizziness. Nurses

docunented that all three patÍents also had ineffective
behaviors related to nobility and gait. However, the
entries rel.ated to mobiJ.ity and gait were distinct frorn

those related to dizziness and baLance. The l-atter clearty
indicated problens with proprioception.

GeneraLized weakness. Nurses docunented that 15

patients experienced behaviors indicative of a state of
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generalized v¡eakness on 63 occasions during the study. Five
patients had a single notation recorded early in their
hospitalization, indicating that they were weak, tj.red, or
lethargic. Nurses docunented behaviors of generaJ-ized

weakness on a frequent and recurrj.ng basís in the other 10

patients .

Nurses used a variety of terms to describe this state
of generalized v¡eakness. Most notations included the v¿ords

weak, tired, or Lethargic, used alone or in co¡nbination.
Other entries indicated that patients had a rIo$/ energy

Level, rr were rrlistlessrrr and had a Ilack of energyr and
rrgeneraJ. fatigue.rr In sone cases, nurses suppLe¡nented the
use of these terns with ¡nore conplete descriptions of the
patient behaviors. Thus, one patient vJas reported to be

very tired and to be "having difficulty turning in bed. r'

Nurses documented that another patient had been feeling weak

for several days and was rrtaLking in a hrhisper onlyrr and vras

rrunabLe to sit up...without assistance,rl

Other phvsical status behaviors. Nurses again used the
terms rrsleepyrr and ,tdrowsytt on a frequent and recurring
basis to describe patient behaviors. One patient was

reported to be t'groggy.t' Other patients were reported to be
rrshakytt and rrt,renulousrt during hospitalization.



Mental Status

Conf usion /disorientation. Nine nedicat patients
de¡nonstrated general. or periodic confusion, disorientation
to person, place or tirne, or delusions and hallucinatory
behaviors during the study. Nurses docunented 76 notatÍons
of confused or disorÍented behaviors in these patients.

Forty-two notations (55.38) lrere recorded only on the
Clinical Flovr Sheet. A checknark vras used on 18 of these
occasions to indicate that patients r¡¡ere confused or
intermittentJ.y confused. Nurses docurnented a guestion mark

(?) beside the terms confused or internittently confused in
two patíents on the other 24 occasions. Narrative notes
indicated that one patient rwas alert and noddingt

appropriately, 'r but Ì,ras flvery frustrated by his inability to
speak.rr Other patients who were reported to be confused on

the Clinical Flo$r Sheet lrere al-so noted to be Ianswering

questions appropriatelyr or to be oriented to person, p1ace,

and tirne in the narrative notes.

Nurses docunented 34 notations of confused/disoriented
behaviors in narratj-ve form in the patient record., al¡nost
always Ín additíon to the entry on the Clinical Flow Sheet.
These entries ranged from those which stated only that the
patient seemed "stightly confusedÍ to lengthy descriptions
of the patients, behaviors. One patient was reported to be
rrhallucinating - states sorneone is knocking at her windowr. l
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another patient to be rrvery confused - thinks he is on a

boat at sea . rl

One patient accounted for 21 notations of
confused/disoriented behaviors. l,fany of these notations
were recorded only on the Clinical Flow Sheet. The

narrative notes indicated that the patient r.¡as very

forgetfu]. and required freguent re¡ninders about where she

was and the reason for her hospítal izatÍon. In describing
this patient, nurses frequently combíned behaviors related
to confusion/disorientation and írnpaired menory/judgment.

Aqitation /restlessness. Nurses documented 1g notations
of agitated/restless behaviors in nine patients during the

study. Fourteen notations were recorded on patients who

also experienced confusion and disorientation during

adnission. Nurses reported that 10 notations of
agitation/restLessness occurred on the same day, and often
at the sa¡ne tirne, as the confused, disoriented, and

hallucinatory behaviors. Nurses used the terms rrrestless,

agitated, jittery, and unsettled'r to describe these

behaviors. Other patients vrere noted to be "tossi.ng and

turningt' and to be rrin constant motion. r One patient was

reported to be rtup and down to the deskr and eventualty
trleft [thê] hospital and took a taxi home.rl

Impaired Ìnenorv and iudcrment. Six patients

irnpaired nenory and

the study. Nurses

denonstrated behaviors indicatÍve of
judgrnent on 24 occasions throughout
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reported that two patients had flpoor recâIlÍ or ,rloss of
short-term menory.r These notations appeared to reflect the
patients, perceptions of their ¡nenory, rather than the
nurses, assessnent. There were no further notations to
indicate that these patients denonstrated any ineffective
behaviors reLat,ed to memory while in hospital. A single
notation on another patient record indicaÈed that the
patient forgot to carry her nitrogì.ycerine tabtets with her
when up warking, even though she had been rerninded to do so
on at l-east two occasions.

Three patients accounted for 21 notations of impaired
¡nenory and judgment. Nurses reported that one patient ¡,/as

unabl-e to folLow instructions during a hypoglycenic attack.
On three other occasions nurses docu¡nented that they
re¡ninded the patient about the correct use of a cane and to
request assistance when anbulating. Ànother patÍent was

reported to be Ivery forgetful" and to have difficulty
rernernberÍng her cardiac teaching, The third patient
accounted for lZ notations of Ínpaired memory and judgnent.
Nurses documented at length about her lvery poor menory,rl
rrinability to renember where she is,r or to recalL past or
current events. Àbout hal-f of the notations indicated that
the patient v/as also confused and disoriented. Nurses
reported that the patient rrre¡nains forgetful _ repeats vrhat
day is it? confused as to tj.me. r Behaviors reLated to
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confusion/disorientation and irnpaired rnernory/ j udgment were
not separated in this patient,.

Depression. Nurses docurnented 16 notations of
depressed behaviors in medical patients. Three patients
were described as being rdepressedl or rrvery depressed.I on
one or t!¡o occasions during their admission. A fourth
patient accounted for 12 notations of depressed behaviors.
she lras reported to be rrdepressedr on two occasions. Nurses
used a narrative format on 10 other occasions to describe
her behavior. She !¡as reported to be lweepyr and rs¡ants to
know why this happened to her,r and to be [very upset and
down about everything. r These behavi-ors hrere consi-dered
indicative of depression in a patient with a ter¡ninaL
iLlness.

Other mentaL sÈatus behaviors. Nurses again used a
varieÈy of terns, not included on the FaLls Risk FacÈor
Checklist, to describe patient behaviors, Nurses docu¡nented
that nine patients were ranxious, apprehensive, afraid,
scared, concerned, or frightenedt' about their adrnission,
il1ness, impending investigations, or discharge. Six
patients vrere reported to be rupset or annoyedl by other
patients, their disease, or hospitarization. Four patients
lrere rri-nappropri¿¡en or ,vaguer during ad¡nission. Nurses
docu¡nented that three patients were llcrying,, or rtearfulrl
during admission, in the absence of other behaviors
indicative of depression, Two patients were ,,frustrated,r by
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their physical l-irnitations. Ànother patient becarne tvery
abusiverr at one point during adrnission, and another r,ras

described as being ra littre too arnbitiousr when the nurse
discovered hin walking without nurse assistance. These
behaviors r{¡ere not cited as falls risk factors in the
literature but were used frequently by nurses to describe
the patients in this study,

Medication Use and Substancê aÌ.rrrsê

Nurses documented a total of 168 notati,ons of
¡nedication use in narrative forn on the patíent record
during the study. Ho¡ne ¡nedications and rnedication allergies
were recorded in the Emergency Department and again when
patients were adnitted to the fntensive Care Unit or a

medical ward. Medical patients received a wide variety of
medications while in hospital. The adrninistration of per
Registered Nurse (prn) ¡nedications, especially analgesics,
laxatives/purgatives, sedatives/anxiolyt.ics, antiernetics,
and vasodilators !¡ere recorded most often in narrative form
in the patient record. Bronchodilators administered via
aerosol or intravenously, unscheduled insulin, and
intravenous anticoagulants r¡rere also recorded in this
manner .

Ten patients (5og) were questioned about their use of
aLcohol- by the nurse cornpleting the nursing assessment.
Most patients vrere reported to drink social]y or seldon.rl
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Nurses reported that one patient rconsu¡ned two to three
Scotch per dayrr and had done so for many years, There vJas

no indicatÍon that nurses considered any of these to be

ineffectíve behaviors.

Nurses reported that one patient consumed Ia srnaII

anount of alcohol, yet indicated that this patient had the
rrpotential for DTrs (deliriun trenens) related to his
alcohol abuse.tr This not,ation was obviously formulated on

the basis of the medical diagnosis (alcoholisn) , and their
assessments (hand trenors, trenulous, shaky), rather than on

the infor¡nation provided by the patient. Ànother patient,
whose assess¡nent of alcohol use $¿as inconplete at the ti¡ne
of ad¡nission, vras questioned about her use of alcohol v¡hen

she developed agitated, confused, and hallucinatory
behaviors during hospitalízation.

Situational Variables Àssociated with Falls
Use of siderails. Nurses docurnented notations of

siderail use on 290 days while nedical patients were in
hospit,al. This represents al_most g9Z of the total patient
days spent in hospital.. Siderail usage also represented the
highest percentage of alL falls risk factors documented by

nurses in ¡nedical patients. l{ith the exceptíon of one

patient, siderails were in use during the patients, ent,ire
period of hospital ízation. Seventeen patients had siderails
in place up to and including the day of discharge. The few
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days in the ¡niddle of the patients, hospitalizatíon v¡here

siderail- use lras not documented appeared to be a fair-ure on

the part of the nurse to do so, rather than the actual non_
use of siderails,

Alnost alL notations of siderail- use were recorded on

the Clinical Ftosr sheet under the section entitled Safety.
A fe$r notations, recorded Ín narrative fashion in the
patient record, were prompted by interunit transfers or
patient attenpts to climb over the siderails. One notation
on a patientrs nursing care plan indicated that siderails
r.¡ere to be left up at all times to protect the patient from
inj ury.

Use of other restraint devices. Nurses docu¡nented the
use of other restraint devices in five patients on a total-
of 20 days during the study. Restraint devices r,¡ere used
for periods ranging fron a few ninutes or hours in four
patients up to 12 days in one patient.

Tvro patients rr'ere restrained with a jacket restraint
for short periods of time. One patient was restrained in
this ¡nanner whiJ-e up on the co¡ûnode chair because she was

too lreak to support herself. The other patient had a jacket
restraint applied during the night shift because she was

aÈÈenpting to crawL out of bed. Another patient vras

restrained in a rgeri chair with the table in pLacerr

foJ-lowÍng her elopernent fron the hospital, and during the
period nhen she was experiencing confusion, agitation, and
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hallucinatory behaviors. She also received two doses of an

oral neuroleptic agent during this ti¡ne.
A fourth patient l¡as restrained with a pelvic restraj_nt

on five occasions when he was up in a chair, This patient
had a right-sided herniplegia and 1inited hip flexion due to
previous hip surgery. The restraint nay have been used to
rnaintain his hips at a 9O degree angle, rather than to
restrain hi¡n in the chair. The reason for the pelvic
restraint v¡as not clear in the nursing documentation.

À fifth patient accounted tor IZ of the 20 incidents of
docunented restraint use. À jacket resÈraint was used over
a period of six days when the patient was confused and
agÍtated and attenpting to get out of bed or out of the
chair. À pelvic restraint was used in addition to the
jacket restraint on three occasj.ons, after the patient had
succeeded in rernoving the jacket restraint while sitting ín
the chair. Wrist restraints were used on eight occasions to
prevent the rernovaL of a nasogastric tube or intravenous
line. on tr'ro of these occasÍons, a jacket and/or peJ-vic
restraint was also in use. The patient vras on regularly
scheduled doses of libriu¡n which were docunented onLy on the
Medication Profile. À11 restraínts were discontinued when

the patientrs condition and level of consciousness
deteriorated.

Àlrnost all notations of restraint use !¡ere docunented
in narrative for¡n in the patient record, in addition to
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being recorded on the ClinicaL FLow Sheet by neans of a

checknark. The entries indicated only that restraints were
used. The reason for their use was irnplied, rather than
specifically stated, in the docunentation. ft appeared that
safety (to prevent patients fron c1i¡nbing out of bed or
getting out of the chair) and the rnaintenance of treatments
(nasogastric feedings, intravenous therapy¡ were the reasons
for restraint use in medicat patients.

Unfa¡niliar and hazardous environ¡nent. MedicaL patients
underwent a larger nu¡nber of interunit transfers than
surgicaì. patients. Nurses documented a 1l- interunit
transfers in thê patient record. Ho$/ever I evidence of
orientation to each new environ¡nent vras lacking or
incornplete in several cases. À single entry on two patient.
records indicated that patients were rnot awarefl of where
they were. Both incidents occurred during Èhe late evening
or night hours in patients who were otherwise arert and
orientated. Other patients were noted to be ,rwandering in
the halLwaytr or to be runav/are of their surroundings.rl
However, these notations were used to describe the patients,
confusion and disorientation and. !¡ere, therefore, included
under nentaL status behaviors.

Nurses reported that patients used furniture or
arnbuLatory aids incorrectry on a totar of five occasions.
One patient v¡a1ked to the bathroon pushing a chair and
sl-ipped to the floor when the chair slid away fro¡n hin.
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This patient vras reported to be carrying his quad cane on

three subsequent occasÍons, and. nurses reported that the
proper technique r¿as reinforced. Nurses al-so reinforced the
proper use of a v¡alker in another patient. There were no

other notations to indicate the existence of hazards within
the hospital environ¡nent.

Summarv

Nurses docunented a total of ]-2]2 ineffective behaviors
related to 20 falls risk factors during lL]ne 2g4 days nedical
patients were in hospital. post-operative condition vJas not
applicable to this patient sarnpJ-e. This nu¡nber represented
an average of 4.I2 falLs risk factor notations per patient
day and was higher than that for the surgical sanple (3.64
notations per patient day), The number of notations for
each fall-s risk factor, and that nunber as a percentage of
aÌl- falls risk factors, are surn¡narized in TabLe 3.

The use of sideraits accounted for 23.g22 of a1Ì falls
risk factor notations, a figure al¡nost identical to that
reported in the surgicaÌ. sarnple. Nurses reported that
siderails and other restraj-nt devices were used to prevent
injury in rnedical patients, Notations related to
nedications accounted for al-¡nost I4Z of alL fall-s risk
factor notations. Nurses recorded past and present diseases
on ad¡nission and documented that these medical diagnoses
were the stinuli causing patients, altered/ j.npaired
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Table 3

Fa1ls Risk Factor Notations Docu¡nented in Medical patients
(n = 20)

Falls Risk
Factor

No. of
Notati ons

& of Total
Falls Risk
Notations

Age

History of FatLs
Medical Diagnosis
Mobility/Gait
Use of Ànbulatory Àids
Alteration in Eli¡nination
Sensory Deficits
Con¡nuni cation/ Language
Dízzlness / Ba lance
Generalized Weakness
Confus ion/ Di sor ientation
Àgitation/Restl-essness
frnpaired Memory/Judgment
Depress ion
Medication Use

Substance Àbuse
Use of Sideraí1s
Other Rêstraints
Unf a¡nil iar
Hazardous ] Environnent

27

31

100

108

59

97

42

49

2L

63

18

24

16

168

2

290
20

2

5

2 .23
2 .56
8.25
8.91
4.87
7.50
3.47
4.04
L.73
5 .20
6 .27
L.49
1.98
7 .32

13.86
o.L7

23.92
1. 65

o.\7
0.41

TOTÀI., T2L2 100 . 00
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nobility, activity intoLerance, and altered neurological
function .

Physical status behavj.ors accounted for aLmost 362 of
all falls-related behaviors docunented by nurses.
rneffective rnobiJ-iÈy and gait behaviors accountecl for alnost,
98 of these notations, and ineffective e1i¡nination behaviors
for aÌ¡nost 8å of thê notations. Nurses reported that three
quart,ers of ¡nedical patients experienced a state of
generalized weakness at sone time during their
hosp ita 1i z at ion .

Eleven percent of all fal-Is risk factor notations were
reÌated to nental status. Confused/disoriented behaviors
were docunent.ed rnost frequently, followed by behaviors
indicative of irnpaired ¡nemory and judgrnent,

agitation/restlessness, and depression. In addition to
these notations, nurses used a variety of terns, not
identified as falls risk factors, to describe patients,
nent.aL status behaviors.

Nurses routinely documented the patients, age at the
tirne of adrnÍssion, but rnade only ]imited reference t.o this
falls risk factor beyond this initiaL assessnênt. Nurses
reported that four patients had fallen prior to adnission,
and docunented five falls in two patients during
hospitalization. This hist,ory of falling was docu¡¡ented

briefly on one patient,s nursing care plan and throughout
hospitalization on the second nursing care plan, Notations
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related to substance abuse and an unfaniliar or hazardous
environnent correctively accounted for less than r.? of atr_

falls risk factor notations documented by nurses during the
study.

The fol1or,¡ing section examines hor,¡ nurses used this
assessnent data to identify patients at risk to fal-Ì.

Identifvino Patients at Risk to Fa t l

Nurses assessed and docunented falls_related behaviors
and sti¡nuli in rnedical- patients on a regular basís
throughout hospital ization. This sect,ion addresses the use

of that assessnent data to identify patients at risk to faLL
by means of a nursing diagnosis. The experience with the
Morse Fal] Scale as a ¡neans of identifying patients at risk
to faIl ís also described. Finally, comparisons are drawn

between these two approaches.

Use of Nursing Diagnosis to Identifv patients at Risk to
Fa11

Nurses fornulated one or ¡nore nursing diagnoses on 1g

of the 20 ¡nedicâl patients during their hospitalization. À

total of 26 nursing diagnoses !¿ere docunented on Èhe patient
records and/or nursing care plans. Most were for¡nulated at
the tine the patient was ad¡nitted to the r,/ard sett,ing and
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identified actual problems, or problems which could develop,
during the patients, hospital ization.

Eight of the 26 nursing diagnoses rel-ated to problens
with oxygenation. These vrere identified as nursing
diagnoses, but v¡ere actualry stated in ¡nedical- ter¡ns in
three patients. Three nursing diagnoses i¡rere psychological
ín nature, identifying anxiety and dysfunctional grieving as
problerns to be addressed. Tr,ro nursing diagnoses cited an

alteration in neurological functÍon as the ineffective
behavior and the medical diagnosis as the sti¡nuli causing
these behaviors. One nursing diagnosis each identifieil
hemorrhage, pain, fluid volune deficit, activity
intolerance, irnpaired verbal conmunication, deliriu¡n
trenens, an alteration in nutrition, and a seLf_care deficit
as actuaL or potential problerns during hospitali zation.

Five nursing diagnoses appeared to meet the criteria
for a falls-rerated nursing diagnosis. Ar.1 v¡ere docurnented

at the tine the patient was adnitted and alÌ were
transcribed onto the nursj.ng care plan to assÍst nurses in
planning care throughout the patienÈs, hospital ization. Two

nursing diagnoses indicated that patients had irnpaired or
altered mobility. Ànother stated that the patient had a

left-sided weakness. Nurses cited the patients, ad¡nission
dÍagnosis, â9êr and pre-existing diseases as the stirnuri
causing these ineffective behaviors.
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coals and nursing actions vrere identj.f ied for each of
these nursÍng diagnoses. The goals were ai¡ned at inproving
the patients, rnobitity, strength, and stability. The goals

did not specifically address fall prevention but did appear

to address concerns about the patients, ability to rnobilize

vtithin the hospital environment. Hov¡ever, the nursing

actions did not incl-ude fall prevention strategies; and it
v¡as therefore necessary to conclude that these v¡ere not
faLls-related nursing diagnoses.

Two nursing diagnoses were considered to be falts-
related. Both identified the patients as having a

'rpotential for injury and cited the patients, presenting

behaviors, weakness of the J.egs and dizziness, as the
stinuli which ¡nade these patients vul_nerable to injury. The

qoal in each case was to prevent the patient frorn injuring
hi¡nse1f during hospital ízation. Nursing actions included
the ¡nonitoring of vital signs, encouraging the patient to
report all episodes of dizziness, providing assistance to
the pat.ient when rnobilizing, Ieaving the caLl bell within
the patient's reach, and using sideraiLs to prevent injury.
These nursing actions s¡ere considered appropriate falI
prevention strategies in these patients. These nursing
diagnoses, supported by goals and nursing actions, lrere

accepted as falLs-reJ.ated, even though the ter¡n rrfaLlr vJas

never actually docunented.
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Use of the Morse FaIl ScaLe to ldentify Patients at Risk to

Fa11

I'fedicaL patients lrere not approached to join the study

until their transfer to a medical bed, usually one to five
days folJ.owing their presentation in the E¡nergency

Department. The investigator used the Morse Fa]l Scale to

assess medical patients, fa1l risk on 27I days, cornrnencing

r,then the patients joined the study and continuing up until
the ti¡ne of their discharge or demise, or in the case of t$¡o

patients, until their length of hospital stay reached 30

days. À total of 52O Morse Fa]I Scale variables were

recorded during these 271 days. These variables, the nu¡nber

of patients exhibiting each variabLe, the total days on

which each variable vras present, and each variable as a

percentage of all Morse FaIl ScaLe variables are presented

in TabÌe 4.

À history of falling accounted for the largest
percentage (25,O2') of Morse FalL Sca1e variables observed in
patients during the study. Four patients reported that a

faIl or coLlapse brought then into hospital. Two patíents

reported falling in the week irnrnediatety prior to their
adnission. À sevênth patient reported that he had falLen
trnany ti¡nesrr duê to his irnpaired gait and need for a

prosthetic shoe. This variable r.ras scored as positive (25

points) throughout the patients' hospitalization. one
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Tab1e 4

Morse Fal1 Scale Variables present in MedicaL patients
(n = 20\

No. of patients Total Days rotlr"lor".
variabre "ilii*i:" x:::3fté $::Ìiî:1"
History of
Fa 1ì. ing

Secondary
Diagnos i s

Àmbulatory Àid

Intravenous
Therapy/ Heparin
Lock

cait
Mental Status

8

10

5

L30 25.O

7I4 27.92

70 13.46

50 9 .62

L22 23 .46

34

L3

13

6 6.54

patient ferl three tirnes whire in hospitaJ.. This in itser.f
did not increase his Morse Fa]r score as he had already been

' scored as positÍve due to his history of falIing. Ànother
, patient fell 0n two occasions while in hospital. she had no
¡

I r¡istory of farling prior to ad.¡nission so lras scored as
ì

, positive irnrnediat,ely after her first farr, and throughout
the re¡nainder of her hospital ization.
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Nine patients had a secondary diagnosis recorded on the
patient record at the time of adrnission, and another patient
had a secondary diagnosis added to the record while in
hospital. This variable, once present, scored 15 points.

Five patients used anbulatory aids. T$ro patíents had
used canes or hralkers prior to adnission and resuned the use
of these devices following the acute phase of their il1ness.
Two other patients required canes or sraLkers following
cerebrovascular accidents. À fifth patient !¡ore a five inch
block on his shoe to correct a deficit in one Ieg, the
result of osteonyelitis in his youth. îhe investigator
considered this to be an ambulatory aid, The use of canes,
waÌkers, and this prosthetic device vrere scored. as 1,5 points
on the Morse FaIl scaLe. Two patients v¡ere observed moving
about the roon clutching onto furniture for support, and

were assigned 3o points for anbuÌatory aids on these
occasions.

Thirteen nedicat patients received intravenous
or rnedications via a heparÍn lock on 50 days of the
this variabLe scored 20 points on each of these days.

À weak or inpaired gait (10 and 20 point,s) accounted
for 23.468 of all the variables observed during the study.
Seven patients progressed fron a weak gait at the ti¡ne of
entry into the study to a normal gait at the ti¡ne of
discharge. Four patients denonstrated an irnpaired gait
throughout their hospitalizaÈion because of their totar.

therapy

study.



depêndence on ambulatory aids. Ti.ro patients had an inpaired

gait, but were ambul.atory at the time of admission. Their

condition deteriorated and they were placed on bedrest or

vrere fifted into the chair by staff. Gait was no Longer

considered a variable at that time.

Six patients were assessed as having an abnor¡na1 mental

status and assigned 15 points on each of the 34 days s¡hen

these behaviors were observed. Two patients r{rere too

confused or too forgetful to adhere to their ambulatory

orders, Four other patients, although alert, consistently
overestimated their abil-ities or ignored their 1i¡nitations.
One patient accounted for 16 days of such behavior. In

spite of three falls and constant rerninders to ask for
assistance, he continued to overesti¡nate his abilities, in
an attempt to regain his for¡ner leveL of independence.

Morse FaI1 Scores, by subject and by day of ad¡nission,

are included in Àppendix R. one patient had a Morse FalI
Score of zero, and two patients a score of 15 at the ti¡ne of
entry Ínto the study. The other 17 patient.s had Morse FaIL

Scores which ranged from 20 to 60 at the ti¡ne of the initial
assessnent. One patient had a Morse Fall Score of 15

throughout his short hospital stay. Nineteen pat.ients had

Morse Fa1l Scores which varied throughout hospital ization.
These 19 patients were at risk to falL for periods ranging

frorfl 1to 29 days (; = 10.0,. S.D. = 8.62), vrhen 16 vras the

Morse Fall Score used to estabLÍsh fa1I risk. fn Èotat,
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nedical- patients $rere at risk to fall on 19O of the 221 days
(7O.]-LZ) they s¡êre assessed using the Morse FalL Scale.

Twelve patients were discharged fron hospital lrith
Morse FaLI Scores 5 to 30 points Lo¡ver than at the tj.me of
the initiaL assessnent. ?hese lower scores $rere the resuLt
of inprovenents in the patients' condition, One patient had

a lowêr Morse Fal1 Score lrhen discharged fron the study
because intravenous therapy had been discontinued. Another
patientrs score decreased as he becane unresponsive and

bedridden. Four patients r,¡ere discharged from hospitaL or
fron the study with Morse Fall Scores 5 to 50 points hígher
than at the time of the initial assessment. One patient had

fallen in hospital; two patients required anbulatory aids;
and the fourth patient used an anbutatory aid, and

overestirnated his abílity to ¡nobilize independently.

ComÞaring the Two ÀÞÞroaches

Nurses identified two patients as being at risk to
fa1L, based on the criteria established at the outset of
this study. À cornparison between the use of nursing
diagnosis and the lttorse Fal-t Scale, as a neans of
identifying patients at risk to fa11, was Lirnited to these
two patients.

Thê first patíent r.ras ad¡nitted lrith nultisystem
faiLure. Nurses docu¡nented ineffective behaviors related to
13 of the 20 faLls risk factors in this patientf for a total
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of 106 notations, or an average of 5.g9 notations per
patient day (* = 3.87í s.D. 1.43).

Age, visual deficits, dizziness, and the excessive use
of aLcohol vrere each recorded on one occasion; the presence
of nurtiple diagnoses and the use and adninistration of
nedications on two and three occasions. Notations regarding
ineffective cornrnunication behavíors were recorded on seven

occasions. Sixteen notations indicated that the patient was

confused or disoriented, and seven indicated that he vJas

also agitated and restless. Horrever, 12 of the notations
regarding confusion/disorientation v¡ere accornpanied by a

question rnark (?), suggesting that nurses were uncertain
about this patientrs mental status. The presence of a foley
catheter (altered elinination) , and the use of sideraíLs
were each documented on 1g occasions. There v¡ere !2
notations indicating that other restraints lrere arso in use.
The fall-s-related nursing diagnosis cited onJ.y rv,¡eakness of
Ithe] legstr as the ineffective behavíor which rnade the
patient vulnerable for injury during hospitaJ. ization (1g

not.ations ) .

This patient lras at risk to fall throughout his
hospital stay, based on his Morse FaLl Scores. His score
was 60 on initial assessnent, due to the presence of a

secondary diagnosis, a history of fa1Iing, and intravenous
therapy. His scores increased to 75 and 95 on four
occasions when an inpaired gait and an abnor¡naL ¡nental



status were also present. His scores decreased to 40 prior
to his de¡nise. His ¡nean Morse FaIl Score during adnission

s¡as 62.5 (t = 3I.93ì S.D. = 25.07 for ¡nedical sanpLe) . He

was assessed on 16 occasions and was at risk to falL on a1L

16 days, when a score of 16 lras used to establish fall risk.
Nurses identified a second patient as having a

"potential for injury" as a result of his dizziness (5

notations). Nurses documented six other falls risk factors
in this patient. There was one notation each related to
â9ê, visual deficits, altered eli¡nination, and medication

use, and five notations regarding the use of siderails.
Fifteen notations r,rere recorded during this patient,s short
hospital stay, an average of 3,75 notations per patíent day

(i = S.87; S.D. = 1.43). This patient was assessed on three
occasions using the Morse Fal] Scale. His score was 15 on

each occasion, based on the presence of a secondary

diagnosis, He s¡as never considered at risk to faLl,
Neither of these patients felI during the study.

Two patients did fatt on a total of five days of the

study. Both patients had ¡lorse Fall Scores greater than 16

throughout their hospital ization, and were therefore at risk
to faLL on each occasion. Nurses had not identified either
of these patíents as being at risk to faII by neans of a

nursing diagnosis.
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Summarv

Nurses identified tvo patients as being at risk
injury and cited dizziness and !¿eakness of the 1egs as

causative stí¡nul-i, The nursing diagnoses were supported

goals and falI prevention strategies.
Nineteen rnedical patients were at risk to fa1l on a

total of 190 days vrhen a Morse FalI Score of 16 vras used to
establish fall risk. A history of falLing accounted for 2SZ

of the variables observed in this sampLe, cl_osely followed
by gait and the presence of a secondary diagnosis.

Two patients feLl during the study. Nurses had not
identified either patient as being at risk to fall. Both

patients were consíderêd at risk to fall when assessed using
the Morse FaLl sca1e.

Five patient fal1s lrere recorded during the 294 days

¡nedical patients were in hospital. Based on these figures,
the fall rate would be 17 falls per t-,ooo patient days if
projected to a larger patíent populatíon.

A 70 year old fe¡nale feLl tv¡ice, and an g1 year oLd

male threê times during the study. Both patients were

adnítted with a diagnosis of cerebrovascular accident. The

female patÍent was later found to have brain metastases

although the pri¡nary lesion !¡as never isolated. The fernaLe

for
the

by
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patient was located in a private roo¡n approxirnately 15 feet
fron the central nursing station, and the nale patient in a

four bed roorn immediately across fron the nursing station.
À1"1 falls occurred in the patient roon or bathroon. Two

fa1ls occurred on a Thursday, and one each on wednesday,

Friday, and Sunday.

The fenale patient fell on tv¡o successive days during
her second week in hospital. The first fall occurred in
¡níd-afternoon when the patientrs son was assisting her to
vralk fron the chair to the bed. The bed stipped and the
patient and her son fetl to the fLoor. The patient fell
again the following norning whiLe walking to the bathroon
with her daughter.

The male patient felL for the first ti¡ne at 2045 hours

during his fourth day in hospital.. Nurses found hi¡n sitting
on the floor in front of the toilet when they entered the
bathroo¡n to ans$¡er the call 1ight. Àccording to the
patient, Ithis legs gave waytr when he reached for the catl
beLl. The second fall occurred at the end of his second

week in hospital. This incident occurred at O83O hours when

he was walking frorn the bathroon to the bed pushing a chaÍr.
He feIl to the floor when the chair sJ.ipped away fron hin.
The patient fell again at the beginning of his third week in
hospÍtaI, when he stood up at the side of the bed and nlost

his balance.tr The incident report was conpleted at 2130
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hours but the patient indicated that he had fallen earrier
and been assisted back into bed by an orderly.

Nurses documented ineffective behaviors related to 11
falLs risk factors in the male, and LO in the fernale
betvreen the tine of admission and the patients, first falL.
Both patients were noted to have a marked h¡eakness on one
side that interfered r,¡ith rnobility and gait. However,
neither patient was clearly identified as being at risk to
faII. Nurses reported that both patients were alert and
oriented, but required the assistance of one or two people
to rnobiLize, at the time of each fatl. Siderails or other
restraint devices !¡ere not in use at the tine any of the
falLs occurred. None of the falls resulted in any injuries.

The fenaLe pat.ient had an impaired gait and, therefore,
a Morse Fall Score of 20 prior to her first faIÌ. Her score
increased to 45 as a result of a hístory of fa11ing. The
rnale patient had a score of 40 when first assessed, due to a

history of falling and a secondary diagnosís. His scores
increased to between 60 and 90 during his hospitaLization
due to his use of an anbulatory aid, his irnpaired gait, and
his tendency to ignore his activity restrictions. His
scores !¡ere 60, 75, and g0 before each of his three far.ls.
Both patients were at risk to fa11 at the tirne of each faLl-,
vrhen 16 was the Morse Fal-t Score used to est,ablish fatl
risk.
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Summarv

Tv¡o nedical patients feLl five tirnes during the study.
Both patients had neurorogicat conditions with ¡notor
deficits, but were considered aLert and oriented at the time
of each fall. Nurses had not identified eíther patient as
being at risk to fa1l. Both were at risk to falL r¡hen a

Morse FaI1 Score of 16 r.¡as used to estabtish faLt risk.
All five falls occurred in the patient roon, in close

proxinity to the bed or bathroon. FalLs occurred during the
first, second, and third v¡eeks of hospital i z ation. Falls
occurred on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Sunday. À11

faLLs occurred during the day or evening hours, but none
were witnessed by nursing staff. Tv/o falLs occurred when
family nembers tried to assist one patient to rnobilize, and
the other three fal1s occurred in a patient who tried to
function independently. Two falls occurred when hospital
equipment failed or was used incorrectry. None of the far.ls
resulted in patient inj ury.
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CH.ê,PTER VII: DTSCUSSIoN

fntroduct iôn

This chapter exarnines Èhe results of the study in light
of current practice and the existing patient faLls
literature. The headings, nursing docunentation of fa1Ìs_
related behaviors and stinulí, the use of nursing diagnosis
and the l,forse FalI ScaLe to identify patients at risk to
faJ.1, and outcones, in terrns of patient falls, are again
used to guÍde the dÍscussion. The conments apply to both
the nedicaL and surgical patients, unless stated otherwise.
Finalì.y, the linitations of the study are identified.

Nursinq Docunentation of FaI I s-pêIâ+ê.1

Behaviors and Stimuli

It has aLready been establ-ished that nurses assessed
and docurnented falls-reÌated behaviors and stinuti on a

frequent and recurring basis throughout the study. Because

no previous studies have addressed the question of what
nurses knov¡ about thê causes and prevention of fa1ls, it was

not possible to conpare the results of this study to those
of existing studies. Therefore, so¡ne general con¡nents are
made on several of the falrs-related behaviors and stímuli
docunented by nurses. Other varÍables are exa¡nined in
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greater depth, either because they captured a large share of
the nursing documentation, have iroplications for nursing
education and pract,ice, or because the investigator assessed

a si¡nilar variable in study subjects, and can draw

cornparisons between the nursing docurnentation and her osrn

findings.

Notations rel-ated to âgê, sensory and cornrnunication

deficits, alterations in elirnination, dizziness and balance
problems, generalized weakness, and the post,-operative

condition accounted for more than one quarter of the falls-
related nursing documentation on the patient records and

nursing care plans of study subjects. Despite this i.arge

nunber of ineffective behaviors documented by nurses, only
one patient $¡as reported to be at risk for injury because of
his dizziness. In contrast, nurses reported that â9er

surgery, the post-operative conditÍon, cornmunication, and

hearing defÍcits vrere the stinuÌi causing patients, anxiety,
knowledge deficits, inrpaíred nobiJ.ity, altered etirnination,
potential hernorrhage, and altered activity. On the basis of
these findings, it r,¡as necessary to conclude that nurses

rareLy associated these risk factors vrith patient fa]Is and

injury.
Notations related to ¡nedical- diagnosís, past illnesses

and hospital izations, and the use and adninistration of
¡nedications accounted for almost 23È of all- the fal1s risk
factor notations documented by nurses during the study.
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Nurses reported ¡nedical diagnoses as the cause of patients,
altered gas exchange, pain, neurological dysfunction,
altered eLi¡nination, fatigue, decreased or altered rnobility,
and activity intolerance. Nurses docunented thât
nedications were effective or ineffectiver hay have

contributed to the patientrs confusion, and vrere withheld
due to the patientrs drowsiness. only one patient was

considered to be at risk to fal1 because of his previous
cerebrovascular accident and resÍdual- heniplegia. It was

again necessary to conclude that nurses seLdo¡n considered
patients at risk to faLl because of their particular
diagnosis or the presence of rnultiple diagnoses, or because

of the nu¡nber and co¡nbination of ¡nedications received.
Nurses docunented the use of at teast one siderail in

all patients throughout nost of their hospital i zation.
Other restraints were used on a total of 3g days of the
study. There was no indication that nurses considered
sideraí1s and other restraint devices to be fa1ls risk
factors. On the contrary, narrative notes indicated that
siderails and other restraints were used to prevent injury
in patients who wêre restless and c1i¡nbing out of bed. The

docunentation of sideraiLs and other restraint devices under

"Safety" on the Clinica1 FIov, Sheet reinforced this
perception. The use of the tern safety nay be a ¡nisnorner in
J-ight of the patienÈ falts Ìiterature. Investigators
reported that betyreen 10 and 1OOA of falls out of bed
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occurred $/hen siderails r,¡ere in place (Catchen, 1993,. Clark,
1985; Innes & Turman, 1983i Morse, prowse et a1., 19g5;

Walshe & Rosen, L979). Innes and Turnan (1983) reported
that 678 of patients who fell out of bed when siderails were

raised also had jacket restraints in place. None of the
falls which occurred during this 6tudy involved the use of
siderail-s or other restraint devices. It r,ras possible that
nurses used and ¡nonitored siderails and other restraint
devices appropriately in this facility.

Conf usion/disorientation, agitaÈion/restlessness,
írnpaired nernory/ j udgment, and depression vrere considered
mental status behaviors in this study. The investigator
also assessed patients, mentaL status but did so by

determining the patients' sel-f assessnent of abilÍty. ft
lras, therefore, not possible to conpare the findings.
However, sone connent s about the nursing docu¡nentation of
these behaviors are indicated.

Nurses had 1ittle probLen describing
confused/disoriented and agitated/restless behaviors in
patients with extreme mental status disturbances. Their
docurnentation in these cases !ùas cornplete and detailed.
Nurses must have considered some of these patients at risk
to falI because they docunented that siderails and other
restraint devices were used to prevent injury on several
occasions. Nurses had nore difficulty j.n assessing nentaL

status in patients who were ¡nargÍnalLy or intermittently
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confused, had a decreased level of consciousness, or were

unable to co¡n¡nunicate effectively. Nurses indicated their
uncertaÍnty Ín assessing nentat status in these patients by

documenting a question mark beside confusion or intermittent
confusion on the Clinical Flow Sheet. Furthermore,
inconsistencies betr+een the notations on this form and in
the narrative notes indicated that nurses were unabÌe to
assess thêse behaviors accurately in sorne patients. These

findings are consistent r¡ith those of Clark (198S) and

Walshe and Rosen (1,979) who questioned nurses/ ability to
accurately assess nental status.

Àgitation/restlessness was not widely cited as a fa11s
risk factor in the literature. ft lras added to the Fa1ls
Risk Factor Checklist at the suggestion of the expert nurses
prior to the start of the study. These behaviors were

docurnented in 4OZ of the patients during the study. Tv/o

patients experienced a single episode of
agitation/ restlessness Ín the days following their fa1Ls.
In addition, nurses used a variety of other terms to
describe the behaviors experienced by patients during the
study. The three patíent.s srho fell were reported to be
Itupset, scared, beLligerent, uncooperative, inappropriate,
frustrated, vague, and overly ambitiousl at sotne point
during their adnission. These behaviors rnay represent other
falls risk factors not previousJ.y reported in the
Ìiterature.
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The variables, history of falling, gait, and use of
anbulatory aids were identified as fall-s risk factors on

both the FaIIs Risk Factor Checklist and the Morse Fall-
Scale. Consequently, comparisons are drawn between nurses,
docu¡nentation and the investigator,s findings as they reLate
to these three variables.

The investigator found that 10 patients had a history
of falling prior to adrnission. Another patient, without a

history of falting, felL while in hospital. This variable
was scored as positive on the Morse FalL scale on 159 days

while these 11 patients were in hospital, Nurses documented

a history of fa1líng in four patients at the tirne of
ad¡nission. They reported that two patients had faLlen with
the onset of acute il-Iness and that this had precipitated
theír being brought to the Energency Departnent. Nurses

docunented that two other patients had bruises and

lacerations as a resuLt of falling in the week prior to
ad¡nission. One faLl prior to adrnission $ras documented

brief J.y on the nursing care p1an. There was no other
indication that nurses considered these patients at risk to
faII because of their prevíous history. Three patients feIl
on a total of six occasions r.rhile in hospital. Nurses
docunented each fal1 on the patient record and hospital
incident report at the tine that it occurred. À notation
was added to one nursing care pIan, tv¿o days aft.er a faII,
indicating that the patient rrras at risk for ínjury because
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patient,s nursÍng care pfan, listed the dates of each of his
three faLls but dÍd not identify hiÌn as being at risk for
further falÌs. There were no notations regarding a history
of falling on the third patient, beyond the actuat
docu¡nentation of the event in the patient record.

Nurses reported a history of falling on 35 days of the
sÈudy or approxj-mately 2ZZ of the days that this variabl_e

v¡as scored as positive on the Morse FaIl Sca1e. It vras

obvious that nurses did not routinely question patients
about a history of faJ-líng at the tine of adnission.

Furthernore, even fal1s in hospitat led nurses to ídentify
patients as being at high risk for further faLÌs in only a

linited number of cases. ft was therefore necessary to
conclude that nurses v¡ere not fully avrare that a history of
fal-J-ing was a strong indicator of future falls.

One of the linitations in drar¡ing cornparÍsons bet$reen

the nurses, and the investigatorrs assessment of gait was

that gait was not a constant variable. The investigator
assessed gait once in each 24 hour period. Nurses were in a

position to assess gait on an ongoíng basis throughout this
sarne period. Nevertheless, sone comparisons are made on the
basis of the nurnber and the nature of the notations
documented by nurses.

The investigator assessed the presence of a vreak or
írnpaíred gait in 31 patients on a total of 247 days. Nurses
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documented ineffective mobility/gait behaviors in 23

patients on a total of 133 days. Hovrever, only 87 of these
nursing notations (35.2å), in 19 subjects, related to
patients who had a weak or inpaired gait, on the Morse FaII
ScaLe. SeveraL notations indicated that pat,ient,s had

difficulties with nobility and gait and described these
ineffective behaviors in detaiL. oÈher entries indicated
that patients were r,robbly or unsteady on their feet and

should be encouraged to ask for assj-stance r,¡hen up walking.
These notations suggested that nurses recognized a

relationship between ineffective gait behaviors and the risk
of injury. However, for the rnost part, nurses faiLed to
clearly indicate that these patients r^/ere at risk to fal_l.
Many entries, which indicated that patients had an alterecl
or irnpaired gait, were docu¡nented only on the nursing care
plan. Corresponding enÈries on the patient record were

sporadic in nature and faíled to describe the nature of the
problen.

The najority of nursing entries on the patient record.s

indicated adaptive rnobility and gait behaviors; thís is,
patients were reported to be walking weL1. The investigator
frequently noted these entries on patients whon she assessed

as having a weak or inpaired gait on the Morse FaLl Sca1e.

Patients either had diffÍcuIty rising from the chair, lralked
with sLow, shuffling steps and a stooped posture, or
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required the support or assistance of a nurse or anbulatory
aid to get about.

On the basis of these findings, one must conclude that
nurses either lacked the ability to accurately assess and

describe ineffectíve rnobiJ.ity/gait behaviors, or failed to
fulLy understand the relationship between rnobility/gait and

patient falls, These findings would seen to support the
v¡ork of Clark (1985) and Walshe and Rosen (:-979) who

questioned nurses, abiJ.íty to accurately assess patÍents'
activity and ¡nobiLity status.

The investigator and the nurses identÍfied the use of
anbulatory aids in 12 patients on alnost the same nunber of
days during the study. Nurses docurnented slightly rnore

incidents of arnbulatory aid use because wheelchairs were

included on the Falls Risk Factor Checklist but not on the
Morse Fall ScaLe. The najority of nursing entries indicated
that patients r.rere up with anbuJ.atory aids and managíng

well. Nurses reported that two patients used walkers and

canes incorrectLy, but failed to indicate that the
arnbulatory aid nay be a falts risk factor in these patients.

In sunmary, nurses recorded nu¡nerous faLls-related
behaviors and stÍnuli on patients throughout the study.
Ho$rever, only a few notations indicated that nurses
perceived these patients to be at risk to fatÌ because of
Èhese ineffective behaviors.
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Use of Nursinq Diaonosis to fdentifv
patients at Risk to Fall

The previous section 1ooked at nursesr assessnents of
falls-related behaviors and stirnul-i and exa¡nined the extent
to whích nurses perceived a relationship between these
ineffective behaviors and patient fa1Ls. This section
exarnines the use of nursing diagnosis as a neans of
identifying patients at risk to falI.

Nurses identified a number of actual or potential
health problems based on their assessrnent data and stated
these as acceptable nursing diagnoses. The plan of care
based on these nursing diagnoses was not as we1l developed,
coal-s and nursing actions srere not aLways indicated, nursing
diagnoses $¡ere outdated in nany casesf and there v¡as often
no evidence of problen resolution. Johnson (1989) reported
siniLar findings, and indicated that nurses docunented what

they did for patients but that this docu¡nentation did not
necessarily portray nursing practice based on the nursing
process .

Nurses docurnented nearly 2,OOO notations of falLs_
related behaviors and sti¡nuLi during the study. OnJ.y four
falLs-related nursing diagnoses were for¡nul-ated fron this
assessment data. Three patients v¿ere identified as being at
risk to faLl. During the study nurses documented between 7

and 16 different falLs risk factors ín these three patients.
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Hovrever, in for¡nulating the fal.ls-related nursing diagnoses,

they cited only rnobitity and gait problens, a history of
fal1ing, and dizziness as the stinuli v¡hich made the
patients vulnerable to falling and injuring thernselves.

There are several possible explanations as to why

falls-related nursing díagnoses were poorJ-y utilized in this
study. FirstLy, nurses did not full-y understand the
relationship between these risk factors and patient faLLs,

and therefore failed to recognize these patients as being at
risk to fa11, even as Èhey assessed and docu¡nented

Íneffective behaviors in rnany of these areas. Furthermore,

nurses failed to recognize the cu¡nulative effect that
several of these risk factors could have on fall potential,
as evidenced by their cíting one falls risk factor in each

fal1s-related nursing diaqrnosis. Secondly, the Roy

Àdaptation Model- nay not adequaÈeJ.y address the problem of
patient faIls. Roy (1984) indicated that activity and rest
included the assessrnent of rnobility and gait, and stated

that posture r.ras the key to good body rnechanics and oners

physical safety. Ho!¡ever, she did not specifically address

patient fa1Is. As a resuLt, the Roy Nursing Assessnent

Database and orientation sessions to the model may not have

adequateLy addressed the problen of patient fa1Ls. Lastly,
Johnson (1989) suggested that the lack of a clearly defined

taxonomy acceptable to practicing nurses contributed to the

relatively poor use of nursing diagnosis. The nursing
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díagnosis, rrpotentíal for injuryrrt accepted by the North

Arnerican Nursíng Diagnosis Àssociation (NANDÀ) nay not
províde practicing nurses v¡ith the specificity and direction
they need to deaL with ttre problen of patient fa11s.

While reviewing the fatls-related nursíng diaqnoses,

goals, and nursing actíons, the investigator noted that
nurses employed very ferv nursing Ìnt,erventíons as a neans of
preventing patient falts. They díd not begin to tap the
vast nunber of fall prevention strategies identified in the
patient fal-ts Literature rvhich lrouId have been appropriate
in these patients. This suggested that nurses, knowledge in
the area of faI] prevention strategies r.¡as sonewhat linited.

In sunmary, nurses identÍfied three patients as being
at risk to fall by means of a nursing diagnosis. The srnalI

nunber of falls-related nursing diagnoses deveLoped by

nurses during the study nay reflect a lack of knowledge

about the relationship between falls risk factors and

patient fa]ls. It may aLso represent a failure on the part
of the Roy Àdaptation Model and the N.ANDÀ nursing diagnoses

to adequately address the probLem of patient fa1ls in a way

which is neaníngfu1 for nurses working in the clinical area.
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Use of the Morse Fal-l- Scal-e to Identifv
Patients at Risk to FalI

one of the purposes of the study was to utilize the
lilorse Fall Scale to identify falI-prone patients; to
describe the experiences with the instrument; and to
deter¡nine its potential for identifying patients at risk to
falI in an acute care facility, other than the one in which

it was developed. The investigator used the Morse FalL

Scale on almost 500 occasions over the six and one half
months that data r¿ere collected. The folLov¡ing comments are

based on that experíence. The Morse Fa1l Scale vras easy to
use and score in the clinicaL area. patient assessment

using the scale took approxirnately five to seven ninutes
each day for each patient. The time required to conplete
the assess¡rent rrrould be less for nurses in the cl-inical area

who were carrying out the assessnent in the process of
providing care.

À najor advantage of the Morse FalI Scale was the fact
that it addressed a rnanageable nu¡nber of variabLes and

provided a cornprehensive definition of these variables. The

descriptions of a nornaL, weak, and irnpaired gait !¡ere

particularJ.y valuable in assessing this variable in patient
subjects. The use of specific questions to determine
patients' nental st,atus eliminated the uncertainty and

subjectivity which can confound the assessnent of this
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variable, Às already indicated, C1ark (1995) and Walshe and

Rosen (1979) questioned nurses, ability to accurately assess

both gait and nental status, The resul-ts of this study
supported these earLier findings.

SeveraL unusual situations arose during the study and

the investigator ¡ûay have assessed the variables differently
than intended by Morse, Morse, and Tylko (19g6). They

defined a history of falling as an rinmediate[ history of
falIs, due to seizure or an irnpaired gait, prior to
adrnission. Several patients in this study reported fal.ling
due to a sudden collapse or inpaired gait, in the week prior
to hospítal i zation. These falLs were consistently scored as

positive in this study. The investigatorrs inÈerpretation
of t'i¡nmediate'r nay have been more Liberaf than that of Morse

and her colleagues, and if so, vJould have contributed to
higher Morse FaII Scores, and a larger number of patients at
risk to fatl. one patient required a five inch prosthetic
shoe to correct a defÌcit in one leg. The investigator
considered this to be an anbulatory aid. However,

prosthetic devices were not identified on the Morse FaLL

Scale and this decision ¡nay not, have been consistent with
that of Morse and her colleagues.

The Ìforse Fall Sca1e was sensitive to changes in the
patients, condition, as evidenced by the variability in
daiJ.y scores. This was particularly evident in the surgical
patients and v¡as consistent with the findings of Morse,
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Black et al. (1989). Scores varied Less in r¡edical
patiênts, five of whorn re¡nained in hospital beyond three
weeks awaiting transfer to a palliatíve or rehabilitative
bed, or placernent in a long ter¡n care faciì.ity. Overal,l,
scores increased due to the establishnent of intravenous
therapy, the use of a¡nbulatory aids, and a deterioration in
gait or ¡nental status. Only one patientrs Morse FaLI Score

increased as a resuLt of a faIl in hospital. Five patients,
scores increased after a secondary diagnosis was added to
their record during hospital ization. Morse Fatl Scores

decreased due to the maintenance of bedrest during the
imrnediate post-operative period, inprovernents in mental
status and gait, and the discontinuation of intravenous
therapy.

The ¡oean Morse FaIl Score of patients in this study r,ra s

29.70 (S.D. = 23.19). Iforse, Black et al. (1,989) reported
their nean score to be 24.78 (S.D. = 22,95) anong aIt
patients in an acute care setting, Not surprisingl-y, the
¡nean l{orse FaLI Score was hígher in this st,udy lrhere alL
patients !¿ere over the age of 65 years.

Patients in this study were at risk to fall on 352

days, when 16 !¡as the Morse FalL Score used to establish
fa1l risk. This represented alnost 719 of the totâL days

patients !¡ere assessed using the sca1e. À11 patients who

fel] had Morse FaIt Scores greater than 16 prior to the
falI, and therefore wêre consÍdered at risk to fall-.
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Hoi¡ever, ¡nany other patients, who did not fa1l during the
6tudy, erere also identified as being fa1l-prone.

Most faciLities do not have the human and physical
resources needed to inplement falI prevention strategies on

greater than 708 of the days patients spend in hospitaJ..
The Morse Fa11 scale permits each facility to establish the
score at which patients will be considered fall-prone, based

on their patient population and the resources available for
faII prevention. Ìforse, Black et al_. (19g9) identified
different level.s of risk in their later writings. patients
with Morse Fall Scores of 20 or less were considered at 1or^,

risk to fall; those with scores between 25 and 40, at mediurn

risk; and those v¡ith scores of 45 or more, at high rÍsk t,o

faLl. The following discussion exanines the inpact of
selecting each of these values to establísh fall risk on èhe

patients in this study.

Patients h¡ould be at low risk to fall on 1g6 occasions,
or 37.422 of the tine they lrere assessed using the Morse

FaLl Sca1e. Ten patients, with an intravenous in pJ-ace,

were at risk to faLl on 29 days when a score of 16 $ras used

to establish faLl risk. These patients lrou1d noh, be

considered at Iow risk to fall-. One patiênt with a Morse

Fa]I Score of 20 fetl during the study, and woul_d have been

identified as being at lov, risk to faLL r,rhen three levels of
falI risk were in p1ace.
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Patiênts had Morse FalI Scores betr,reen 25 and 40 on :.44

occasions, or 28.97* of aII the days on which fa11 risk was

assessed. None of the patients vrho fell during the study
had scores which placed them at ¡nediurn risk to fal].

Patients had Morse Fall Scores of 45 or nore on l-67

days or 33.62 of all the days they vrere assessed. Five of
the six falls which occurred during the study did so on days

when patients, Morse FaII Scores v¡ere 45, 6O, 60, 75, and

90. These scores identified these patients as being at high
risk to fall.

In sunmary, the Morse FaII Scale proved to be easy to
use and score in the clinical setting. However, a score of
16 e¡as unreaListÍc as the value to establ-ish falI risk on

the study units. At this score, the facility would have to
target fal1 prevention strategies toward patients on tnore

than 70U of the days they were in hospital. A Morse Fall
Score of 45 was nuch more realistic. Under these conditions
the facility would have to irnplement fall prevention
strategies on approxirnately one-third of the days patients
were j.n hospital . The Morse FaLL score was accurate in
predicting 83.38 of faLls in high risk patients.

Outcones - patient FalLs

The six fal-1s r.¡hich occurred during the study would

have produced an overall rate of 11.91 faLLs per IrOOO
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patient days if projected to a Larger patient popuJ.ation.

This rate was a1¡nost five tínes that reported by Morse,

lforse, and Tylko (1986) in a 1,200 bed general hospital that
included patients of all ages. This rate feLl so¡newhere

between that reported by Sehested and Severin-Nj-eLsen (1977)

in a geriatric hospital in Dennark (7.99 falLs per 1,OOo

patient days), and the rate of :-3.22 falls reported by

Tinker (1979) on a geriatric unít in I1¡aLes (rates calcuLated

by Morse, Tylko, and Dixon (t-997) fron available data). The

high faIl rate in this study can be attributed to the older
age of the patients, a vuLnerable group with regard to
patient falIs.

Two patients who fe1l whil-e Ín hospital had a history
of falling prior to ad¡nission. Fifty percent of aLl fal1s
occurred in patients r,rho fe11 nore than once while in
hospital. These findings i.rere consistent $rith those

reported by Sehested and Severj-n-Nielsen (L977) and Berry et
aI. (1981), and support the generaJ. finding that a history
of fall-ing is a strong predictor of future faLls.

All three patíents lrho fell had a primary or secondary

diagnosis of cerebrovascular or neurological disease with a

resuLtant henipì.egia and irnpaired gait. Catchen (1983),

Johnson (1985), Mayo et al. (1999), ¡itíon et aL. (1999),

Morris and Isaacs (1980), and Swartzbeck and MilLigan (1982)

also reported falls to be prevalent among patients wÍth
cerebrovascuLar accidents and heniplegia, and Morse, Tylko,
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and Dixon (1987) identifÍed a !¡eak or inpaired gait as one

of the variables which contributed to fa1ls.
À11 patients lJere considered by nurses to be oriented

at the tine they fe1I. Other investigators reported that
approxinately 60Z of patients v¡ho fel1 Ín acute care
hospital settings had a normaL mentaL status, However,

Clark (1985) and Wa1she and Rosen (1979) questioned nurses'
abitity to accurately assess patients, ¡nentaL status. This
issue has aLso been raised in this study,

Falls occurred during the first, second, and third
r¿eeks of hospitalization, a finding not consistent with
those r,¡ho reported that fal1s were most connon in the first
vreek, and after the third week of hospitalization (Catchenf

1983; KulikowskÍ, 1979; I'fanj an & MacKinnon, !973¡ Sehested &

Severin-Nielsen, 1972i Ssartzbeck, 1983). One patient fell
just hours after adnission. Manjam and MacKinnon (1973) and

Morse, Prov¡se et aL. (L985) aLso reported that falLs srere

connon on the first day of admission.

There vJas no pattern to the ti¡ne of day or day of the
lreek when falls occurred. Five falLs occurred in the
patient roorn, in cl-ose proxirnity to the bed or bathroon.
Berry et a] . (1981), Lund and Sheafor (1995), and Morgan et.
al. (1985) reported sirnitar findings. Three faLls were

associated with eli¡nination needs: patients v¡ere either in
the bathroom, or attenpting to go to, or return fro¡n, the
bathrooÍt. Àsh1ey et al. (1977) , Barbieri (1983), Garcia et
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aI. (1988), Innes and Turman (1983), Sehested and Severin-

Nielsen (1977) and t{a1she and Rosen (1929) also reported a

strong association betr,reen elinination needs and patient
fa lls .

None of the falLs in this study were witnessed by

hospital staff, a finding also reported by Morris and Isaacs

(1980) and Morse, Provse et aI. (1985). Siderails or other

restraint devices vrere not inplicated in any of the falls in
this study. Hov¡ever, three falls invoÌved the use of
hospital equipment. Sehested and Severin-Nielsen (L977)

also reported that external causes contributed to
approxinately one half of aLt faII incidents.

one fal-l resulted ín very ninor injuries. This injury
rate was lower than that reported in other acute care

hospital.s and was surprising, given the ages of the patients
and their physical disabilities.

In summary, six fall-s were recorded during this study.

The incidence rate vras higher but the injury rate lower than

that reported in other acute care facilities, For the nost
part, patient and sítuational- variables were consistent with
those reported in the literature.

LÍnitations of the Study

There !¡ere several

li¡nitation s¡as that data

linitations of the study. One

was collected in one institution.
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Therefore, generalization to other acute care facilities r,ras

not possible. Patient units were not randomly selected but

were chosen because they vêre rnore like1y to adnit patienls
over the age of 65, and because they h'ere considered high

risk areas for falIs. The excl-usion of specialty services

(Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Psychiatry, Adolescents and

Pediatrics) and adult patients under the age of 65 neant

that the sample s/as aLso not representative of a typical
hospital population.

The use of a purposive sample Íìight have introduced

bias because every nember of the population fron whj.ch the

sarnpJ-e s¡as drawn did not have an equal_ chance of being

selected. The resuLts, then, are only representative of
this sample. Patients lrho refused to join the study or

whose fa¡nilies refused on their behalf, and patients over

the age of 65 vJho were not approached to join the study, nay

have produced different study results in terms of nursing

docurnentation, faLLs-related nursing diagnoses, Morse FalI
Scores, and patient falls.

A potential linitation of a study related to patient
falIs lras that it r,roul-d sensitize nurses to be rnore

conscientious in their assessnent and docu¡nentation of the

behaviors and stimuli which predispose patients to faÌls.
The investigator had many years experience as an auditor and

had found that nurses, docu¡nentation practices were not

easily changed. The resul,ts woutd suggest that nurses did
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not change their docu¡nentation practices and, moreover, vJere

unable to do so because they did not recognize many of the

risk factors and their relationship to patient faLls.
The sanple size was adequate to examine nursing

docurnentation, the use of nursing diagnosis, and the Morse

FalL Scale, Holrever, it was snall in terns of the outcone

of interest, patient fal1s. This outco¡ne !¡as further
compl-icated by the nature of the data. The nunber of
patient falls per episode of hospitalization is highLy

skewed, with a hígh probability of beÍng zero, and a very

1ow probability of being two or more (Raz & Baretích, L9B7).

Interestingly, tvJo patients v¡ho feIl in this study did so on

two or more occasions. Patient falls also represent just
one aspect of the quality of nursing care. Many factors,
other than nursing care, contribute to patient faIIs. The

fact remains, however, that nurses are in the best position
to identify patíênts at risk to fall and to irnplernent fa1l
prevention strategies because of their cl-ose contact vrith

patients throughout hosp ita J- i z at ion.

The study relied on the review of nursing documentation

to answer the research questions. Baker (1983) stated that
lthiLe clinicaÌ records offered a basis for efficient revier^r,

a potential disadvantage rras that records couÌd be

Íncornplete or inaccurate. Nurses nay have identified
patients at risk to falt and cornmunicated this infor¡nation

to oÈher staff without docunenting on the patient record or
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nursing care plan. If this lras done by rneans of taped or

verbal reports, thè infor¡nation would not have been

available to the investigator. The fact re¡nains that
nursing diagnosis and care planning are the ¡nost efficient
and systematic way of defining and organj-zing knowledge, and

corn¡nunicating this knowledge to other heaLth care providers

(Lederer et al. , 1986).

Medical patients did not join the study untiL one to
five days following their presentation in the Energency

Department. Infornation recorded on the nursing care plan

during this ti¡ne and erased or changed príor to the

patients, joinÍng the study was lost to the investigator.
However, no ite¡n of permanent docurnentation in the patient
record was l-ost.

The study exanined a large nunber of variables (2L

falls risk factors) and coltected data related to nursing

docu¡nentation over 508 patient days. This coul-d result in
an un¡nanageable situation if techniques were not used to
deal with the data. The investigator had established clear
definitíons for each of the faÌls risk variables prior to
the start of the study and followed these critería
throughout the data coÌlection period. The FalLs Risk

Factor Checklist was also revie!¡ed by expert nurses and pre-

tested in the clinicaL area. Reliability was enhanced by

having one individual, the investigator, carry out alt of
the nursing docunentation review. The large sanple size and
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the volume of nursing documentation provided a rich source

of data related to the falls risk factors and all-owed the

investigator to answer the research questions. The

techniques described in the data analysis section were

inrnensely helpful in handJ.ing this arnount of data.

Because data collection continued over an extended

period, there were 12 occasj-ons vhere the investigator was

unable to see patients to assess theír Morse Fall- Scores.

On these occasions the score was estirnated, based on the

prevj-ous and subsequent assessnents. On two other occasions

the investigator asked the head nurse to carry out the Morse

FaÌL Scale assessnent, after explaining the scale and

carrying out an assessnent vrith the head nurse. These 14

days r,¡hen the investigator did not personally assess

patients' Morse Fall Scores represented 2.822 of all the

assessments carried out during the study. Patients were

stable on each of these occasions and had reached a pLateau

in their recovery. However, it was possible that sone

variable r¿as not detected on these days and this could have

altered patients' Morse Fall Scores.

Sunmarv

Nurses assessed and docunented many behaviors and

stinuli known to contribute to patient falÌs throughout the

study. However, they did not consistentl.y usê this
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assessment data to identify patients at risk to fall. Sone

of the reasons that nurses did not use nursing diagnosis as

a means of identifying patients at risk to falI are posited.
The experience in using the Morse FaII ScaLè vras described,
and the potential of this instrument as a means of
identifying patients at risk to fatt was expJ.ored as it
applied to the study subjects. The characteristics of
patients who feII and the circu¡nstances surrounding patient
falls were exa¡nined and compared to previous patient falls
studies. Final1y, the linitations of the study were

identified.
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CHÀPÎER VITI: CONCLUSIoNS AND RECoMMENDÀTToNS

The research questions are re-examined in this final
chapter, and concLusions are dralrn on the basis of the study

results. A critigue of the conceptual fra¡nework is
presented, and fÍnaIIy, recommendations for nursing
education, nursing research, and nursing practice are

addressed.

concl-usions

This descriptive study was developed around five
research questions. The fÍrst question Looked at which

faÌ1s risk factors (behaviors and stimuli) nurses considered

v¡hen assessing patients. The resuLts led the investigator
to conclude that r,¡hile nurses assessed many behaviors and

stimuli believed to contribute to patient faJ.Is, their
documentation failed to índicate that they associated these

behaviors and stimuli with patient faÌLs the najority of the
time. Furthermore, docunentatíon indicated that nurses had

particular dif f icuJ.ty assessing and describing behaviors

related to ¡nobility and gait, and mentaL status. This

latter finding v¡as sirniLar to that reported by Clark (1985)

and Walshe and Rosen Q979).

The second study question looked at which fal-l-s risk
factors led nurses to forrnuLate a falls-reLated nursing
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diagnosis as a neans of identifying patients at risk to
falÌ. A related quest,ion addressed the potential of nursing
diagnosis as a neans of identifying the falI-prone patient.
The results indicated that nurses formulated just four
fall-s-related nursing dÍagnoses and cited only rnobility and

gait problems, a history of falling, and dizziness as the
stinuli which ¡nade three patients vulnerable to falls. The

investigator concluded that because nurses failed to
recognize nany of the behaviors and stinuli they assessed

as falls rísk factors, they were not able to utilize nursing
diagnosis effectively as a ¡neans of identifying patíents at
risk to falt. Where used, nursing diagnosis proved to be a
very quick and effective means of communicating patients,
fall potential to other nenbers of the heal-th team.

The third research question exa¡nined the extent to
erhich the Morse Fall Scal-e was able to identify patients at
risk to falt and its potential as a fall Êcale instrurnent in
an acute care facility. The investigator found that
patients in this study r{ere at rÍsk to fa1l on 352 of the
497 days (70.822) they vere assessed, when 16 rras the lilorse

FaLl- Score used Èo estabLish falt risk. All patients who

feII during the study l¡ere considered at risk to fall when

this value was used to establish fall risk. Hor,¡êver, nany

other patients, who did not fa1I during the study, were also
identified as being at risk. The investigator concluded

that by increasing the score used to establish fal1 risk to
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45, the Morse FalÌ Scale offered considerable potential as

an instrunent to identify elderly patients at risk to fall
on the ¡nedical and surgical units included in this study.

The last research question looked at patÍent fa1ls, the
outcone of interest in this study. Based on the snal-l

nu¡nber of falls which occurred during the study, the
investigator concluded that the incidence rate !¡as higher,
the injury rate lower, and the patient and situatíonaL
variables similar to that reported in studies carried out in
other acut,e care facilities.

The ConceptuaL Franer,rork Re-examined

The quality assess¡nent paradigirn described by Donabedian

(1966) and the Roy .Adaptation Nursing process provided the
conceptual framework for this study. The use of siderail-s
and other restraint devices, the presence of an unfamiliar
or hazardous environ¡nent, and the situational variables
surrounding faLls r,¡ere sone of the structure criteria
monitored in the nursing documentation throughout the study.
These structure criteria are frequently reported as fatls
risk factors in the literature.

Process criteria, specifically the nursing process, v¡as

the focus of the study and the ¡neans by which the research
questions vrere addressed. The nursing process, as

docunented in the patient record and on the nursing care
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pLan, was analyzed to deternine the presence of faLls-
related behaviors and sti¡nuli and fal-1s-related nursing

diagnoses. overall, the Roy Àdaptation Model provided a

cornprehensíve tool for nurses to use in assessing, planning,

implernent j-ng, and evaluating patient carê. However, the
nodel- did not specifically address patient fal1s and this
nay have contributed to nurses, inability to recognize

behaviors and sti¡nuIi as falls-reLated and to utilize
nursing diagnosis as a ¡neans of identifying patients at risk
to fall.

Patient faL1s, the outcorne of interest in thÍs study,

represented a snaLL but critical_ aspect oî the conceptual

fra¡nework. Às al-ready discussed, nurses, by virtue of their
constant ínteraction wíth patíents, are in the best position
to influence this particular outcome of care by accurate

identification of patients at risk to fall.
In sunmary, the quality assessment paradigm and the Roy

Adaptation Nursing process gave direction to the study and

pernitted the investigator to answer the research guestions.

Together they v¡ere an appropriate fra¡nework for a study

which examined nurses' ability to assess faLls-related
behaviors and stimuli and to identify patients at risk to
fall in the broad context of quality patient care.
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Reco¡nmendati ons for Nursing

The results of this study have severaL impJ.ications for
nursing education, research, and practice. Some of the

issues to be addressed and directions to bê pursued are

discussed in this section.

Recorn¡nendations for Nursing Educatíon

The results of this study indicated that nurses did not

recognize many of the risk factors associated vrith falls
when present in patient subjects, and therefore did not

identify these patÍents as being at rísk to fal-I in the

cLinical areas. Nurses lJere also unabl-e to accurately

assess behaviors reÌated to gait and nental status, two

variables frequently assocÍated with patient fal-l-s in the

literature.
ft is therefore essential- that nursing education

prograns include the physiology of aging in their curricuLa

so that nurses understand thê physiologÍcal and

psychological changes which predispose the elderly to falls.
Hea1th care facilÍties will be dealing with increasing

nu¡nbers of elderly patients in the future and any attenpts
to reduce or prevent faLLs Ís hÍghly dependent upon knowing

and correcting the factors responsible for falls in these

indíviduaÌs (Tídeiksaar, 1989). In addition to an avJareness

of falls risk factors, nurses requíre rnore information in
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order to better assess behaviors related to gait and rnental

status. The results of this study al-so indicated that
nurses enployed fev¡ fal-l- prevention strategies. There is a

need to expand this knowledge and to assist nurses to select
strategies which have the best probability of achieving the
goal of fa11 prevention. Efforts to improve nurses,

understanding of the causes and prevention of falls ¡nust

begin with the basic nursing education prcjgrans and extend

to staff education programs in hospitals.

Finallyf there is a need for all nurse educators to
work with nurses and nursing students to nake nursing

diagnosis and care planning a meaningful experience in the

reaL world (Johnson, 1989).

Reconmendations for Nursing Research

À number of recotünendations for future research can be

rnade on the insights gained fron this study.

There is a need to examine nurses, knowLedge related to
patient falLs in other acute and tong tern.care facilitíes.
Consideration should be given to using other data collection
nethods (nurse interviews, questionnaires) to deternine $rhat

nurses consider to be the risk factors associated with
falls. Àny decrease in the nunber of patient falls wiLl
only be realized when nurses becone more a$rare of the rÍsk
factors associated with faLls and are better abl.e to
identify patients at risk to fatt, Nurse researchers,
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working in this area, night consider developing a program to
educate staff about the risk factors associated with patient

fa11s. The study could be designed to deter¡nine whether

such a program v¡as successful- in bringing about irnprovements

in the identification of patients at risk to fatL, and

vthether the nunber of patient falLs decreased as a result of
the progran.

Research is needed to deternine which fa11 prevention

strategies work and which do not. An enornous body of

literature exists about nursing interventions to prevent

faI1s, but very Little of it describes interventions which

have been tried and found effective. Many fal1 prevention

prograns reported in the literature introduced a nu¡nber of
fall preventíon strategies at the sarne ti¡ne. Innes and

Turnan (L983) suggested that facilities implernent a linited
nunber of new rneasures at one time so that it v¡ould be

possible to deternine whÍch were nost effective in reducing

patient fa1Ls.

There is a need to examine the relationship between the

use of siderails and other restraint devices and patient

falIs. In this study, siderails and other restraints were

used to prevent falls and patient injury. The literature
suggests that these restraint devices not only faiÌ to
prevent falls but nay contribute to fal1s and increased

injuries (Lynn, 1980; Maciorowski et al., .1988; SpeJ-lbring

et aI ., 1988). Hospital incident reports should be exanined
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to deter¡nine the extent to which siderails and other

restraints were involved in patíent faLls. An experimental

design couLd be used to determine the incidence of patient

fa]ls and injuries if sÍderaíls and/or physicaJ- restraints
were discontinued on one pilot unit.

Reconnendations for Nursinq Practice

It has already been established that nurses rnust beco¡ne

nore aware of the causes of patient falls and strategies to
prevent faLls. only then vrill they be abl-e to identify
patients at risk to fall- ín the clinicaÌ area and intervene

knowledgeably to prevent falIs. The folLovring suggestions

are made over and above this basic need. The question

related to a previous history of falling should be added to
the nursing assessnent form and nursing care plan. This

would alert a11 staff about patients at high risk for
subsequent falfs. Nurses require assistance in assessing

behavíors related to nobiLity and gait, and nental status.

The definitions províded by Morse, Morse, and Ty1ko (1986)

wouLd assist nurses in assessing and describing these

behaviors, especially gait, whether or not the Morse FaII

Sca1e r{as in use within the facility.
Consideration should be given to the adoption of the

Morse FaIf ScaLe as a neans of identifying patients at risk
to fa]I. The scale was easy to use and score in the

clinical area, and based on this smaLl sa¡nple, see¡ned to
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offer hope in identifying patients at high risk to fall.
Further study would be required to establish its
reliability. The score used to estabtish fal-l- risk woul-d

need to be deter¡nined based on the resources available to

devote to fall prevention.

The policy regarding the use of sideraiLs and other

restraint devices should be reviewed. Standards of care for

safety and the prevention of patient fal1s should be

devel-oped (Hendrichr 1988). Consideration should be given

to changing the tern safety on the Clinical Florrt Sheet l^¡here

siderails and other restraint devíces are presently

documented .

Nurses should be supported in their use of the Roy

Adaptation ModeI, nursing diagnosis, and nursing care

planning. concurrent audits could be used to deter¡nine

whether the plan of care was reflected Ín the nursing

documentation and to provide regular feedback to nurses in

the clinical arêas. Nursing admínistration shoul-d work with

nurses to develop nursing care plans which ensure that

information is meaningful to the nurses providing the care.

In sunmary, nursing education, research, and practice

can coflaborate to ensure that nurses play a rnajor roJ.e in

the identification of patients at risk to faIl, and the

reduction of patient falls through appropriate Íntervention.

The benefits íncfude decreased rnorbidity and rnortality for
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high risk patients, inproved quality of nursing care, and an

increased quality of Iífe for the falI-prone individual.

Summarv

The research questions were re-examined and conclusj.ons

srere drawn on the basis of the study results. The

conceptual franev¡ork was also re-exarnined. The study gave

rise to a nunber of Ínplications for nursing.

Reconmendations for nursing education, nursing research, and

nursing practice were outlined. These actions werê seen as

necessary Íf nurses are to identify patients at risk to fal1

and intervene knowledgeably to prevent, or reduce, patíent

falls.
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Appendix A

LeÈter Requesting Access to Hospital

to Conduct Research



*1203-233 Booth Drive
lvinnipeg, Manitoba
R3J 3M4

HàTCh , 1989

Hiss E. Yallowega,
Assistant Executíve Director, Nursing
Grace General HospÌta]
300 Booth Drive
WÌnnipeg, Manitoba R3J 3H?

Deàr Miss Yal.Lowega:

I am a candidate in the Mèster of Nurslng Program at
the University of Hðnitobå and am writing to request àccess
to your fåcllity for research purposes. The purpose of my
study is to exarnine nursesr assessments of patients in
relation to their fa11 rÍsk and to compare these assessments
to those made utilizing the Horse Fa11 scale. I hope to
gain a better understanditug of what nurses know about the
causes/ risk factors and identification of p,ltients at risk
to f all,

I vrould l-ike permission to approach patients aged 55
and oLder who äre admttted or transferred to the general
medlcal and surglcal units withln the hospitat, I would
want to vlslt these patients dally throughout their
hospitaLization to assess their fa11 status utilizing the
I'lorse FalL ScaIe, This will require about five minutes each
day and vJould involve mlnlmal lnconvenfence to the patient
ànd the nursing staff. Àccess to the patientrs nursing care
plan and patient care record would also be required to
determine the nursesr assessment of fal. I risk in these såmepatients, Should any fall incidents occur ämong patient
subjects during their hospitalization, I v¡ouLd wlsh to
examlne the incident report to deterrnine the pattent and
sltuatlonal- varlables surroundlng the fa11. À copy of my
proposal is included for your perusal.

The study w111 be explained to the patient or thepatlent's relative in cases where the patient is confused
and a written consent will be obtained from the patient or
family member. I vrill inform the patient's attending



physlclan ln wrlting of the patlent's partlcipatlon In the
s tudy ,

The stualy is being supervlsed by a thesls commlttee
conslstlng of Dr, Joàn Jenklns, Asslstant professor, School
of NursIng, Unlversity of Manltoba; Dr, Erna Schilder,
Assoclate Professor, school of Nurslng, Unlverslty of
Mänltoba; and Dr. colln powell. Head of Department of
ceriatrlc Medicine, st, Bonlface ceneral Hospital anrl
Professor of Mediclne, Universlty of Manltoba, Ethlcal
approval for thls study will be sought from the Ethical
Revle$¿ Commlttee. SchooL of Nursing, University of Hanitoba.
I wilL submit a copy of thelr approval to you v¿hen the study
is accepted.

Data collection should commence ln Jurle, 1989 and be
completed within three rnonths. A copy of the results of the
study will be made available to the facility. If you have
any questions once you have read the proposaL, please call
me at 889-1494. I will be pleased to meet with you at any
time to discuss this research project. I look forward to
hear i ng from you.

Sincerely,

CaroL Schick, R,N., B,Sc.N.
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Àppendix B

Head Nurse Infornation Form

My narne is CaroL Schick. I a¡n a student in the Master

in Nursing Program at the University of Manitoba. I an

conducting a study entitled ¡'Identifying Elderl-y patients at
Risk to Fall Utilizing Nurses, Assessnents and the Morse

FalL scale.rr The study is being supervised by Dr. J.

Jenkins at the school of Nursing, University of Manitoba.

l.fy purpose in meeting with you today is to explain the

study, to seek your permission to conduct the study on your

units, and to ask you to approach patients to determine

their willingness to particípate in the study.

The purpose of the study is to examine r,¡hat factors
nurses consider in assessing patients at risk to faII and to
deter¡nine if there are better ways to identify these high

rÍsk patients. The sanple will consist of 20 ¡nedical and 20

surgical patients aged 65 years or older. These patients

will be randornly selected from all elderly nedical and

surgical patients ad¡nitted or transferred to your units.
f would assess the patient soon after their admission

or arrival on the ward and daiJ-y throughout their
hospitalization using a fa11 scale j.nstrunent called the

Morse Fa1l ScaLe. This assessnent should take less than

five ninutes, and I !¡ill ti¡ne it so it does not interfere
with rnorning care, treatnents, rnealtirnes, or visiting hours.

I would then exanine the patient record and nursing care
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plan to deternine what factors nurses consider in assessing

patient's fall risk.
I need your assurance that you !7í11 not place j.ncreased

ernphasís on assess¡nents and docu¡nentation related to
patient's fall risk during the study period. My purpose is
not to find faul-t rrith r¡hat nurses are presently doing. I
do hope to gain a better understanding of what nurses

consíder to be important risk factors contríbuting to fal.Is,
This study has been approved by the Ethical Review

Cornmittee, School of Nursing at the University of Manitoba,

and by the Hospital. If patients express a \.ríLLingness to

neet with me, I will be responsÍble for explaining the study

to patients and securing their vJritten consent. Consent

will be obtained fro¡n the relatives of any patient who is
confused or has a questionabl-e mentaL status, earticipation
in the study is entirely voluntariLy, and patients will be

assured that it lri11 not affect the care they receive. They

are afso able to withdraw fron the study at any ti¡ne.

Patients v¡iII be identified by a code nu¡nber knovJn onl-y to
the investigator. I s¡i11 assu¡ne responsibility for
notifyíng the attending physician of each patient r¡ho agrees

to participate in the study. IndivÍdual nurses and nursíng

units wi}l never be identified.
Do you have any questions or concerns about the study?

If not, thank you for your tirne and for considering ny

request.
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eppendix C

Protocol for Àpproachinq Patients

Hello, rny name is Carol Schick. I am a student in the

Master of Nursing Program at the University of Manítoba. I
an looking at the factors that nurses consider when

assessing the safety of patients in hospital. I aÍl

interested in determining whether there are better ways to
provide a safe environ¡nent for patients. The study is being

supervised by Dr. ,f. Jenkins at the School of Nursing,

University of Manitoba. The hospital has given me

pernission to carry out this study.

I vrould like your permission to ask you a few questions

today and to have you vJa1k a few steps so that I can observe

your gait (if allowed out of bed), I woul-d then cone to see

you each day while you are in hospital, ask you one or two

questions and again observe you walking, if you are allowed

to be up. This should not take nore than five minutes of
your tine each day and I $¡ill try to arrange ny visits so

they do not interfere with any treatnents you are receiving,
your rnealt,ines, or visiting hours. I will also revj-ew your

chart each day to see !¡hat the nurses have recorded about

your condition. Do you have any questions about the study?

would you be willing to participate in the study?

(If yes) f have a consent form that outlines ho!, you

were seLected for the study and what will be expected fron
you if you agree to partícipate in the study. PLease take a

few rnornents to read the consent forn. If you prefer, I can



go over it with you. I
questions you míght have.

phone nurnber so that you

questions at a later ti¡ne,

vrould be pleased to answer

I \,ri 11 leave you my nane

can reach me if you have

any

and

any

Thank you for your tine and for considering ny request.
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Àppendix D

Patient Consent Forn

I agree to partícipate in a study to exa¡nine the
factors that nurses consider when assessing the safety ofpatients in hospital. tity participation in the study rnay
help to irnprove the safety and quality of care given topatients. I have received a verbal explanat.ion of the study
by the investigator, Carol Schick, who is a graduate student
in Nursing at the Uníversity of Manitoba. Any questions I
had v¡ere answered to rny satisfactíon by the investigator. I
am al¡are that the study has been approved by the Ethical
Review Committee, School of Nursj-ng, University of Manitoba
and by the hospital. I an also aware that my attending
physician vriLl be ínfor¡ned of ny particípation in the Àtuay.

I understand that ¡ny name was chosen at random from
among all patients age 65 or oLder lrho vrere ad¡nitted t.o the
general ¡nedicaL and surgical units within the hospital. I
arn ar^¡are that the investigator wiLl visit rne on admission
and each day throughout ny hospitaì.ization to ask me a few
questions and to observe ¡ne while I watk a short distance(if I am aLLowed out of bed). This wÍll take about five
ninutes each day. I an av/are that the investigator witl
also review ny chart to see r.¡hat the nurses have recorded
about my condition.

I know that I wiLl be identified onJ.y by a code nunber
and that alÌ ínformation collected during the study wÍIl be
kept in a locked filing cabinet. The infor¡nation \,¡i1t be
availabLe only to the investigator and her three advisors
and v¡i1.I be destroyed one year following the cornpletion ofthe study.

I understand that ny decision to participate is
voluntary and that I nay withdraw fron the study at any timeor refuse t.o ansvJêr any questions the investigator might askne. I understand that ny participation or refusal toparticipate in the study will not affect ¡ny care in any way.
I have received the investigatorrs na¡ne and phone nurnbãr añd
know I can call her if I have any further questions.

My signature indicates that I an Ínformed and that I
agree to participate in the study.

slgnature of PatientDate

srgnature of fnvestigator
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Àppendix E

Consent For¡n for Patientts Familv

I agree to allow rny relative
(patient's name) to participate in@
factors that nurses consider when assessing the safety ofpatients in hospital. I an as¡are that the study has been
approved by the Ethical Review conmittee, Schoo1 of Nursing,
University of lilanitoba and by the hospital. I am also aware
that ¡ny relatÍve's attending physician witL be inforned of
his/her participation in the study.

I give ¡ny permission for the investigator, Carol
Schick, a graduate student in nursing at the UnÍversity of
Manitoba, to visit ny relative daily throughout his/her
adnission, to ask a few questions, and to observe hirn/her
s/alking a short distance each ti¡ne (if he/she is aLlowed out
of bed). f understand this will take about five ninutes
each day and wilL not interfere with any treatnents,
nealtines, or visiting hours. f understand the investigator
will also revÍe!, ny relativers chart to see what has been
recorded about his/her condition.

I understand that all infornation will be strictly
confidential and that ny relative r,rilt be identifíed by a
code number knovrn only to the investígator, Infor¡nation
collected during the study wil-l- be kept in a locked filing
cabinet, will be avaitable only to the investigator and her
advisory committee and $riI1 be destroyed following the
conpl-etion of the study.

I understand that participation in the study wilt not
affect ny relativers care in any way and that I rnay withdraw
ny consent at any tine. I have received a verbal
explanation of the study fron the investigator and have had
my questions answered to ny satisfaction. I have received
the investigator,s na¡ne and phone number and know that I can
call- her if f have any further questions.

My signature indicates that I have read the consent and
a¡n willing to allow ny relatíve to be a participant in the
study .

signature of ReLative

Re Lat ].onship

Srgnâture of Investigator



Appendix F

Letter of Àpproval- fron Ethical

Review Co¡n¡nittee



The University of llani to ba

SCHOOL OF NURSING

ETHICAL REVIEI.I CO}ûÍITTEE

Proposal Nu-nber NS Bq / 1 0

Proposal Title: "Identifving Elderlv patients at Risk tô Fã.t l
Utilizinq Nurses' A¡ìsessments and the Ì,lorse
FaII Scale . "

NaEe and lftle of
Researcher(s): Carol Schick

University' of Man j-toba

MN Student

Date of Revier.':
:.I

,/
Decfslon of Co¡ofttee: Approved: NoÈ ¿{pproved:

Approved upon receipr of the follonfng changes:

4pproved with the changes submitted on May 29, L989.

Date:

NOTE :

Any algnlffcant changea fn Èhe proposal ehould be reporced to the
Chalrperson for the Ethlcal Reviel' Cor@fÈteere conslderation, fn advance
of fnplenentatlon of euch changes.



Àppendix G

Letter of Àpproval from Hospital

to Conduct Research



wrLLrÁM goolH

EVA BURROWS

JOHN D WALORONTHE SALVATION ARMY

GRACE GENERAL HOSPITAL
3OO EOOTH ÞR|VE - WtNNtpEG, MAN|ÍOBA F3J 3M7 - ÍELEPHONE (2O4) 63t-6311

May 31, 1989

Miss Carol Schick
Director
I. C. U. & EEergency Nursíng

Dear Miss Schick:

I aro pleased to inforE you tha! your request for conducting a
research project in relation to palients at rísk to fall has been
approved both by AdEinistråtion end the Medical Executive.

We will be very interested in the resulls of your findings and
look forv¡ard to you proceeding wifh your study here a! the Grace
Hospital.

Best of luck in your program,

Yours truly,

>.'/.
E-l:Lzåbeth vat.loveia (ltiss )
Asst. Executive Director, Nursing

EY/bP
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Àppendix H

Infornation for patientrs Àttendinq physician

Your patient (the relative of your patient)
has agreed to participate (has

agreed to have the patient participate) in a study entitled
rrldentifying Elderly patÍents at Risk to Fall Utitizing
Nurses, Àssessments and the Ìtorse FaIl Scale. r' This study
is being conducted by Caro] Schick who is a student in the
Master of Nursing progran at the UniversÍty of Manitoba.
The study has been approved by the hospital and is being
supervised by Dr. J. Jenkins at the School of Nursing,
University of Manitoba.

Patients, age 65 and over, were selected at rando¡n fron
among al-l patients in this age group adnitted to the general
nedicaL and surgicaÌ units within the hospital, patients,
invol-vernent in the study r.¡i1I not affect the care they
receive.

ff you have any concerns or questions about the study,
please feel to contact Carol schÍck at gg9-1494 or local
21_63.

Thank you.



Àppendix I
Patient Information Form

Code Number

Àge:

Gender: nale

f e¡nale

Date of Ad¡nission:

Diagnosis: Prinary

Secondary

Surgery: Procedure

Date Performed

Date of Discharge:

Length of Hospital Stay: (Days)
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Appendix J

FalÌs Risk Factor Checklist

The foLlowing risk factors, extracted fron an extensive

literature reviêr,r, have been found to be associated with
patient falls in a large number of acute care hospítaI
settings.

01 Àge greater than 65

02 History of previous faì.ls

03 Mobility or gait problems (including unsteady,
s¡eak or inpaired gait, decreased rnobility or
nuscLe weakness in lower extrenities, joínt
difficulties, anputations)

04 Use of anbulatory assistive devices (including
canes, crutches, walkers, wheeLchairs, prostheses,
furn iture )

05 Confus i on/ di sor ientation
06 fnpaired rnenory/ j udgment (including inability to

rernember/ f o1 low directions )

07 Sensory deficits (incJ.uding decreased sensation
in lower extremities, auditory, and visual
inpa irnents )

08 Alterations in elimínation (urgency, frequency,
nocturia, incontinence, urinary cathêters,
diarrhea, adnínistration of enenas, ostonies)

09 Diz z iness/balance probLems

010 Àgitat ion / rest les sness

011 ceneralized weakness (íncluding lethargy, fatigue)
OL2 Medications (especially when nultiple and

especially diuretics, anticonvul-sants, narcotics,
sedatives, hypnotics, psychotropics,
tranquilizers, antidepressants I antihypertens ives )

013 Substance abuse

014 Depression
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015 Post-operative condition (especially within 24-48
hours of surgery)

016 Medical diagnosis (especially when multiple and
involving cardiovascul-ar, cerebrovascul-ar or
neurological diseases, dernentia, and cancer)

OL7 Co¡nrnunication deficits or language barrier

018 Use of siderails

019 Use of other restraint devices

o2o Hazardous environ¡nent (unsafe footwear, beds in
high position, spi1ls on ffoor, unlocked wheels on
bed/r,rheelchair, lack of safety raíIs)

o2I Unfa¡niliarity with environ¡nent (due to recent
adrnission, unit transfers)



Àppendix K

Data Collection Fl-ow Sheet
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Appendix L

Morse Fa11 Scale

1. History of falling

2. Secondary diagnosis

3. Àmbulatory aid

crutches / cane/wa lker
furniture

4. Intravenous therapy/
Heparin lock

5. caÍt
norna I / bedrest/vrheelcha ir
weak
impaired

6. Mental status
oriented to own ability

none / bedrest / nursê assist/wheelcha ir O

Score

no0
yes 25

no0
yes 15

15
30

no0
yes 20

0
10
20

0
overestj.¡nates/forgets Ii¡nitations 15

TOTAL

Note: From rrDevel.opnent of a Scale to Identify the
Fall-Prone Patienttt by J. M. Ìforse, R. M. Morse, &

S. J. Tylko, L986. Unpublished Manuscript, university
of Àlberta. Reprinted by permission.
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Àppendix M

Morse FalI Scale - Definition of VariabLes

History of Falling: Scored as positive if a previous

fall was recorded during the present hospital admission, or
if there v¡as an imrnediate history of physiological falls,
such as seízures, or an impaired gaÍt, prior to ad¡nission.

Secondary Diagnosis: scored as positive if ¡nore than

one rnedical diagnosis was listed on the patientrs chart.
.Ambulatory aids¡ Scored as zero if the patient v¡a1ked

wÍthout a walking aid, was assisted by a nurse(s) | or vras

immobile or in a wheelchair. A second category was scored

if the patient used crutches, a cane or hralker, and a third
if the patient arnbulated clutching onto the furniture for
support .

Intravenous Therapy: Scored as positive if the patient
had an intravenous apparatus or a heparin lock inserted.

cait: À nornal gait is characterized by the patient
walking r,rith head erect, arms swinging freely at the side
and striding unhesitantly.

with a weak gait, the patient is able to rise fron the
chair lrithout assistance. The patient is stooped but is
able to lift the head. support for the furniture/ another
person is sought, but this is a feather-weight touch, aL¡nost

for reassurance. Steps are short and the patient nay

shuffle.
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with an inpaired gait, the patient may have difficulty
rising fro¡n the chair, atternpting to rise by pushing on the

arns of the chair and/or by rrbouncing.'r The patíent's head

is down, and, as the balance is poor, the patient grasps

onto the furniture, a support person, or a waLking aid for
support, and cannot walk e¡ithout thís assistance. The steps

are short, and the patient shuffles.

If the patient was in a wheelchair, the patient was

scored according to the gait she/he used when transferring
f ro¡n the chair.

Mental Status: Measured by checking the patient's own

self-assessnent of ability. The patient r¡as asked if she/he

was able to go to the bathroon aLone or if she/he needed

assistance, or if she/he was perrnitted up. If the patient's
assessment was consistent with the ambulatory orders on the

Nursing care PLan, the patient was rated as nor¡nal. If the

patient,s response v¡as not consistent with these orders, or

if the patient's assess¡nent was unrealistic, then the

patient was considered to rroverestimate his/her own

abiLitiesrr or to be "forgetful- of li¡nitations.I'

Note: From rrDevelopnent of a scale to Identify the Fa1l-

Prone Patienttt by J. M. Morse, R. M. Morse, & s. J. Tyl-ko,

1986. Unpublished rnanuscript, University of ALberta.

Reprinted by pernission.



Àppendix N

Pernission to Use Morse Fal-l Scale



University of Alberta Faculty of Nursing
Edmonton

Canada T6C 2C3

December 8, 1988

3-120 Clinical Sciences Building

Ms, Carol Schlck
L203 - 233 Booth Drfve
l.IlnnÍpe g, l.f anltobå
R3J 3H4

Dear Carol:

Thank you for your enqulry lnto the Morse Fall Scale. I wíll gladly
glve you my pernisslon to use thLs instrument in your research, and
would appreciate a copy of your findings when coropleted,

I enclose an artlcle whl.ch !s ln press on the use of the Scale 1n two
fnstftutions. The Scale is also beíng used at the CharLes Cansell
Hospftal, and ís Just about to be inplernented at the cood SâÐarltan
Hospttal ln EdEonton.

T'he article enclosed Ís further lnforr¡atlon on Èhe testing of Èhe
FaIl Scale 1n regards to valldfty and rellabilíty.

The Sca1e fs also being tested as a Mastêr's thesls in North Carollna
and fn other instiÈutions across Canada. AC Èhfs tlme I do not know
ff they have any results or have publlshed anywhere.

Thank you for your interêst,

BesÈ wLshes ,

¡antcJ U. ìtorse, RN, PhD (Nurs), PhD (Anthro)
Professor and National Health Research Scholar

Encl.
: sap
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Appendix o

Patient and Situational Variables Surroundinq FaLts Forn

Code Number

Age:

Gender: ¡nale

femaLe

Date of Adnission:

Diagnosis:

Surgical Procedure:

Date of Surgery:

Date and Time of FaIl:
Patient's Orientation at Ti¡ne of FalI:
Patient's Level- of Mobility at Time of FalI:
Safety Devices in Use prior to FalL:

Other Factors Contributing to FaÌ1:

Injuries Sustained:

Morse FaLl Scale score on Admission:

Morse FalL ScaLe Score prior to FalI:
Nurses, Àssess¡nent of Patientrs FalI Rísk on Nursj.ng Care

Plan and Patient Record:



Appendix P

Hospital Incident Report



O¿te of lncident

Reported by (Name)

Status
Witnessed by (Name)

Stâtus

lncident ro ! Patient ! Staf ! V¡sitor

A. TYPE OF INCIDENT
Fall
Procedurâl
Treatmenl
Damage to property

B. THOSE NOTIFIED
Oept. Head/Supervisor

Exact Locat¡oñ

Head NuÍse/Persoñ in Charge

C. PATIENT RELATED INCIDENTS
Pat¡ent Orientat¡on Level of Mob¡lity

Fam¡ly Phys¡cian/Surgeon
Emergency Physic¡an

! Loss ol propeny

fl Malfunct¡on of Equipment

¡ Hospital security

! ottrer-

Phone

! Sedated ! lndependent

! Orientated fl lndepeñdenr w¡rh aids

fl Confused ú Supervised

! ottrer

I Language barrier ! Ass¡sted by 'l - 2 people

! Dependent or bedlast

Safety Dev¡ces Used

ALL ENTRIES MUST BE SIGNED

Restraints
Oñe beds¡de ra¡l up
Both bedside rails up
Call bell within reach

D. DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT

lreatment Bequ¡red

! Cleansing

! Dressing

! Suturing

Diagnosis

lniury Sustained

Surgical Procedure

I None

! Lacer

! Cont!
! Fractt

! otner

Lacerations
Contus¡ons

Fo.m 388109 l9/87)

Frãcture

n
D!
¡

Restraints
Observation
None
Other

E. SÏATEMENT OF PHYSICIAN

F. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Signature (Adm., D.O,N,. Dept, Head) 

- 

Dale
Or¡g¡nal to Adm¡nistration . -. Copy to Nurs¡ng Administration or Department Head.
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